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I The Game Players Magazine 
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are included only insomuch es they provide usetul b z k -  
ground informtion an current Avalon Hill titles. THE 
GENERAL 16 published by the Avalon Hill Cornpanv solely 
tw ths cultural edification of the wriousgeme rllcionado, i n  
the hopes el improuiw the gamt oiuner's proficiency ot play 
and providing services not otherw~re avnllsble ro the Avalon 
Hill game buff. 

publicarion is bb-monthly with mailings m d e  c loe  to the 
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cask lost in  Ifancit. All aubeeripriens #nt via thlrd clsss mail. 
Airmail and First C I m  deliwrv must be prearranged wlrh the 
wbBCrioTian b r t r n e n t  a t  additional cost. No paidadvertis- 
ino of =nu tvo. Is occeofd. However. newsof irnvartance To 81% 
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rsd ink. Phmogrephs should have caption and credit tine 
w r W n  on back. Reiected artlcles will be returned vdhenou~r 
~ r s i b l a .  I n  arry and all casos, Avalon Hrlt accepts no 
reponsibility for unsoticited materqal. Authors of published 
articles which receiua fsuorabl~ resrronse from the readership 
will be remunerated with free merchendise of thelf choice. 
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Avulon Hill PhiUosoph y Part 48 
We would be remiss if wa d id  not thank all of 

you who wrote in  congratulating us on the 
quality (and quantity) o f  the new games. We wish 
we had the time t o  answer each o f  your letters 
personally but such is not the case. Special thanks 
are in order for the hundreds who expressed their 
mnfidenca in  A.H. products to  the tune o f  $50 
orders. We hope the games brightened your 
Christmas as much as your words of praise did 
ours. 

The great success of  the mail order line has 
guaranteed that you'll me a similar offering f rom 
us next fall. It has also ousted one of is number 
by i ts  very s u m s .  Panzer Leader has been just 
too overwhelmingly received t o  maintain as a 
mailsrder-only item. la popularity has even 
surpassad that of Third Reich. Therefom, b g i n -  
ning in February it will be transferred t o  the 
retail line as our spring relase and you can begin 
looking for it in  local stores. Do not hassle your 
1-1 dealer for the mailsrder-only titles though 
because he'll b~ unable t o  stock them. Ewntu- 
ally, two of the prment retail games will ba 
dropped in to  mailerckr-only status to  take its 
place. I n  addition, we how t o  increase the mail 
order division by 2 4  titles next fall, and wil l  
keep you posted as t o  progrvs along those lines. 

The Chancellorsville spscial offer of a free set 
of original version counters t o  the f irst 600 
purchasers of the game has long since faded into 
history. But that was so popular we decided t o  
institutm another "bonus buy". To all purchasers 
of Jut/and.in the next month who request them, 
w'll include a free set of original version JutIand 
rules and manual. This ofFsr is vslid only es long 
as the supply lests. If well received, wa may 
follow up this offer w i th  a similar one for AnIio 
next issue. 

Response t o  the announmmsnt of OR lG INS I 
(our first warwming convention) has alm been 
quite flattering w i th  interest running high from 
many quarters. A number o f  new events are in  the 
promss o f  being added sponsored by a variwty of 
c o m p a n i ~ .  We've also made arrangements for a 
unique line of awards for each of  the compati- 
tions consisting o f  hwxagonal plaques. We believe 
these wil l  be a long remembered and instantly 
recognized keepsake of a fine effort i n  a great 
event. We'll keep you informed as new plans are 
finalized. 

But all was not roses. The new detailed A.H. 
catalog which we promised you within 2 weeks of 
receipt o f  your last GENERAL was delayed due 
t o  press of more important matters - such as 
kaeping up to  date on shipping the unexpected 
huge demand for our new games. That took 
manpower, manpower we really didn't have. 
Everyone, f rom the vice-president on down was 
pressed in to  =mice over in  the mail-order depart- 
ment. Thus, the people who usually prepare the 
catalog didn't have time to propar* the catalog. 
The effect of this delay means that many o f  you 
wil l  be getting the catalog when i t  is already 
obsolete price-wise. So when placing orders on 
the new order form stapled within the catalog we 
suggest you follow the instructions g iwn and add 
?O% to the purchass price o f  al l  parts. Any 
overages wil l  be refunded. A l l  the bookcase games 

were r a i d  t o  $10 and al l  the flat box games 
raised t o  $8.00 wi th  the exceprion o f  TACTICS I /  
which remains at $5.00. It will probably take 
a whlls fo r  these price increasss t o  be reflected at 
retail outlets but they are inevitsble and wa did 
w r n  you thay were corning. We apologize for the 
colosssl inconvenience caused by all of this but 
believe us when we say your disappointrnnnt is no 
greater than our own. 

The games are not the only items to  f a d  the 
bite of inflation. We'm sorry t o  say that the 
GENERAL has held the price line for the last 
time. Beginning wi th  Volume 12 new sub- 
scription razes will go into effect. After 11 years 
of operating on a $5.00 fee constantly declining 
in  buying value while quadrupling the size of  the 
magazine, mw've been forced to  give way to  rising 
m t s .  Expected postal rate hikes in  the coming 
year were the lab straw. Therefore, as of May 1st 
the p i n g  ratn of a subscription will be $7.M) per 
year w i th  a two year subscription available for 
$12.00. Single copy and beck issue rates wil l  
incraase t o  $1.50. A l l  $5.00 subscriprions re- 
ceived after May Ist will be treated as 4 issue 
'?rial subscriptions". Renewals receiwd before 
May I st will receive the ful l  6 issue extension. A 
$10 subscription before May 1st wil l  earn a 12 
isue renewal and so on. 

Incidentally, every month we are bombarded 
wi th  complaints sbout the late delivery of the 
magazine. You're in  the same boat everyone else 
is - ewryone's rnapeine is mailed on  the same 
day - often in  the closing weeks of  the second 
month. Thus, i t  i s  a tr i f la unrealistic t o  gst one 
magazine on Februaty 28th and expect the next 
one m ba on time a week later. It zakes a good 
t w o  months to get one of thew things ready and 
i f  one issue is late you can pretty much expect 
the next one t o  be also. The mail order line has 
cut  i n  on everyone's time around here and it is 
wing t o  -take a while for us m st back m 
normal. As a case in  point, the question and 
answer mail hasn't b m n  done i n  3 weeks and wil l  
probably sit a while l o n s r  h f o m  wo wn pt m 
it. Putting out  7 games at  o n m  quite naturally 
multiplieal the volume of this mail many times. 
We plan t o  organize all the Th/rd Reich and 
Panxer Leader queries into an article format for 
the next issue $0 do us a favor and hold off on 
your questions unt i l  then. A l l  o f  the commonly 
asked questions wil l  Iw covered - ewn many of 
those already answered in the rules. If you still 
have questions after thls presentation then feel 
free t o  send them in. 

The December General proved to be our mast 
popular issue yet w i th  a 2.64 rating, despite those 
uvho disliked the predominance of PanzerbIitz 
material. This was due i n  no small part t o  the 
dforts of Larry McAneny, Bruno Sinigaglio, J im 
Hamilton, and Lew Pulsipher who worked so 
hard t o  make it E s u m .  The ratings on the 
1200 point maximum scoring system were as 
follows: 

The Pieces o f  Panzerblitz . . . . . . . . . . . , ,607 
Beyond Situation 13  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256 

Continued on P a p  28 
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Version 
THE UNFOUGHT WATERLOO 

by Robert S. Sledge 
Louis XIV of France was the child of luck, born 

unto the right nation at the right time. For the first 
time in many years France was at peace, within her 
borders and with her traditional enemies-the 
Hapsburgs. Louis' predecessors had built roads, 

I canals, and bridges, making France's communica- 
tion system the best in Europe. And what it lacked in 
a common language and political system, he more 
than made up for with the prestige of the Crown. He 
made his people feel that he--the King was 
somehow a symbol of their common "Frenchness". 
The greatness he inspired was reflected upon them 
all: and it is with his usual lack of modesty that he 
declares 'l'etat c'est moi!' (I am the State). 

He expanded the Crown's influence at the 
expense of the nobles, who had been so troublesome 
in the past. Depriving them of their political 
function, they were left with only their social and 
economic privileges and their military careers. Yet 
,they crowded around the monarch at his splendid 
new palace of Versailles; acres of beautiful gardens 
surrounding a palace that housed a court of 10,000 
nobles and their families, followers, and servants. 

, "So completely did Louis make Venailles the center 
of French soc~al life that everything else in Europe 

- 
seemed provincial, from the private country houses 
or the French nobles, to the courts of all other 
monarchs. The proper standard of sophisticated 
behaviour for all of Europe was set here; how to 
dress, what to read, what games to play, and what 
music to listen to. At every court with a pretense to 
gentility the master and mistress would ask what 
Versailks did before deciding." 

Yet this proud picture of France and Louis XIV 
at their height of power and glory had one 
dangerous flaw. Louis was ambitious; ambitious to 
a fault. Not content with the natural borders of 
security on the Rhine and the Low countries, he 
dreamed of expansion in Italy, India, and the New 
World; and h ~ s  dream was answered by a disruption 
in the Spanish line of succession. Louis' brother in 
law, Charles 11 of Spain, had no heir to claim the 
title of the vast Spanish possessions that included 
most of South and Central America as well as the 
prosperous Spanish Netherlands. In his will, 
Charles I1 proclaimed that Louis' grandson Philip 
would obtain all; and when the old man died in 
1700. Louis could not resist temptation; he 
promptly announced Philip V king of Spain. 
Almost immediately England, Holland, the Empire 
and the German states with the exception of Bavaria 
and Cologne, joined in a Grand Alliance against 
France and Spain. It was 1701. The war of the 
Spanish Succession was on. 

It is best to step back now andget an overview of 
the opposing powers. France and Spain in 1701 
were not unlike Germany and Austria in 1914-they 
had interlor lines of communication and could 
strike outward in several directions; Lowlands, 
Rhineland, Italy. The French army was by far the 
superior and played a role to its Spanishally much 
the same as Germany was to play for Austria in the I First World War. Louis XIV in his autocracy could 
plan the campaigns in all secrecy without domestic 
interference from politicians and special interest 
groups. He was a rather capable strategist, and 
Iucky in that he had a good Minister of War 

(Louvois) and several excellent rnanhalls; Villars, the vast Fortress Zone (with the key exception of 
Vendome, and Villeroy. The army was uniform, Maestricht) in the Spanish Netherlands was turned 
highly disciplined, and filled with anelan from past over to them before hostilities k g a n .  
success. 

These fortresses were marvels of modern 
engineering. Thick walls and palisades guarded by a 

The Allies, on the other hand. were loosely large ditch, converging fields of fire for the guns, 
joined together by necessity. They feared the and storerooms vast enough for a years supplies 
dominance of France but that did not keep them combined to give them the impression of a land 
from jumping ateach other's throat. On the seas, the battleship. If resolutely defended by its garrison, a 
English and Dutch fleets were by far superior; but fortress could withstand an enemy force 10 times its 
the Mediterranean was still solidly French. For that number for a year or more! In addition to the 30 
reason supplies and communications to the Empire large fortresses the French controlled, Louis had 
were tenuous at best. English and Dutch troops Vauban, the chief engineer of his day, construct a 
were a reliable formidable force, those of the Empire continuous series of smaller fortificationsalonga 70 
adequate, and troops from the German states often mile crescent from Antwerp to Namur. TheseULines 
insubstantial. The routes by which they could pierce of Brabant". finished just in time for 1701, with their 
the French frontier were not so numerous as first entrenchments, palisades, and inundations, fairly 
seems evident. An army of 60,000 to l00.000 men in bristled toward the enemy. They were in fact a 
those days needed constantly to move through miniature Maginot Line. If properly backed up by a 
fertile lands. If supplies and dry forage were to be field army, it was deemed the enemy would suffer no 
brought along, the best way was by river or canal. less than 10,OOOcasualties in just breaching the line. 
As a matter of fact, the great rivers of Europe were 
the railways of war. Thus every major juncture of This 18th century war was curiously like no 
rivers and canals were barred by elaborate for- other in the history of Western man. We might 
tresses. And though the Allies had a superiority in almost call it civilized. The previous generation of 
numbers. France began with a windfall advantage; soldiers in the Thirty Years War were more often 
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than not just a di~orderly band of thugs roaming 
about the countryside. Often their whole farnily 
would travel with them; and if the opposition paid 
more, it was no major obstacle to  ioin the former 
enemy. Brigandage and slaughter of innocent 
civilians was the order of the day. Between 16 18 and 
1688, eight mitlion Germans disappeared from the 
face of the earth. It waa warfare at its worst. 

The soldier of 1701 on the other hand was a 
professional. Highly disciplined and well trained, 
his lie was valued by his officer and government 
alike, mainly because he was so expensive to train 
and provide for. Issued with a percussion cap 
smooth bore rifle, the soldier could expect to fire 
effectively nomore than75-100 yds. Hischief toolof 
destruction was often the bayonet, and since a good 
rifleman could get off perhaps two shots a minute, 
things were usually decided at close quarters. There 
were no higher formations in those days such as a 
division or corps, even brigtdes were in the 
experimental stage. And in the case of health care, 
his best medicine if wounded was luck; even a minor 
wound could prove fatal because of complications. 

The cavalryman was the more dashing of the lot, 
often a person of high birth. His main weapon was 
the sword, except inthomunits that used a lam.  
Pistols were as yet cumbersome and mostly 
ineffective. In addition to scouting ahead as the 
"eyes of the army", he could expect t o  reconnoiter 
the enemy's line, and in a cavalry engagement-it 
was sword to sword combat with the intention of 
driving the other from the field. Against infantry he 
was best employed when they were losing cohesion; 
a cavalry atlack on faltering infantry could be 
devastating, a cavalry attack on unbroken infantry 
could be diastrous. Timing was the key to  the 
matter. The cavalryman could also dismount and 
act as auxiliary irifantry, not often employed, but 
done if need be as by the French at the Battle of 
Ramilies (May 23, 1706). The least desirable duty 
was massing behind friendly infantry to  keep them 
From retiring, even if they were being cut to pieces by 
murderous gunfire, as at the storming of the 
khellenburg in 1704. 

infantry. The really effective pieces of war were the 
big guns, "Hawbiuers" and mortars, used in 
reduction of fortresses. At the siege of Bonn, the 
Allies used 90 large mortars and 500 smaller guns, 
some with 6 and 8 inch bores, to fire day and night 
from April through May, until the fortressand town 
lay in ruins. It was exactly this kind of siege warfare 
that the chief strategists of the day mognized as the 
proper way to conduct war. This or that fortress 
might fall, and slowly the army advamd-  
protecting the besiegers from the opposing field 
army. To out maneuver the besieger and threaten 
his lines of communication could suspend a siege 
and cause him to retire. A pitched battle between 
,field armies was out of the question! Especially s i m  
professional soldiers were so costly. To paraphrase, 
"War was too important to beleft up to thegenerals, 
it must be waged by gentlemen". 

But this very kind of siege warfare had a decisive 
drawback; to &siege a fortress meant to divide your, 
forces and lose all offensive initiative. Even in 
defense a manhall had to  spread his troops thin to 
garrison all the threatened sectors. Only one manin 
1701 detected this flaw with clearrsighted resolve- 
and in the process left his mark upon history; John 
Churchill. 

The Duke of Marlborough (Churchill) was a 
veteran of the previous war with France, but as yet 
had not made his mark as a commander. But in that 
very grevious year with the French massing upon 
the borders of Holland, the ,Dutch made a bold 
decision and acoepted this English general as 
Commander-In-Chief of all the forces in the 
Northern theatre. He had very strange ideas for a 
general of his time; nothing less than thedestruction 
of the French Northern Army in the field, and the 
humbling of Louis XIV would do. In this contest of 
world wide proportions, he was every bit up to the 
matter of defying the Sun King. 

At once Marlborough seized the initiative and 
threatened to pin Marshall Boufflers 60,000 troopa 
against the important Allied fortress of Maestricht. 
A decision was fast drawing near-battle or 
retirement? The French chose to retire. Always he 
forged on with the same resolve to  bringa decision 
by arms to one great battle; but the recalcitrant 
Dutch oppossed one of his daring plans after 
another. They were afraid to see their great army, 
Holland's only defense, wither away in a blood- 
drenched few hours, such were battles in those days. 
Within the spa= of four or five hour8.a~ many as ten 
to twenty thousand men on each side could be 

Artillery of the day was kcoming more mobile, 
yet its effect was stillltss than perfect. Most oftenits 
position was Fmed at the bejjnning of battle and 
then left stationary throughout. Scenes of caissons 
and guns bounding along to  an endangered section 
of the line were a thing of the future. Grape shot 
against massed infantry could be devasta t in~ but 
only if the gunners were backed up by sufficient 

Villeroy and the Elector of Bavaria, encamped 
between Louvain and Brussels watch this movement 
with amazement. He had marched clear across and 
around their front and iscoming on withsupply and 
siege trains. This is madnas! He has cut hi line of 
communication with Liege against all rules of 
military law. 'We can attack this, but it is risky. 
Well, he is coming on with a siege train-surely he 
must be heading for the fortress of Dendermonde. 
So we will send Crimaldi with 18 battalions and 12 
squadron$ to support Col. Pas tevat  Waterloo. . . 
and await events.' 

casualties. But because of these very fears the 
French were holding their own in the Low Lands 
while actually winning in Italy and the Rhineland. 
With the advent of Bavaria joining the Fmnchall of 
Germany and the Empire were on the verge of 
collapse. It seemed as if500 yearsof imperial hitory 
were about to crash down in ruins. 

Marlborough quickly ascertained the situation 
and in an epic march, cut his ties with the Channel 
and marched at the head of 20,000 British troops 
into the very heart of the continent. The French 
were held in suspension on all fronts, mesmerized as 
Winston Churchill calls it, "by this scarlet caterpil- 
lar wending its way across the faoe of Europe." 

Marlborough gained a bridgehead across the 
Danube at the Schellenburg by tactics more 
conventional to our times than the 18th century. 
Out of each battalion, 130 men were handpicked to 
lead the attack as, in what today we would call, 
"shock troops." They literally raced ahead of the 
main army at an  amazing speed, 15 miles on bad 
roads and then to a battle a t  6 p.m. as dusk was 
falling. This was unheard of1 The defenders held 
them off in vicious fighting, but this waa Marlbor- 
ough's intention; the enemy'a attention was so 
riveted by this daring and furious attack that they 
weakened the rest of their front. Before they could 
remedy their mistake, Allied German troops 
crashed through the weakened secton, annihilating 
the defenden. Out of 14,000 men, barely 5,000 
reached safety. 

This tactic of dispersing the enemy by a violent 
secondary attack, followed by a piercing main 
thruston the weakened sector was usedsucoessfully 
by Marlborough in all- his great battles. He pinned 
the French and Bavarians to the hills at Blenheim 
(August 13, 1704) and thencrushed their center with 
an infantry assault followed by waves of cavalry that 
dispersed behind. the enemy's rear, cutting off 
retreat. Of 60,000 French and Bavarians on the field 
that moming, barely 16,000 made it back across the 
Rhine. 

The Unfought Waterloo: 
Now we return to the Low Countries and the 

cockpit of war. It is summer, 1705. Marlborough by 
intricate maneuvering just outwitted the French 
field army under Marshall ViUeroy and pierced the 
Lines of Brabant. They said it would cost 10,000 
Allied casualties. It costs less than 100. 

Even after this remarkable acheivement the 
Dutch marshalls are afraid to let their magnificent 
army do battle. Days creep by inexorably. The field 
Deputies finally allow Marlborough "three marches 
without summoning a war council." He hopes by 
these three marches to  make a battle inevitable- 
even for the Dutch. In worching hot weather the 
Allied Army swings down the road, clouds of dust 
marring the sky. Cavalry patrols clatter through 
villages and fields. On August 15th they pass 
through Corbaix, on the 16th to Genappe and the 
headwaters of the Dyle. The following moming they 
are confidently heading north on the Brussels road 
toward the small village of Waterlbo. 
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Marshal Villeroy as depleted in a painting by 
Hyacinthe Rigaud. 

The Wight of August 17-18; the confederate 
advance guards brushaside Col. Pasteur before help 
can arrive. Their infantry advancing by night 
toward Brussels, crowd the high road. Cavalry are 
like shadowy figures emergingfrom the misty dawn, 
to "amuse the French army." 

Surely Marlborough is ty ing to maneuver 
toward Brussels. "I confess to Your Majesty that the 
choice is very difficult, because a single false step 
draws with it the loss of the Low Countries. To  
march toward Brussels is to abandon the position 
which up to this time has saved Louvain, to stay here 
is to lose Brussels and the larger part of the country 
as well. To divide the army is impossible. It is 
necessary to choose . . . between the loss of 
Brussels or of Louvain, there being no middle 
course." 

Well we must sacrifice Louvain! 
The order is hardly given when the whole scene is 

suddenly transformed. A column of hostile infantry 
is marching upon the front-it is English infantry. 
They are not after Brussels because they come from 
that quarter. Masses of infantry debouch from the 
Forest de Soignies. They are about to do BATTLE! 

'For all our vigilance we are as astonished as 
Marshall Tallard but a year ago at Blenheim.' 

Our line drawn up around the Ysche stream 
numbers but 76 battalions and 127 squadrons 
(including Grimaldi who is too far afield to be of 
much help). The enemy appears to be superior in all 
forces (in fact 100 battalions and 162 squadrons) 
and has by his movements made us dangerously 
overextended. Not the least of these is a large force 
of the enemy upon our right flank, who threaten to 
turn  us and march upon our rear. If they succeed in 
this, all hope of retreat is doomed. We consider 
retreat but the dangers of a flank march and 
rearguard action are too great. So we fortify the 
villages and wait. 

At this point there occurs a scene rarely 
witnessed in the annals of war. The Dutch Marshalls 
pronounce that the confused and numerically 
inferior enemy are by far too powerful to attack. 
"Murder and massacre," they mutter as they stand 
around in a council of war. Try as he will, with 
threats, logic, and pleas, Marlboroughcannot shake 
them from their obstinance. Shamefaaed but 
stubborn, they persist until what was a weak line of 
desperate enemy, becomes a fortifcation. There is 
n a  bdttle. It remains for anothei generation of 
soldiers, fighting for  different reasons to make the 
name Waterloo immortal. 

Conclusion: 
An Allied victory in August 1705 would have 

smashed the French forces in Belgium. It was too 
late in the season for fielding another French force 
there. The campaign of 1706 could have well been 
the last as the Allies plunged on toward Paris 
through the fertile plains of Artois and Picardy. 
Instead they were faced with 8 more years of bitter 
conflict and an indecisive peace. Hostilities would 
cease mainly from mutual exhaustion. 

THE UNFOUGHT WATERLOO 
A Game Variant using the WATERLOO b a r d  

has destroyed. The Allied player receives 1 point for 
each French factor destroyed. 

Leading ~ l l i e d  stack starts a t  8th road square 
just North of Ligne River, heading toward Quatre 
Bras. (All units of Allied Army and Main French 
Force cannot come on board in one turn. Some 
must be left off for next turn.) 

Example: A 5 4  that is eliminated is worth five 
pts. to the victor. A French 5 4  that 
exits through Charleroi or the Le Haine 
Road is worth 10 pts. 

All WATERLOO rules except those noted 
h ~ I o w  remain the same. A NOTE ABOUT THE DESIGN: -. . . . 

STACKING: units may stack only two high 
(exception, see artillery rule). In a stack of two, only 
one unit may defend; if it is eliminated both go. 
Artillery present ina  stack may add to the defense of 
the stack above and beyond the "only one defending 
unit" limit. 

TOWNS: (such as Nivelles and Cenappe} 
lnfantry add 2 to defense; cavalry add I while in 
towns. These additions are per unit, not per stack. 

ROAD MOVEMENT: On main roads, units 
add two extra movement factors. On secondary 
roads (dashed lines) they add one extra. 

MOVEMENT AFTER COMBAT: When the 
defender must abandona square due to elimination, 
exchange, or retreat attackers may move up to two 
units into that square regardless of terrain and 
enemy zones of control. 

ARTILLERY: May stack upon two other units 
in excess of the stacking rule and add to the stack 
attacking factor. Only one artillery unit is allowed 
per stack above normal stacking limits. 

VICTORY POINTS: The French player gains 
double the amount of points of each unit he moves 
off board through Charleroi or the road that exits at 
the Le Haine River. These points add toward 
victory along with I point for each Allied factor he 

Since there were no higher formations in the 
armies of 1705, such as corps or divisions, I decided 
to devise units as approximations. Each infantry 
unit is roughly a composite of four battalions. Their 
attackldefense factors are based mainly on the 
performance and strength of various historical 
units. As such 1 can't give a designation to a unit 
other than its nationality, and since these are just 
approximations the figures cannot be exact. But 1 
found that using battalions and being historic 
makes a lousy game-there are just too many units 
involved, and stacking gets to be a real problem. 

Also a key note; the action of August 18th took 
place just to the north of the Forest de Soigniw. So 
it is assumed the French move a day early, and that 
the Dutch aren't so stubborn this time! 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

FRENCH ALLIED 
Marginal 45 pts. Marginal 60 pts. 
Tactical 70 pts. Tactical 80 pts. 
Decisive 90 pts. Decisive 106 pts. 

0 - 

ORDER OF 'BATTLE I 
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A DECADE WITH DAS AIFRIU KORPS 

EJ By Omar L. DeWitt 

It has been eleven years since A FRIKA KORPS 
first was published. It came out in 1964, along with 
the first issue of the GENERAL. I still have the fint 
editions of both. In those days the CENERAL cost 
only $4.98. Nowadays the cost has skyrocketed t o  
$5. What do  we get for the 2a? All we get is 34 pages 
(instead of 12), color, illustrations, and five timesas 
much printed material. Gone are those %-page 
pictures of Carl Knabe and Louis Zocchi (who is 
Louis Zocchi?). Gone are the tips on winning by the 
Sage Sarge: "Smoke heavily . . . Drum your fingers 
on the table while you whistle a tuneless off-key 
piece of nonsenseduring his turn . . . etc." Goneare 

. the days when beinga subscriber to the GENERAL 
put you in a select group-there were only 72 of us 
listed in that first issue. fimes change. 

Those were also thedays when the publication of 
a new game was a real event. There had not k e n  a 
new game for almost a year, and we would open the 
box somewhat reverently, inhaling that special new- 
AH-game odor (second in favor onty to new-car 
odor). After slowly separating the unit counters, we 
would start devouring the rules. 

A FRIKA KORPS, although 11 has changed 
slightly from the original version, has passed the test 
of time. After eleven years it is still going strong. I 
have been playing it all of those eleven years, and I 
still enjoy it. 1 enjoy it for the reason I think anyone 
enjoys a particular game: I win most of the 
A F R l K A  KORPS games I play. Other people may 
say they like a game for other reasons, but 1 just 
cannot see someone Liking STALINGRA D best of 
all after he has lost 27 games in a raw. I lose games, 
too. I recently finished a game as the Germans in 
which I did not receive a supply unit for six turnsin a 
row. The odds of that happening were 1 in 324. 
Suddenly those ineffective 1-18's turned into 
attacking hordes; it was like a nightmare. But that 
makes it interesting; the games are all different. 

In a decade of playing, I have picked up a few 
items that may be of general interest, and I have 
accumulated (since I play most of my games by 
mail) a few "problems" that might be of interest. 

OpenIng Movm 
Bengad The 212 S.C. unit is the newest looking unit 
in my A FRIKA KORPS box. While some of the 
other units have the printingalmost worn away, this 
unit is still shiny. That is because it starts every 
game in Bengasi and leaves the game after the 
second turn. All German players 1 have seen isolate 
Bengasi on Turn I .  Different players have different 
plans, but the approach 1 like best is as follows: 
using the Rornmel bonus and moving cross country 
from W-9 to S-9, Ariete can move t o  H-3 and the 
slower ltalians to 5-3 (see Fig. I ) .  Elements of the 
21st Division could k used to completely seal off 
Bengasi. but they are better employed elsewhere. 
The British have two options, then. They can move 
the t -I -7 out of Bengasi to G-2 and attack Ariete at 
1-5. in which case it has one chance inthree ofbeing 
retreated to F-3 and tying down those Italians for 
two more turns. Or. they can leave the unit in 
Bengasi, which ensures that two or three ltalian 
units will be delayed one more turn. Which is the 
better course is a decision you will have to make, 
based upon your knowledge of your opponent. If in 
doubt, be conservative. 

Fipre 1. A wmmon opening move that igolates Ben@. ftat 
Brilirh then have tht uppertunity to break out by moving to G-land 
attacking A r i a  at 1-5 (the only retreat is toward freedom), or they 
can stay uutand ticdownsom 1taliansforonemoreturn.Note that if 
thc ltalins only p r ~ d  to K-3, ihe Allie~mnaocompli~hmaximum 
delay bvmovina212SG to l l -  thuscontrollinn tht roadsand forcine . . - ,  
Ihc lmlianv to stop on the encarpment at 54. 

In one game I played as the British, the German 
left the slow Italians on K-3 rather than J-3. If I had 
attacked Ariete and rolled an A BK 2, hecould have 
retreated my unit back into the pocket at 1-2. My 
response was to move to 1-2, which tied up Ariete 
one more turn. as well as the slow Italians, because 
Ariete had to protect the north. 

If the British keep the 1-1-7 in Bengasi, the 
German can save a little time by positioning the 
blockading ltaliansas far along the road toTobruch 
- -  vossible (see Fip. 2). 

Fim 2. ~ e n ~ a s i c a n  be sea&-off en thc second turn with two I ta l jo  
units. Savcnacannot k a t t a c k d  without asupplyunit:evenifthe2/2 
S.G.  survives the Id attack on Trenta, it is purhcd back into the 
p k e l  and is rtmovod at the end of that second turn because of 
isolation. Pavia and Ariete have moved on toward Tobruch. 

I f  thc German did not have foresight and did not haw a 2-2-4 
near Bengasi, he would need three 2-3-4'9 tocovcr the lortras. These 
would k p l a d  at F-5, H 4  and 5-3. 

When I have the British and 1 leave the unit in 
Bengasi, I move my first supply to the front lines 
(usually K-18). Someday 1 will have the opportunity 
to move it cross country and support a 1-2 attack 
out of Bengasi. The 2lst Division In the early days, 
we used to move the 21st up toward Mechili, wait 
For the Italians, then force a breach in the 
escarpment line of defense. This often led to 
German casualties. which can k ill afforded. The 
lineofattack1 nowuseistos~nd21/5and21/3plus 
the supply unit and Rommel directly east. With the 
Rommel bonus, they can get to T-22 and T-24 

respectively. On the second turn, they can be south 
of Tobruch on S-29and P-29, threateninga) the rear 
of the escarpment defense line, b) Tobruch, and c) 
the British Home Base. The British cannot cover all 
of these threats effectively and will usually fall back 
on Tobruch, saving the Germans one risk of 
exchange. The British will usually leave a 1-1 -6 SE 
of Mechili to delay some Germans or make them 
waste a supply unit. 

The 21 / 104 unit is sent north on Turn 1 to L-14. 
This movement ties down the British units on the 
escarpment defense line, which are usually in the 
positions shown in Fig. 3. This northern threat to 
Tobruch makes the southern thrust more potent. 

. -- 
Fi#uro 3. A aandard opening move for the British. Thclr is a supply 
unit in Tobruch, and all thc 1-I-b's art  at sea. 

l l tht  Gerrnangoprr withasouthernthrust,avariationiste lcavc 
N-20 uncovered and movc a 2-24 to P-29. 

The British, if the German moves 21 1 104 north, 
have little choice in their first move. It will usually 
look like Fig. 3. When the British retire onTobruch, 
they usually leave a 1-1-6 or two to delay the 
Germans and tempt them to waste a supply in 
attack. The trick is to not leave too many) to make 
an attack worth while). The British also have to now 
decide if they want to threaten the German Home 
Base. What makes the decision harder is that the 
only unit usually available for such a move is 2-24. 
If  the British unit issent south) the usual path being 
N-20, S-20, S-15, etc.), the Germans have three 
options: a) attack the unit, which is more likely if a 
supply unit accompanies it. b) surround it, which 
delays at least three units for a month, or c) isolateit 
later with a north-south line of units east of 
Tobruch. Again, you have to know your opponent 
before deciding. 

The third threat of the gouthern move by the 
Germans that t mention4 is aimed at the British' 
Home Base. With the Rommel bonus, the 21 / 3  can 
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beon P-31 andthe21/5 plusSupply#I canbeons-  
30 on the April 12) Turn. The British must coverthe 
pass a t  5-34. usually by putting a unit on K-35 or K- 
36, or the Germans have a clear line to the British 
Home Base (even ifthe Home Base is protected with 
a combat unit, the Germans canattack that with the 
7-7-10 while the 2-2-1 2 captures the Home Base). 
After the British cover the pass at 5-34, the 21 ( 3  can 
still be on the escarpment at M-42 on the May ( I )  
Turn, making another problem for the already 
thinly spread British. 

Tobruch 
In defending the escarpment around Tobuch, 

rne British have to be careful to not extend 
themselves too much. If they- do, the Germans can 
attack at the center and cut off at least the western 
British flank (see Fig. 4). Some players prefer tonot 
defend the escarpment except for a 1-1-6 to waste a 
German supply. 1 usually defend the escarpment 
with all but about three 1-1-6'6, two of which guard 
the pass from K-35. If the German does bypass 
Tobruch, he will have to leave a very large covering 
force, which he is unlikely to do. Also, an exchange 
or a soak-off loss will weaken the Germans 

P i  d. Berom the first reinroccements arrive, the British canno' 
dttcnd much mortot the Tobruch tmrpmcnt than r h o m  here. 1-25 
is the key. IftheGermanscanattackand moveontol-25, Brihhunits 
w t  otTobmchare ctktivclycut o f t  it will take themtwornovesm 
&t into Tobruch via G-23 and G-24. To keep from gettingcut oft, the 
Briubh may havc to dcrtnd only from hcxcg G24, H-25, and H-26 
From Ihe beginning 

When I have the German side, 1 drive the British 
back into the fortress of Tobruch, leave two 2-34's 
to cover it, and move the rest of the Axis army on 
toward Alexandria. If I ever had achanceat a 3-1 on 
Tobruch, I would take it at that time, but that 
opportunity has never come up. 

Tobruch is the key for a German victory, and he 
should not lose sight of that. However, a low-odds 
attack on Tobruch at this stage of the game is very 
risky; any sizable loss can be crippling. If the 
German attacks now a t  low odds, he is turning 
AFRIKA KORPS into a dice game. 

As the Germans move closer to the British Home 
Base and threaten it, the British will sometimes 
weaken the Tobruch garrison to reinforce the Home 
Base troops. The Germans should watch the 
Tobruch garrison; it may get low enough to take. If 
all British units are on land, and if no reinforce- 
ments are due, the Germans have two turns to drive 
back to Tobruch and attack it before it can be 
reinforced by sea. The 21st and 15th Panzer 
Divisons can be up to 43 hexes from Tobruch when 
that garrison is down to three or four defense 
factors, and they can get back (using the road and 
Rommel bonuses) and attack a t  3-1. The Germans 
should always keep this in mind (so should the 
British); the capture of Tobruch early, while no 
guarantee of success, is a great help. 

El Alamein 
As the British retreat on their Home Base, the 

action changes while it funnels to El Alamein. S i m  
the area is constricted, movement is not the major 
consideration it is on most other areas of the board. 

The emphviv now is on position, and play takes on 
a chess-like flavor. Books could be written on "end 
game" positions and analyses of them. Other books 
could well be filled with problems on the play 
around El Alamein. I f nd the action here intriguing 
and fascinating. Several of the "problems" dealwith 
this area. 

T h e  German normally has an acute supply 
prnblem at this end of the board (unless Tobruch 
has fallen); so he has to weigh each attack carefully 
in order to get the most out of each supply unit. The 
British have to protect their Home Base and hang on 
to as much territory as is possible. 

It  is practically impossible to give any general 
rules or suggestions of play here because so many 
different situations can exist. Several specific 
situations are depicted in the "problems," and they 
may be of some general help. 

The End-Game at Tobruch 

Very often AFRIKA KORPS is resolved at 
Tobruch, the British having been eliminated 
everywhere else on the mapboard. The German 
problem, then, is simply to reduce the number of 
large British units available for defense. Problem #7 
covers this aspect of the game in some detail. 

General Aspects of Play 
Isolation. Supply is extremely critical in AFRIKA 
KORPS. 1 am particularly conscious of supply 
because 1 lost my first game to one of my students in 
a game of AFRIKA KORPS after he isolated a 
large group of my units. He, by the way, is still in the 
8th grade. 

Flgurc 9. Although the 2.2 Gds unit isisolatedat thcstart otitsturn,it 
can move adjacent to 21 / 3 and be supplied from the supply unit at the 
end of its rnovcmcnt and bttort combat via the doittd path. 

A unit that starts a turn isolated can, during the 
course of the movement portion of the turn, become 
supplied. This act will normally commit him to 
attack, however (see Fig. 5). If the British unit in 
Figure 5 had been a 1-1-6, it could have attempkd to 
break out of isolation by moving adjacent to Pavia 
and attacking at 1-3, no supply k i n g  needed. If the 
attack resulted in A bk 2, the 1-14 would have had 
to be retreated out of the isolation pocket. 

In not all cases can an isolated unit break out by 
itself (see Fig. 6) .  The British unit here can break out 
only if outside units attack, and the surrounded 
British unit could participate in the attack only if its 
two attack facton would bring the total of the 
attacking factors to 10 or more(which would give 5-  
1 odds surrounded on Bologna). 

Supply lines are an important corollary of 
isolation. Supply lines cannot be drawn through 
hexes where the supply unit itself could not, 
eventually, move. Therefore, it is possible for a 
supply unit adjacent to a combat unit to be unable to 
sustain the attack of the combat unit because of 
enemy zones of control (see Fig. 6). There are other 

Figure 6. In this situation, tht 9A/ llcannot attack and cannot break 
out o l  isotatlon by itselr. I t  could move 10 hex A and tksupplycould 
move to hex 0. but thc supply unit wuld not sustain the attack 
Ixcausc of the German zones of control. The supply l i m  cannot go 
where the supply unit itself cannot go. The supply unit could ncvw 
mow from B to A (the German units being whcrc thty are); so the 
%upply line cannot run from 3 to A.  

situations where, a t  first glance, you might think 
supply is impossible (see Fig. 7). All four German 
units in Figure 7 can be supplied by the one supply 
unit bemuse the Automatic Victories on the two 
British units negate the Britishzones of control. The 
supply unit could actually move in a straight line 
over Pavia and 7A/2  and stop on Ariete; therefore, 
the supply line can be drawn to Ariete, and to 
151 115. 

Fiurc 7. Tht om German supply unit m n  supply all Four Axis units 
because the Britlsh zones of control are imred assoon a6 Automatic - 
Victory is established. 

Automatic Victory (that flash of genius from Tom 
Shaw) is another very important aspect of AFRIKA 
KORPS. It is a constant worry of the British. The 
threat of Automatic Victory can be minimized in 
some cases, although it often requires cannon 
fodder. In Figure 8, the Poles cannot be attacked 
(unless the Germans can move units around from 
the south). Those German units that move onto the 
escarpment must end their move there. It is possible 
to get an Automatic Victory against 7A/1, but 
German units cannot move through the hex that 
British unit is on because the Pole zone of control 
extends into that hex, and the Germans could not 
move through the Pole zone of control. The 
Germans cannot stop on top of 7A/ I because the 
rules prohibit that. And, of course, combat cannot 
occur between units on E-18 and F-19. As a result, 
the Germans can get an Automatic Victory on 7.41 I 
but cannot attack the Poles and they cannot move 
past the Poles. 

Faurc 8. Although an Aulomatic Victory can bt,achitvtd apinst 
7A/ I ,  the Poles cannot be attachd. 
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F i g m e  9. For tht Poks l o  bc snfe here, another British unit would 
have to be put on F-19. Otherwi~. an Automati Victory could be 
achieved against 7A11 andaGermanunit rnovedtoF-19loattact thc 
Polcs. 

Problem #6 shows an example where the 2SA/7 
is safe from attack unless an Automatic Victorycan 
be made against the 9A/ t S  and 501 t 51. 

In less confined areas, the British must be ready 
to sacrifice more units if they want to slow down the 
German advance. In Figure 10, the British need 
three units to protect one and stop any German 
advance. It is not often that the British canafford to 
sacrifice so many units, but when time isextremely 
important, it can be bought in this manner. This 
disposition of units is more effective than stacking 
them in fewer hexes. 

Fiprc LO. I f  the 5 119 is to be safe from attack, t h r ~  buffer units ere 
needed. (ll51/ 10 had beenone hex tolhe left. the 51/9weuld not bt 
sate from attack.) 

Conclusions 

Many people put down AFRIKA KORPS 
saying it is not a very good simulation. If that really 
bothers someone, perhaps he should try another 
game. That criticism has never meant very much to 
me. I am interested more in the game: Is it a 
challenge? Is it interesting? I would say that 
AFRIKA KORPS is both. 

Another criticism of the game i s  that too much 
luck is involved in the outcome. There are fewer 
units and fewer battles; so, the outcome of one battle 
is much more crucial to the outcome of the game 
than it would be in, say, BLITZKRIEG. While the 
statement is true, the problem is more often than not 
created by the players themselves in their approach 
to the game. Many German playen will make 
attacks freely at 2-1 and ?-I and be, usually, 
disappointed by the game's end. While the Germans 
must make attacks, they can often win position by 
finesse. They can maneuver rather than barge 
straight ahead. In AFRIKA KORPS, perhaps more 
than in any other game, Liddell Hart's concept of 
"indirect approach" can k put into practice. The 
opening German move to the south that posw three 
problems for the British is one example. The 
German fork of Tobruch/British-Home-Base is 

another. And a third example is illustrated in 
Problem #I. But these are only some examples. If 
the German player (and to some extent the British) 
keeps in mind that the direct approach is not always 
the shortest, many other examples will present 
themselves in the course of play. When AFRIKA 
KORPS is played in this manner, luck is minimized, 
and the game itself is much more interesting to play. 
A FRlKA KORPS can be reduced to a dice game, 
but it certainly does not have to be. A fine wine can 
k drunk with an anchovy pizza, but it does not have 
to be. A** 

Introduction to Problems 

I t  is entirely possible that some readers will 
disagree with my solutions to these problems. And I 
do not discount the possibility that better solutions 
are available. However, all of these problems came 
up during the course of my games and the outcome 
of the games was brought to a happy conclusion in 
most casesdirectly because of the solution provided. 
You'll find the solutions to these problems on 
page 12 . 

What is the best German move? 

Problem #2 

The time i s  Oct. (I), 1941. Savena i s  on W-3, and 
British Supply #2 is on 5-62. The British November 
reinforcements arrive in two turns. What is the best 
German move7 

Problem #3 the British, where do you retreat the attackers and 
what is your move? (British units not shown: 7A/ 1 

On the May (21, 1941 Turn, the German 21 15 on K-35, Pol and Supply # I  on 5-37, and Supply #3 
and 104 plus Ariete have attacked 9A/20 and 4115 on 5-62, German unit not shown: 21 13  on M-49and 
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Problem #4 

The time is Sept. (I), 1941. In Tobruch, the 
British have 213. 717. 714. and Sunnlv # I .  The . , .  , .  
Germans have supply #3 on G-22, sGPiy #I on L- 
22, Trenta on H-26, Brescia on G-24, and their 
Home Base is garrisoned. What is the best German 
move? 

CONTEST 

The Russian player has chosen to defend in the 
open in front of Moscow to attempt to gain another 
turn of replacements. As the German you must 
initiate anattack planthat has thegreatest chance to 
result in German units adjacent to Moscow at the 
end of the turn. However, if you feel the cost of an  
attempt at the former to be prohibitive merely make 
an attack which presents you with the most 
iavorable attrition ratio. This ratio is defined as the 
highest ratio of Russian to German probable factor 
losses, counting Russian units which might be 
surrounded as lost. Regardless of the option chosen, 
attention should be paid to maintaining the most 
favorable attrition position. German units may only 
be placed in the shaded attack hexes. All others are 
considered inaccessible due to neighboring Russian 
units. Indicate your placement of German units by 
writing their combat factors in the desired hex, and 
in the proper place on the chart below. 

AVAlLABLE GERMAN FORCES: 47,41,14, 
46.6R, 57.44. 24,39,56 Armor; 2,26,28, IR, ZR, 
3R. 4R, and 5R Infantry. 

The entry form for Contest No. 64 may be found on 
the Reader's Response Page. 

Experimental Panzer Continued from P* 26 

the German turn; a Russian engineer unit may 
ignite its own hex, but may nor move on t h t  
turn, i.e., i t  must remain in that hex and be 
subjected to fire "attack" at the beginning of the 
next turn. 

In Conclusion 
The war on the Eastern Front, 1941-1945, 

gave to history the term "scorched earth." 
Strategically, "scorched earth" was a .means of 
denying resources to the enemy by widespread, 
self-inflicted arson. These experimental optional 
rules for PartzerBlitz are intended to simulate this 
policy on the tactical level, as a means of denying 
terrain to the enemy. From Sherman's March to 
the Sea to the napalming of Viet Nam, military 
history records many examples of arson as a way 
of waging war. The proposed rules, with suitable 
modifications, might be applicable to any tactical 
scale game on twentieth century warfare. A 
"forest fire" scenario for Ourdoov Survival might 
also be developed. A related issue is the question 
of the effects of smoke on the battlefield. In 
PanzerBlitz, the wreck counters depict a burning 
vehicle. Players might wish to experiment with 
the following optional rule: The smoke from a 
burning wreck obstructs the Line of Sight during 
the entire Turn following the Turn in which it is 
created. We could also think about the effects of 
wind direction and velocity . . . but that is 
quite beyond the scope of this brief article. 
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BATTLING THE RED BARON 
by David Bottger 

Richrhofen's War is the finest game available on 
aerial warfare and one of the best wargames ever 
made. Its clean mechanics and realistic, comprehen- 
sive rules allow players to rapidly confront thesame 
strategic and tactical problems confronted by pilots 
in World War I. Qespite its quality, however, 
Richrhofen's War has received relatively little 
attention in the General. No one has attempted to 
systematically analyze the decisions faced by R W  
players. Specifically, the Allied player typically 
faces two difficuIt problems: (1) how to cope with 
German superiority in firepower, and (2) how to 
properly use Allied advantages in maneuverability. 
This article will discuss these questions from the 
viewpoint of the Allied side, although what is said 
may be applied by the German player as well in 
appropriate situations. 

German Superiority in Firepower 
In a number of scenarios and throughout the 

campaign game, the Allied player is badly out- 
gunned. Most players soon realize this. But it is im- 
portant to know how large the German advantage 
is. This information can aid greatly in the initial 
selection of tactics and in the implementation of 
those tactics. The source of Allied inferiority infire- 
power and thus the fogical starting point in dis- 
cussing this area is the Target Damage Table. 

As it appean on the box sleeve, the TDT 
provides little tactical guidance. It gives only the 
range of possible results, which may be misleading. 
Each player, and particularly the Allied player, 
needs to know how much damage he can expect to 
inflict or absorb in a certain attack-that ia, the 
expected or average damage. 

The tables which follow supply thisinformation. 
The four tables, labeled A, B, C and D, correspond 
to the four columns of the TDT. The numbers along 
the top of each table represent the range in hexes 
from the attacker to the target aircraft. Thenumbers 
down the left-hand side of each table list the possible 
modifications to the die roll from the use of aces, the 
optional deflection rule, or both. To illustrate, when 
an ace fires at a non-ace from any direction, 
disregarding the deflection rule, I is added to the die 
roll. Thus, the + I row isused. Anace firing at a non- 
ace from the side, using the deflection rule, would 
use the 0 row. A non-ace firing a t  an ace from the 
side, using the deflection rule, would use the -2row. 

By cross-indexing the range in hexes and the 
applicable die roll modification, two numbers are 
found. The top n u m k r  is the average number of 
damage points inflicted in the attack. The bottom 
number is the percentagechance of acritical hit. For 
example, a Nieuport 17 uses column C of the TDT, 
so it uses Table C. Firing a t  an Albatross D-I11 head 
on at a range of 3, givinga die rollmodification of 0, 
yields on the average 1.25 damage points and a 
critical hit S% of the time. If the Albatross returns 
fire, Table A gives an expected result of 1.58 damage 
points on the Nieuport and an 11% chance of a 
critical hit. 

* 
The tables provide a clearer picture of Allied 

inferiority in firepower. Allied planes using column 
C of the TDT (which incJudes the SopwithTriplane 
and Pup, Nieuport 17 and others) are about two- 
thirds to one-half as effixtive as German planes 
using column A (all important German fighters). To 
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TABLE B 
Ran@ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
t 1  4.22 3.133 1.94 1.25 .94 .78 .5[1 

22 19 14 11 8 8 B 
0 3.56 242 1.42 .BB .HI .47 $1 

11 14 11 6 6 8 3 
. -1 2.86 1.89 .97 .58 .30 .25 .ll 

1 1 8 8 6 3 3 0  
-2 2.17 1.3s .El 36 .19 . l l  

8 6 8 3 0 0 0  

TABLE C 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
t 1  100 2.11 1.69 l . t l  .83 .Ei 3 6  

18 14 14 11 8 8 8 
Die 0 242 1.87 1.25 .78 .53 3 .19 

TABLE D 
m 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
tl 1.89 1.11 .B1 .53 .50 8 1  .19 

1 4 1 1 B 8 B 6 3  
Die 0 1.39' .78 .39 .31 .31 .17 .OB 
Roll 1 1 6 6 6 3 3 0  
Md. -1 .#7 .50 .fg .17 .11 .08 .03 

B 3 9 3 O O O  
-2 .81 .31 .08 .08 ~ 3 3  .a3 .DO 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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compound this deficit, German planes generally 
have damage factors, ranging from 10 (Fokker 
Triplane) to 15 (Roland C-11). In contrast, many 
Allied planes have low damage factors, e.g., 
Nieuport l 1 at 6, Nieuport 17 at 9, FE-2 a t  7. Of 
course, some Allied planes (Snipe, SPAD 13) have 
high damage factors, but this is little consolation to 
the pilot of a Nieuport. 

A cursory examination of the tables provides 
some tactical guidance. Itshowsfint thatthereis no 
general principle covering the situation where, 
under the deflection rule, a player has the choice of 
using his last movement point to increase the range 
of an expected enemy attack next turn or stay in the 
same hex and turn one hexside, thus forcing a 
deflection attack. As an example, supposean Allied 
pilot battling a Fokker D-VII has I M P  left of his 
movement allowance. He can  use it either tn 
increase the minimum range of his opponent's 
attack in the next turnegmentfrom 1 to 2, orallow 
an attack at range 1 but force a deflection shot. 
Table A tells what he should do. Increasing the 
range from 1 to 2 reduces expected damage by -89, 
from 3.89 to 3.00. Forcing a deflection attack a t  
range 1 reduces the expected damage by -78, from 
3.89 to 3.1 I .  Thus, the Allied player should use his 
last MP to move, not turn. But if the Allied player is 
at range 3 with I M P  left, he should turn rather thatl 
move an extra hex. Forcing a deflection attack at 
range 3 reduces expected damage by .47, from 1.58 
to 1.1 1 ,  lncreasing the range from 3 to, 4 reduces 
expected damage by .41, from 1.58 to 1.17. Clearly, 

how to use the last M P  depends on the range of the 
expected attack. When in doubt, consult the tables. 

The second bit of tactical advice which can be 
gleaned from a glance at the tables is that the 
possibility of a critical hit should not affmt play 
much. Critical hits are exciting when they occur and 
a definite advantage to the player who inflicts them, 
but they occur rarely. In a normalsituation, with no 
aces in the air, an attack using column A of the 
TDT, at range 1, with no die roll modification, will 
give a critical hit only 19% of the time. On Table C, 
the chance of a critical hit normally will not exceed 
14%. Therefore, players should not overemphasize 
critical hits, although the Allied player is usually 
more likely to suffer one. 

A more detailed examination of the tables gives 
more specific advice. In the Campaign Came, the 
Allied player cannot trade shots with his opponent's 
Albatrosses with much hope of success. A single 
Nieuport 17 firing at an Albatross D-111 a t  range 1, 
die roll modification 0, can expect to down the 
Albatross in 4-5 firing turns (11+2.42=4.54). 
However, the Nieuport will be destroyed in 2-3 
German firing turns at the same range ( 9 4  
3.89=2.31). Add to this the Nieuport's low arn- 
munition supply of 6 and the Allied player had 
k t t e r  find some tactic other than shooting it out. 

The tables can even help dictate tactia in 
specific scenarios. A more detailed analysis is 
required for this purpose. Assume Scenario 5, 
tactical bombing, using the last Advanced Level 
match: 2 Sopwith Pups venusan Albatross C-V and 
an Albatross D-111. The Allied player has three 
distinct options. Hecan attempt todestroy the D-I11 
first, then go after the bomber. He can attack the 
bomber with one Pup and try to hold off the Fghter 
with the other Pup. He can finally ignore the fighter 
and attack the bomber with both planes. 

Under option I (destroy fighter first), the best 
attack the Allied player can hope for each turn is to 
have one Pup firing at the D-111's tail and the other 
at its side, each at a range of 1 hex. Table C tells that 
this will, on the average, inflict 4.31 damage points 
per turn, assuming use of the deflection rule 
(2.42+1.89=4.31). At that rate, the D-III will be 
destroyed in 2-3 firing turns (I 1+.3 1=2.55). At the 
same time. the D-I11 should inflict between 7.78 
(3.89 ,: 2) and 11.67 (3.89 x 3) damage points. This 
will probably cripple or destroy one of the Pups, 
leaving the other Pup to battle the C-V. 

The surviving Pup will need 4-5 turns (11+ 
2.42=4.54) of optimal firing position to destroy the 
C-V. Translating this into movement of the bomber, 
the C-V will be able to expend 51 movement points 
from the initial attack on the fighter to the 
destruction of the bomber. The bomber can expend 
24 MP's during thc 3 turns the Pups will probably 
need to destroy the fighter, and an additional 27 
MP's before it will be shot down. In addition, the 
Pups will be able to begin their optimal attacks on 
the D-111 only after 4 turns of climbing, giving the 
bomber an extra 32 MP's. By these rough figures, 
the C-V will have 83 MP's before it is shot down. 
This is more than enough MP's to bomb a close 
target hex such as V-19 and exit the board, giving 
the German player at least a 9 4  victory. 

This illustration is based on a number of 
assumptions that favorthe Allied player. It assumed 
that all attacks were made at range I and minimum 
die roll modifications. If the Pups attacked at range 
3 instead, they would need 5-$firing turns todestroy 
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the D-Ill (lI+2.14=5.14). It assumedthattheD-I11 
would not damage one of the Pups enough to render 
it inelfectual, then turn on the other Pup. It assumed 
that the Pups could shift their attack from the 
fighter to the bomber without wasting a turn. And it 
assumed that the C-V would not inflict significant 
damage on its pursuer. Under more realistic 
conditions, the Allied player has even less chance of 
winning. 

Option 2 (one Pup attacks each German 
aircraft) can be analyzed in the same way. The Pup 
that dogFights with the D-111 should k destroyed in 
2-3 turns (10+3.89=2.57). The D-Ill can then 
dispatch the other Pup in another 2-3 turns. This 
gives the second Pup 4-6 turns of fire at the C-V, 
during which the C-V will suffer from 9 hits to 
destruction (2.42 ,: 4 = 9.68; 2.42 x 6= 14.52). If the 
Allied player destroys the C-V andcan exit with one 
Pup, he will win 6-4. If both Pupsaredestroyed, the 
German player will win 8-6. So the Allied player has 
a chance under option 2 but not a great one. 

Under option 3 (both Pups attack bomber), thd 
Pups will need 2-3 turns (1 1 - 4 . 3  I=2.55) of optimal 
fire to down the C-V. But the Albatross D-111 will 
destroy one of the Pups in about the same time, as 
computed under option 1 .  If one of the Pups is 
downed before the C-V, the surviving Pup will have 
toshoot down the bomber before falling to the D-111 
itself. At the least, however, the two Pups should 
inflict extensive damage on the bomber before one 
of them is downed, giving the other Pup a good 
chance of finishing the C-V and exiting the board. 
Thus, option 3 appears to give the Allied player the 
best chance of victory. 

One qualification should be inserted here for 
completeness. Interestingly, some aircraft can be 
put out of action without actually being shot down. 
Inflicting I I hits on a DeHavilland 4, Albatross D- 
11, or Pfalz D-111 will reduce its speed below 
rnrnlmum and force it intoaglide. Thirteen hits o n a  
Roland C-11 will do the same. So in analyzing a 
scenario as above, the players should realize that 
forcing the enemy into a glide may be sufficient to 
win a scenario, and should adjust their calculations 
accordingly. 

Allied Maneuverability 
Superior maneuverability provides two advan- 

tages: it allows the pilot to reach a firing position 
and it allows him to avoid enemy fire. To the 
outgunned Allied player, the main value of 
maneuverability is to avoid and thereby negate 
German firepower. 

A look at the Aircraft Capabilities Chart reveals 
that most Allied fighters are more maneuverable 
than most German fighters. Of the 16 Allied planes 
designated as fighters on the ACC, 5 use Maneuver 
Schedule B, 7 use C (almost s), 3 use D, and 1 uses 
E. Four of the 9 German fighters (almost N)use B, 3 
use C, I uses I3, and I uses E. However, while it is 
relatively easy for the German to use his firepower 
advantage, the Allied maneuverability advantage is 
more difficult to exploit. 

Unfortunately, this is the one and only area 
where R W falls short. The simple but illogical 
sighting rule allows a fast plane to use its speed to 
compensate for a lack of maneuverability, rather 
than keeping speed and maneuverability in their 
proper places in the game. Basically, the sighting 
rule requires that the firing aircraft spend its last 2 
MP's with the target in its field of fire. This 
requirement represents the time a pilot needs to 
accurately aim his guns. But the rule as it stands 
implies that the time a pilot needs to aim his guns 
decreases as his aircraft's speed increases. 

An example will best illustrate this point. Each 
turn represents 10 seconds of actual time. If a plane 
is travelling at a speed of 10 M P s  per turn, each M P  

represents I second. For a plane at this speed, the 2 
M P sighting requirement converts into2seconds. In 
contrast, a plane flying at 4 MP's per turn, so that 1 
M P  equals 2% seconds, needs the equivalent of 5 
seconds to sight its target. The same plane, at a 
speed of 8, would need only 2% seconds fmsighting. 
There seems to be no logical reason why a pilots 
sighting time should declineas his speed increases. If 
anything, sighting time should increase with speed. 
Of course, the designers of R W may have based the 
sighting rule on considerations other than logical 
symmetry, perhaps to promote ease of play. But 
logically, the rule is untenable. 

Admittedly, mere illogic dc-es not make a rule 
bad. But the sighting rule unjustly favors less 
maneuverable planes (generally German) while 
harming more maneuverable ones (generally 
Allied). The advantage of maneuverability is the 
ability tochange directionat a low MPcost. Afaster 
plane can compensate for poor maneuverability by 
its speed. So far, no' problem. However, when the 
faster plane increases its speed it should logically 
have to spend more MP's to sight its target. In other 
words, speed should not be a substitute for 
maneuverability. Speed and maneuverability 
should each provide a distinct advantage, as each 
did in World War 1. Faster planes can cover more 
hexes per turn, allowing them to join combat faster 
and escape pursuit if necessary. In a dogfight, 
however, speed should be a relatively slight 
advantage. There, the more maneuverable aircraft 
should have an edge. 

The solution is to change the sightingrule from a 
fixed number of M P s  to a number that increases as 
speed increases. Sighting should require a fixed 
fraction, say one-half or one-third, of the firing 
aircrait's M P  allowance for the turn. Adopting this 
rule would restore speed and maneuverability to 
their proper positions. As a footnote, this sugges- 
tion comes from SPI's FIying Circus, a game 
markedly inferior to R W in all other respects. 

A 
1 

2 

Returning to the game as it stands, there are 
ways the Allied player canuse his maneuverability. 
Unlike his inferiority in gunnery, however, the. 
Allied player needs more than an intuitive un- 
derstanding of the problem. The diagrams which 
follow show more systematically the uses and limits 
of maneuverability. There are 5 diagrams, cor- 
responding to the 5 Maneuver Schedules. Thearrow 
in the center of each diagram represents the position 
and heading of the plane whose Maneuver Schedule 
corresponds to the name of the diagram. For 
example, the arrow in diagram A represents a plane 
which uses Maneuver Schedule A. The number in 
each of the other hexes shows how many MP's the 
aircraft represented by the arrow must expend in 
order to fire into that hex. In other words, a hex with 
the number 10 in it means that the aircraft in the 
center of the diagram must expend 10 MP's to reach 
a position where it could fire at a plane in that hex. 

Diagrams A, B, C and Dare  cut in half because the 
left side of these diagrams is a mirror image of the 
right side. This is not true of Diagram E, which 
appears in full. 

B 
1 

2 

The uses of these diagrams should k obvious. 
Returning to a familiar example, Nieuport 17 vs. 
AIbatross D-111, if the Allied player knows the 
Albatross can expend a maximum of 8 M P s  in the 
upcoming German turn, hecanavoid the Albatross' 
fire by moving to a hex with a number above 8. The 
German player can do thesame in his turn, but using 
diagram C instead of B. The diagrams show that 
generally, the best place to be to avoid enemy fire is 
directly in front of the enemy plane. Unlike the 
actual war, being on the enemy's tail does not 
guarantee safety in the game. This is so because 
movement in R Wis sequential, while movement in a 

Players using the diagrams should keep one 
important fact in mind. Simply because an enemy 
aircraft has a maxium speed of 8 does not mean that 
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aircraft can expend only 8 MPs. A plane can 
increase its M P  allowance by 2 for each 100 meten 
or less that it dives. An Albatross D-V, with a 
maximum level speed of 9, can expend the 
equivalent of 15 M P s  by diving350 meters in a turn. 
The Allied player must be especially wary of this 
possibility, since he cannot afford to give the 
German player many firing chances. Obviously, the 
solution for the Allied player is to stay above the 
German aircraft. If the Allied planes are 250 meters 
or more above the enemy, they cannot dive to reach 
a firing position since diving even 50 meters would 
put them out of range. As in the reat war, altitude 
can be crucial in R W. And fortunately for the Allies, 
many Allied fighters have high climb rates. 

Conclusion 
Richthofen> War portrays World War I aerial 

combat realistically. This ghould give the Allied 
player some encouragement-the Allies didwin the 
war. Beating a competent German player will not be 
easy, however. The Allied player must make the 
most of his advantages in maneuverability and 
climb rate, while negating the potentially 
murderous German firepower. In addition to the 
advice already given, the Allied player must follow 
one more rule: be patient. Implementing the advice 
given in this article will require time, objectivity and 
precision. Perhaps these three qualities best define 
the harrow line between aggressiveness and 
recklessness which the successful R W player must 
follow. @ 

Force or Finersse Contfnusd from Pa# 15 

We hope to have shown that Finesse, the use of 
less than maximum possible odds, can often 
increase the chance of success. Sometimes a 
combination of high and low odds attacks, which 
advantageously utilize the unique two line results of 
the Tournament Game Battle Results Table, can 
achieve more than an even sprinkling of medium 
odds attacks. And sometimes the German must use 
Force, and Hit as hard as possible. Determining 
Whether to use Force or Finesse is a challenge 
throughout the game! 

Q 

Solution for Problem #1 

The best approach is to threaten rather than 
commit. i recommend this move: 

!3m,lution te R*m 114 
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8: FORCE OR FINESSE 
A study of German tactical altetnatives ia Battle of 
the Bulge. 

BJ Dr. J .  Michael Robinson 

In the article on BATTLE OF THE BULGE 
(Vol. 9, No. 6, p. I 1-12) Jerold Thomas describes the 
strategy of creating Unir Hunger through Rein- 
forrement Delay. In  coining these colorful phrases I 
felt Mr. Thomas displayed remarkable insight into 
the overall strategic picture confronting the German 
in his early Bulge moves. However I agree with the 
editors that the plan he offered in illustration was 
"somewhat lacking in the practical application of 
sound tactics." Stimulated by his creative turns of 
phrase for the strategic problem, we would like to 
offer a phrase that we believe illustrates the essense 
of a recurring tactical choice facing the German in 
Bulge, Force or Finesse? 

Mr. Thomas attempted to accomplish 5 goals: 
I) Reinforcement Delay of the 4th, 99th, and 

2nd U.S. division, 
2) orthodox elimination andlor surrounding of 

the equivalent of one division+lements of the 106th 
and the 14th Cav., 

3) the usual 8-1 treatment of 9/CCR, 
4) to carry the Our for planned breakthrough on 

turn 2, 
5) and most importantly to delay the 28th 

division. 
I basically agree with these goals but feel that 

tactical improvements can be made that greatly 
improve overall chances of success. 

The improved tactical deploymentineachbattle 
situation is discussed in detail to illustrate the 
balancing of F o m  and Finesse. The 10 place Play- 
By-Mail Tournament Game Battle Results Table is 
utilized for these detailed discussions since percent- 
ages are abstracted straightforwardly. Also remem- 
ber that all optional rules are in effect. 

Our discussions supporting specific battle- 
options are involved and often hinge upon precise 
rule interpretations conjunctive to the unique two- 
line CRT. In particular important points have been 
recently reitterated and/ or clarified in The Genera!, 
Vol. 10. No.'s I & 2, Question Box: "the ambigui- 
t y ( ~ )  in the rules regarding retreats and advances. . 
should be reconciled by using the tournament CRT 
. . . rules. The contrary rule($) in the appendix of 
the Battle Manual should be ignored." 
Bofiles # I & 2 against rhe U.S. 4th Division - 

The 3-1 Force attack against 418 guarantees the 
Reinforcement Delay of the 4th Division by 
blocking the direct road to Diekirch, and forcing at 
least 4/ 12 and 41 16 to take the longer route to the 
south. The 1-1 that Mr. Thomas proposes against 
418 utterly fails to prevent the entire 4th Division 
from flooding into the crucial areas of the center of 
the board 30% of the time. This could be increased 
to 21 1 without risking exchange, but this stillentails 
an unnecessary 20% chance of failure to delay the 
4th Division. Fom is necessary to guarantee the 
desired result, and 3-1 is the most economical force 
level. 

In order to provide infantry lor a possible 
exchange in the attack on 418, it is necessary to 
extend the attack frontage to square UU30. This 
entails some sort of soak-off against the remaining 
units of the 4th Division. Rather than limit our 
thinking to a perfunctory 1-2 against 41 12 from 
UU30, which would be easy enough, we have 
employed a degree of Finesse and converted the 

soak-off into a significant attack in its own right, 
capable of probable damage actually greater than 
Mr. Thomas's main attack. We have selected 217 
Panzer for this task, and VV30 for the jump-off 
point. ENGAGED here might well result in the 
eventual dmhuction of both 41 12 and 41 16, whik CON 
TACT will effect further Reinforoement Delay on 
41 12, by preventing 41 12 from moving out at the 
road movement rate. Meanwhile an ENGAGED 
result will impose no restruction on 217, whose 
panzers can withdraw at will. Note also the use of 
I50 Panzer in TT30. In the event of ENGAGED 
against 418 this unit will likewise be free to pull out 
and come in on the undoubled flank of 418 in SS31, 
or perhaps SS32. We feel that these tactics of Force 
and Finesse against the 4th Division maximize its 
possible Reinforcement Delay, while employing 
force levels consistent with pressing needs in other 
sectors. 
Battle # 3 agaimt 91 C U R  - 

The usual 8-1 Force against 9/CCR is employed. 
Since no ENGAGED is possible we do not need 
panzers, so the 116th and 2nd panzer grenadier 
regiments are employed with the infantry to make 
up the attack. 
Baffle # 4 against 28/109 (and the rest of the 28th 
Division indirectly) - 

This attack can k said to employ Finesse in that 
less than maximum Force is used with a view to 
entrap and delay the remainder of the 28th Division. 
Although a 7-I or 8-1 odds attack could be obtained 
the 6-1 was chosen &cause of the 40% chance of D 
BACK 4 in addition to 40% elimination (including 
exchange). The most desired result is not elimina- 
tion, or an 8-1 Force would have been employed, 
but the D BACK 4 - A ADVANCE 4 (or 3). On 
closer inspection of a D BACK 4 result one can 
envision the 281 109 optioned either across the Clerf 
River toward Wiltz or into Clerveaux; the latter is 
the best. (The American does not have choice of 
retreat at MM28 which is not an intersection.) In 
two cases the A ADVANCE 3 would put German 
units in MM27, controling the vital westward road 
out of Clerveaux, and in MM28 and in MM29 
breaching the Clerf River. With the A ADVANCE4 
the German units could be placed on the river and 
road squares LL27, LL29, and MM30, which seals 
the fate of the 28th and thoroughly breaches an 
important defense line. Trailing units must be 
placed to insure the containment ofthe 28th. Notice 
that no attack has been made on 281 1 10 since any D 
BACK would only help free this U.S. unit (i.e. 
retreat through blocking terrain is possible whereas 
normal movement is not). 1 161310 in 0023 prevents 
281 110 fromreaching MM24 by NNM, but 116(310 
still threatens to move intoBastogne,if not blocked. 

Mr. Thomas treated 281 109 and 281 1 10 with 2-1 
attacks, obviously to cause Reinforcement Delay by 
ENGAGED while avoiding EXCHANGE. This has 
a 30% chance to delay each unit, or a 9% chance to 
delay both. If Mr. Thomas was lucky enough to get 
ENGAGED in both battles on the first turn and 
apparently try to surround and eliminate these in 
the second turn, this would result in a much slower 
push through the center. 
Batrles # 5 & d against 1061422 & 1061423 - 

At first glance it might seem that there is little to 
distinguish between the positions of these two ill- 
fated American rkgiments in the Schnee Eifel. Thus 
many German comanders treat them both the same, 
hit both with 3-1'9, and curse their luck when they 
get engaged. However, close examination of the 
peculiarities of the situation of each reveals that 
there are significant differences in the way each 

affects the German offensive. These differences cry 
out for different means of handling each. The 
question is whether to use Force or Finesse? 

1061422 is the only unit that is actually in a 
position to effectively delay the German advance, 
the only unit between the Germans a ~ d  $1. Vith. 
Thus a 5-1 surrounded Force attack is most 
desirable here because no ENGAGED is possible. 

MAIN APPROACH 
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To be stymied at this point for even one turn might 
negate a breakthrough of the center. Thi positive 
elimination of 1061422 by turn 2 will spring several 
additional units across the Our River. 79/153 
threatens to move on Houffalize or to surround 
1061424 if it ranains in St. V~th. Thus there is agood 
chance that the lone 1061424 will have to defend 
singly against 10 or more Gerrnan units on a broad 
front; that is Unit Hunger! 

1061423 is in a backward position of no threat 
whatewr to the German advance. In no sensedoes it 
warrant the lavish expenditure on the fwst turn of a 
potentially embarrassing 3-1. Our 1-2 is the 
minimum attack possible, but it still has a 40% 
chance to destroy the defender by Turn 2 (either D- 
buck or contact will achieve this result). An 
ENGAGED gives an  additional 20%chance to seal 
the fate of this unit. The maximum economy of 
force of this attack helps permit the heavy 
surrounding and entrapment of the I4 Cav, which 
an experienced American will often move to SSIO 
or SSl I in a low-odds "fighting retreat." 

We feel this combination of Force and Finesse in 
dealing with I06/422 and 1061423 is far superior to 
the quasi-force of the conventional brace of 3-13 
often used here. It uses less force than two 3-1's. It 
guarantees that a major German f o r e  will not be 
needlessly tied down in ENGAGED results here. I t  
guarantees the destruction of the units in the most 
favorable sequence. And it guarantees a massive 
assault on St. Vith in the gcond turn. 

However, if the 1-2 attack is not successfu1(40% 
A BACK) 1061423 could be moved to IT12 and in 
combination with 14 Cav at SSl I could conduct a 
"fighting retreat" at 1-4 with only a 20% chance of 
immediate self destruction. But this 40% A-back is 
mileading since only the 1061423 could reach safety 
at St. Vith, with only 10% chance. Thus the overall. 
chance that 1061423 will escape as a result of using a 
1-2 against it on turn I is only 4% (10%x40%). Any 
other results (96%) will leave both units in 
undoubled andlor easily surrounded defense 
positions for Turn 2. It would be more desirabIe to 
catch enemy units in such a manner than to attack 
the doubled and tripled positions confronted in 
Turn 1. 

One must keep in mind that the 1061423 must 
survive "free" after the initial 1-2 assault to take part 
in such a fighting retreat, otherwise the 14 Cav is 
denied almost any chance of survival by heavy 
Gerrnan units in I T 1  1, UU9, and SS9. Note that 
3401680 is, placed correctly on UU9 instead of the 
common TT9. In the event of Engagedin battle #7, 
14 Cav could counterattack 3401680 at 1-2 by 
moving to SSIO, whereas by thesimpleexpedient of 
moving 3401 680 to U U9, this nasty 20% possibility' 
is eliminated. 

&tile # 7 againsf 991393 & 99/395 - 
After trying several attacks we have ultimately 

decided to employ the less commonly used 4-1 
Force. The reasons for this attack versus a 2-1, 3-1 
(like Mr. Thomas), or 5-1 (the maximum obtain- 
able) are compbx, but will be clarified by examina- 
tion of the first line results and the specific 
combination with the other described battles. 

In the 2-1 results there is a readily discernable, 
50% chance of direct Reinforcement Delay, 3 
ENGAGED and 2 CONTACT. With the available 
hkgher-odds results, these readily apparent Rein- 
forcement Delays have diminished chance but the 
bigger D back results make higher odds attacks 
more forceful in reality. A CONTACT, although 
providing the desired Reinforaement Delay, would 
not seal the fate of 991393 and 991395 since they 
could be withdrawn into the mountain squares QQ9 
or QQIO. In any ENGAGED situation the experi- 
enced Arnerkan will probably counter attack 
hoping to effect a "fighting retreat" and get out of a 

situation where he is undoubled and likely to be 
surrounded. However, cbser inspection of the 
American counter attack odds, 1-3 against the 
German "2-1" force or 1-5 against the German "3-1" 
force (decreased to I4 and 1-6 respectively if ?he 
adjacent battle on 991 361 results in a German unit in 
the mountain square RR8), in both cases has M)$ 
chance for a suocessful "fighting retreat." But the 
possibility of Amerimn self-destruction during the 
counter attack is increased from 0% (the CON- 
TACT and ENGAGED will just delay this for 
another turn) to 40% with the German "3-1" force. 
However, with the German 4-1 or 5-1 force an 
American counter attack would be a t  less than 1-6 
and thus not allowed. Since the overall Gerrnan 
strategy is based on a critical time table and limited 
by supplies it is to the Gerrnan advantage to allow 
the American counter attack only against the larger 
force or not at  all. This increases the possibility of 
elimination of the American units in an undoubld 
position and possibly in Turn I? which would allow 
the large German force freedom to pursue St. Vith 
or remnants of the 2nd Division in the subsequent 
turn. 

The sucoess of the Gerrnan 3-1, 4-1, and 5-1 
attack is also enhanced by the two EXCHANGE. 
Although the desirability of this EXCHANGE 
which the German normally dreads, might be 
controversial we feel that the undoubled EX- 
CHANGE is better for the German. Especially in 
Turn 1 where the German takes advantage of initial 
American placement to pnnch through, paralyse 
some American troop movement, and surround 
other units, the German should indeed desire the 
direct elimination of the cornerstone of the 
American defense of the Elsenborn Ridge. This 
result cannot be described as direct Reinforcement 
Delay but the overall result is the same; the 99th 
cannot reach the St. Vith area before Turn 2! 

Most importantly, however, the 3-1,4-I, and 5-1 
have additional chance of severe Reinforcement 
Delay of the entire 99th Division, 20%, 4096, and 
M% respectively. The D-Back 3 wul ts  are very 
beneficia! a t  this point. Under present rules the 
winner can determine the retreat route in any 
direction just as in the Basic Game except that 
retreating units must be moved along roads 
whenever possible. No intersection is involved. 
Thus the two American regiments could be 
optioned along the road to Monschau to square 
447. Although the German units could then 
advanae only into the vacated square RR9, due to 
the zone of control of 991361, severe Reinforcement 
Delay of the 99th will still be effected by the 
guaranteed sucoess of battle #8 to occupy square 
RR7. Therefore the Malmedy-Monschau road 
squares QQ7 and QQ8 will be controkd and the 
entire 99th denied any reasonable retreat. 

Therefore, the 4-1 Force is chosen as the best 
compromise with an 80% chance to effect Rein- 
forcement Delay, and 40% chance for "Permanent" 
Unit Hunger by Elimination. The more forceful 5- 1, 
although providing 90% chance for Reinforcement 
&lay, only has 20% chance for unit hunger since 
the CONTACTS would allow American units to 
escape by simply moving to QQ9 or QQlO and a 
large German unit would haw to be lost in event of 
an EXCHANGE. If this could be viewed as a'*& 
go%-, the principle of economy of force would thus 
give preference for the 4-1 Force. Obviously a 3-1 is 
even less attractive since this is viewed as a '*weak 
70%". A 2-1 has only SO% chance to effect 
Reinforcement Delay, insufficient strength to 
effectively prevent an American counter attack, and 
most disastrous of all has the 20% A BACK. 

Battle #8 againsi 2/38 - 
In this situation it can be seen that the 

Reinforcement Delay of the entire 2nd Division can 
be achieved by a single attack on 2/38 from SS7if an 

advance into RR7 1s obtained. This will push 2/38 
toward Monschau(if it survives the attack)and then 
cut the Monschau-Malrnedy road. I feel that Mr. 
Thomas had the right idea in his 3-1 attack on 2/38 
from SS7, but it is clear that greater Force would 
increase the probability of obtaining the objective. 
Odds of a t  least 6-1 will guarantee this important 
result, but use of the optimum 4-1 in battle#7 means 
-that with the units available, the attack frontage 
must be extended to SS6 to get 6-1. This entails an 
additional 1-2 soak-off against 2/23, but I feel that 
the guarantee of the crucial advance against 2/38 
justifies this soak-off. 
Barxl~s #9 & ##JO against 99/36] and 2/23 - 

These last battles are n~cessary soak-offs 
precipitated by Battles #7 and #8. We see no way to 
gain clever advantages through Finesse tactics, and 
simply make the minimum 1-2 attack. However, 
there is a 20% chance of retreat and direct 
elimination of 991361 if surrounded by Battles #7 
and #a. Also a result of CONTACT will in all 
probability destroy this regiment if it is surrounded, 
while ENGAGED will just delay the agony. 
Summary of Ba~asrles #I  10 #I0 - 

The full number of attacks is proposed with 4 
possibilities of undesirable ENGAGED results 
(against 418, 1061423,991361, and 2/23). Even so, 
only the ENGAGED against 2/23 fails to do s o m  
good for the German. In the five battles where an 
EXCHANGE is possible, all contain infantry to 
absorb losses most efficiently. The 14 Cav is solidly 
surrounded and practically fixed in p l a ~ ,  unless 
other units assist in a "sneakout." German supply 
lines are secure and enough units are left over to 
mount a major threat on the Our River (in 
conjunction with Battle # 5). While the chance for a 
successful immediate breakthrough still revolves 
around the Reinforcement Delay of the centrally 
located 28th Division, as Mr. Thomas correctly 
discerns, the greater chance of success in this and 
other objectives greatly improves the chance of 
victory. 

Al~ernatiw Approach - 
One slightly different approach which also 

employs 10 battles i s  included to illustrate another 
Finesse attack which we considered and also to 
point out a rule discrepancy for Dr. Pinsky's rewrite 
consideration. Only two of the previously deacribed 
battles are changed but extensive reorganization of 
specific unit placement is necessary (to agree with At 
Start conditions). The unit placements are included 
which show the battle against 991393 and 991395 
reduced to a 3-1 odds and the soak-off against2123 
is no longer necessary. 6-1 against 2/38 risks an 
unfavorable exchange here but is still more 
favorable attrition than 5-1 because of the D-elim at 
6-1. The additional battle is a 1-2 Finesse attack on 
9/CCB. The objective is to occupy square QQM 
thus obtaining control over roads passing through 
Diekirch as well as possibly forcing an early 
abandonment of the city itself. There is only a 20% 
chance of success but this will also affect the results 
of the adjacent battle. Of course ENGAGED or 
CONTACT are without value since the armored 
regiment can simply 'withdraw. Notice that econo- 
my of f o m  is practiced here since there is still only 
20% D BACK in a 1-1 attack. If this attack is 
successful it provides a "surrounded" situation for 
the adjacent 8-1 battle and increases the chance of 
elimination of 9/CCR from 70% to 100%. If the 
result of the 8-1 was a D BACK 4 - A ADVANCE 
3 (10% chance) the victorious units could be 
advanced to square 0031 ad* to the pressure on 
the Clerf River defense line. This situation unveiled 
another ADVANCED rule question: Can some of 
the troops attacking 9/CCR also be advanced into 
QQ30 (which would now be oocupied by 2/17)? 
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Although the CRT rule says "not into an enemy 
ZOC," the square is already occupied by a friendly 
unit and should be allowed as a "reinforcement." 
Force or  Finesse? 

ALTERNATE APPROACH 

THE HIDDEN SIDE TO THE COMBAT MATRIX 
by J. P. Connolly 

Professor Connolly mans rhe School of 
Engineering and Engineering Experiment Station at 
Auburn Universiry f ~ o m  where he has witnessed the 
advonces in wargaming over the past ten years. 
Although plot an avid commercial wargarner, Mr. 
ConnoIly has done considerable research on game 
theory, especially in reference to matrix techniques. 
His "cha1kboard"presentation a dejinite must for 
those who wish ro excel at 1776 and other games 
using matrix CRTs. 

There has always been debate among game 
designers and players over the use of combat results 
tables (CRTs) in wargames. Naturally, such tables 
have been developed from the results of the conflict 
that is to be simulated. Thus, mistakes, personal 
opinions, luck, political decisions, strategic consid- 
erations, and generai lunacy have all contributed to 
the CRT for any conflict. 

Though everyone would agree some of the 
contributions must be retained for any semblence of 
historical accuracy, the CRT concept is still 
relatively inflexible. Primarily, it robs the wargamer 
of strategicltactical assessment of the value of 
objectives. Where the field commander could put a 
premium on gaining or holding land, the wargamer 
has h e n  at the mercy of the CRT. If it said retreat, 
he had to retreat. 

The combat matrix concept provides the 
opportunity to use past results and yet give the 
player increased decision capability. The matrix 
gives both the attacker and defender the option of 
several choices, or strategies, in each combat 
situation. When these are matched through the 
matrix, the results are obtained to that combat. 

A typical combat matrix is shown in figure 1 for 
attackerldefender odds of 1:l. The use of such a 
matrix appears simple and removes dice, but an 
understanding of the math behind such amatrixcan 
allow the wargamer to improve his tactical control. 
There is a method to selacting the choice on a given 
turn, and this method can account for different 
assessments of the worth of combat objectives. 

Attackers Choice 

Shaded area ia 
attacker results 

Matrix Results: 

A = Attacker Retreats 
D = Defender Retreats 
-1 = Attackerilkfender lose one Unit 

FIG. I .  TYPICAL COMBAT MATRIX 

Let us first examine the tactical considerations 
facing a wargamer. On defense, or attack, his 
objective is land, time, or enemy causualties, or 
some combination of the three. Of these, casualties 
are readily quantifiable, thus land must be quantifi- 
ed in terms of troop units to insure compatibility in 
decisions. This process i s  done in the initial 
assessment of a specific situation by the wargamer. 

The next step is to evaluate the potential plays in 
terms of this assessment. Returning to the matrix in 
figure 1, let us examine theeffect on player selection 
of matrix choice (one thru four) as the evaluation of 
the "worth" of land in the initial assessment varies. 

If we first consider the value of the land part of 
the objective as one unit, then retreat is rated = - I  
and enemy retreat as = + I .  The payoff of the combat 
matrix in terms of the defender then becomes that in 
figure 2 (note: payoff = gains-losses). Game theory 
states that the best mixture of choices by the 
attacker to assure minimum loss is 3:O:O: 1. That is, 
he should play his matrixchoices 1 and 4at  the ratio 
3: 1, and should not play choices 2 or 3 at all. The 
defender, meanwhile, to maximize his gains, should 
play 0:0:3:1. Game theory also tells us that if both 
play these optimum mixed strategies for selecting 
their choices, the defender will win, on the average, 
114 unit per play. Conversly, the attacker will 
average that loss. But should either differ from these 
optimum mixes, the results will be [ess winnings 
(defender) or greater losses (attacker) on the 
average. The strategy ratios are shown in all 
remaining figures on the right and bottom of the 
matrix. 
FIG. 2. Attacker's Choice 

This ia lhe slrategy 

lurnn for tht 
icndtr 

VALUE OF THE GAME = 4r4 UNIT TO 
DEFENDER Vsluca are pven for the defender 

COMBAT MATRIX FOR RETREAT = I UNIT 
LOSS 

If land is assigned zero value as an objective, the 
matrix becomes that of figure 3. The winlloss is now 
zero for either nlaver. 
FIG. 

COM 
LOSS 

VALUE OF THE 
GAME = 0 

'REAT = 0 UNIT 
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Next, if the value of land is set at two units, the 
matrix changes- to that in figure4. As can be seen the 
defmder's advantage incmmes him potential win- 
nings to 517 unit per play. 

FIG. 4. Attacker's Choice 

0 4 3 0  

VALUE OF THE GAME = 517 TO DEFENDER 
COMBAT MATRIX FOR RETREAT = 2 

U N r n  LOSS 
Finally, if the value of land is i d  to three 

units, figure 5 gives the matrix and strategies of play. 

FIG. 5. Attacker's Choice 

0 6 5 0  
VALUE OF THE GAME = 81 1 1 

TO DBFENDEK 
COMBAT MATRIX FOR RETREAT = 3 

UNITS LOSS 

These examples show that assessment of the 
worth of tbt objcdive m n  matmially affect the 
subsequent choice of plays. As the value of land 
went up, the strategy of defender shifted from 
playing 0:0:3:1 to 0:3:4:0, and then to 05:6:0 .  If the 
defender wanted to hold the land he could play 
c h o k  2&3 @ 0:5:6:0, and if he wanred p h d y  to  
inflict wualtics k & o ~  wouid be 3dM@ 0:0:3: 1. 
This c h a w  is not possible in the CRT. Yet dl the 
data in the wmbat matrix can come from historical 
rewrda as does the CRT data. (Note that to obtain 
the odds 3:I or 5:6 the player needs some kind of a 
chanct devict.) 

Using this concept both the results of using land 
or casultiea as the objective can be evaluated by the 
wargamer as he sets his strategy of play. Obviously, 
the attacker and dcfmda  can then play strategies 
based on their n m e n t  of tb t  value of the 
objectives. The outcome of cornhat is still probabii 
istic, but a littie more control of the situation is given 
to the wargarner. If you want to  converta standard 
CRT to a matrix, it can be done as per fwre 6. 
Unfortunatly, siace tbe resulting matrix is symmct- 
r i d ,  the mtegies will not change as you vary t k  
assessment. 

By now you have recognized the primary 
drawback to the combat matrix concept, the 
wnstmction of the matrix. The matbematical 
proms  for developing a matrix i far more complex 
than the statistical data collection required for a 
CRT. The example presented is a p o d  deign, but 
note that a t  no time were more than two choices 
optimum at any value amsmeat level. 

The future of t k  combat matrix in wargaming 
will depend on the ability of designers u, develop 
non-symmettical mahi- that contain the capabili- 
ty of variance with assessment changes.* This is a 
complicated task, and will require the designer to 

understand game theory and how it relak~ to the 
problem. 

Since both design and analysis of combat 
matriots will then be tied to game theory, it 
behooves the serious wargamer to understand the 
basic application. To this end, there are several 
books that allow one the capability of analysis using 
only basic arithmetic. 

Migrsers should not ignore the wmbat matrix 
for it certainly o f f m  more fkxibiiity than the 
standard CRT. If nothing eke, it gives the 
opponents a sense of matching wits, something 
lacking in the throw of dim. 
*Odds (attacker: defender) m be incorporated into 
the combat matrix by algorithm. such as: 
.7n(n-m) where: n = attacker strength 

m = defender strength 
m and: + answer mwans defender Ias 

- answer means attacker loss 

The May-June 1974 issue of l7u Gctscral car 
article by George Bradford with rbc plans for a 
results computer. Aowever,for t h e  of us who li 
idea, but Lacked taknt or financial means, or who ha 
opponents so uhscrupulous as to peek to act which s 
we are going to throw. the following development o 
Poor Waqpmcr's Computer (PWQ is  freely p 
Since it is cost-free, it should bc v i e d  
m~sgivinp as such a low vmlw in today's m i e  
means shoddy merchandise. 

The PWC shown below i~ developed for aCRT 
has six possible probabilistic outcomes. i r . ,  the d k  
results in six possibilities. Note that both A and B ha 
choice from I thru 6. Also note that thc 6x6 matrix 
filled with the numbers I thru 6 in a symmetricalfmshio 
Thelie represent the equivalent die-roll to be ua* 
obtain~ng results from the CUT. The operation 
rollows: 

Opponents A and 8 racb 8 t h  a 
These numbers art then cross-matc 
obtain a numerical value. This value 
wath the odds. to the CRT and read o 
side. 

For example, if A picks 3 and €4 c h m  5, I 
PWC gives 5 as the number. So. Aand B then look 
ro t k  CRT under the appropriate column lor 
x e  what resuits oecur iTa 5 had been thrown 

The expansion of thistaMctoa8xB or 10x1 
and allows one to use this approach for e m u  
than only 6 pmibiliti~l.  such as PANZER 
1776. 

Why go to this trouble when you cun simply thm 
die in the first place. Well, t h i ~  method givts both t 
attacker snd the dcfeder a part in the C M ~ L  outC 
No longer can you claim that t k  dicedid you in. 
every mutt was your fault. A h  tlle method wor 
whm you bavc l o s ~  your dice or haven't room to 
them with "skill." 

In the past, m have ako used this appro8 
morak factor to t k  piayes who rucces~fuily 
his way lor three throws. This would m a n o n  
pol a 3 or Icns, end on offense a 4 or more. Thn (act 
rat@ from rounding up in tkcddstable to artdufti 
in tosses from the CRT ( d c p c n d i ~  on the game). 

In nny event. i f  you enjoy the head-to-hud mnfro 
ution and ~ubtk  matchinp of wits rwoeiated wi 
walgarni~~g. then the 1'iVC adds to Lhc fun. 

Continued from P a p  27 

hsis for simulation of the pmposed subsystem. 
By applying cwteffect*eness measures d i s c 4  
earlier,  alternative modifications wuld be 
screened to determine which deserved further 
development. 

Since the application of VIM pmridcs one 
composite measure of effectiveness - combat 
power - it would be feasible to directly compare 
and trade off unlike systems on the basis of the 
costs necBsary to attain a desired level of combat 
power. The use of techniques similar t o  the 
custeffectiveness measure muld help determine 
how to effectively allocate resources between 
diverse options such as costly major improve- 
ments in the operations subsystem, intelligence 
subsystem, support subsystems, or additions to 
fmpower resources of a force. 

Although V I M  is promising, it should be 
remembered that the results of VIM are not fine 
measurements. Suwesive approximations and 
subjective evaluations are required to determine 
when Mth  forces are combat quivaIent; there- 
fore, VIM is best suited for measuring lam 
changes in the intelligence that may have a 
significant impact on the effectiveness of a force's 
firepower resources. Also, the ability to apply 
VIM to the development of force structure is 
dependent upon the simulation's ab i ty  to effec- 
tively represent the systems being studkd. To 
date, insufficient validated data has been com- 
piled on the performance of collection subsye 
terns and the processing of data into intehgence. 
The nature of current and proposed intellige.nse 
subsystems must be better u n d e r s t a  by collect- 
ing and analyzing data on their performance. 
Twting done at MASSTER, combined with per- 
formance studies of the intelligen~e subsystem 
and developmental computer simulations, can 
become R s o w  of this data. 

@ 

Frsnce '40 antlnued from Pege 18 

avoid lmttle while delaying by falling back to points 
which are 4 movement points away from the 
infantry and 6, from the armored units, until they 
are joined by their comrades from the south. With 
the northern dement of British and some French 
infantry, tiend the "cheap" annored units--the Id's, 
24's and 34's. They are good for delaying and 
plugging hokes. Keep the good armor-the 5-6's and 
44's-together in the middle. Do not commit them 
to  the defense unless ncEessary, but save them for 
opportunities to break through and encircle unwary 
Germans. Watch his flanks-if he leaves tbe 
Maginot line area lightly guarded, try a break- 
through and go for his air units. Even if the 
opportunities do not develop, you can keep him 
more honest that way, w hey be worrying about 
them. 

The outcome of a game developed along these 
lints usuaily is determined by the die. It is a well 
matched contest, presenting a maximum of chal- 
lenges to the skill of both players. And for the 
skeptic, it is a game which reflects a not too far 
fetched "might have beenn. 

Q 
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Will sell excellent condition Jut. for%23.00, will pay marked t o  the attention of the Editorial Dkpt. Wanted experienced ftf and pbm opponents. I have 
postage. Contact for more details. First offer gets it. all AH-pmes (including mail order). Interested in 
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(904) 763-1608, Panama City, FLA., 32401 
For Sale or trade: U-Boat. G-canal, manv others. 
Also PBM kits, game aids, my design. k . 8  War 
PBM kits. Want ftf opponents. Write for info. Joe 
Sikorski. 1410 N.  Lathroa Ave.. River Forest. Ill. 
60305 
For Sale: Original Jutland in excellent condition, no 
components missing. Box in average shape. Only 
played twice. Will sell for $12.00, postpaid. Join 
S M  WA. Burt Labelle, Forest Park #23, Biddefoml, 
M A  04005, 282-5577 
For Sale: Six new and unused copies of Guad., 
bought for resale. $13.00 each. I pay postage. First 
come. first served. All letters answered. Charles 
Starks, Windhover, West Stockbridge, MA 01266 
Gi~adalcanal: for sale. new mint.. unused S22.00. - . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . 

oostage naid. W. J. 'Niebling. 707 Whittier ~ t . :  
saline: ~ i c h i ~ a n . ,  31 3429-4%5, 48176 
For Sale: B-Marck, Guad., Management., Dis- 
patch, Ft-St '62, Original Tac '58, and Gett Hex!! 
All exc, cond. complete. Will send COD if desired. 
Write for details. Matthew Gubitosa, 19t8 74th St., 
Brooklyn, NY, 259-5436 
I have good condition U-Boat. Will sell or trade. 
~ n ~ o n e - c a r e  to dogfight my 0-7 in PBM? Kevin S. 
Donohue, 7 Harrington Ave., Cortland, NY 13045 
For Sale unused Air Empire first $13.00 takes it. 
Desire ftf experienced adil t  wargarner, any game. I 
have k e n  playing wargames for over 16 years. 
Leonard Ances, 204 h x o w  Ave., Upper Nyack, NY .. . 

914-358-1 114, 10960 
For Sale: Jutland. 1914. excellent cond. $12.00 
each. Conrad D. Moellex, 125 17th St., NW, 
Canton, OHIO, 44703,4560236 
Attention Hardcores: Selling 1914 in good condi- 
tion (missing unit counter sheets-51.00 from AH) 
Will sell for only $8.00! Scott Dyer, 3239 North 
Reach, Oregon, Ohio 43616, (419) 693-1 556 
Will sell excellent cond. original version Anzio, $12 
postage paid, to first person who writes. Send no 

Wanted: Guad., good condition, complete. Will 
take best offer. Fred Gamache. I3029 Richwood 
Rd. Phila. PA, 191 16, 215-676-8269 
Wanted: Out of Print AH games in good to 
excellent condition. Will consider lowest offers. 
Thank you. Ronald Seamans, 28 S. Water St., Apt. 

honey. All letters answered. Mark Calvert, 2535 
McVey Blvd., W. Worthington, Ohio, 614-889-1652 
Selling Jutland, Guad., 1914, Anzio (1st ed.), 
Bismarck for $16 each. U-Boat (cardboard coun- 
ters) for $13. Baseball. Football in flat boxes $7 
each. I pay postage. John Visher, 1564 Temple Dr.. 
Ambler, PA, 19002, 646-2026 
For Sale: mint first edition Jut., Guad., Bis., and U- 
Boat (with metal ships) to highest bidder. Guy R. 
Cullion. 2800 Waubun. Marshall. TX. 214-938- 

D-5, ~omel sdo r f ,  PA 19567, 215-589-4127 
Trade G'canal or '69 Anzio or Nieuchess (all 
unused) or Bismarck for complete Verdict 11. will 
trade 2 for if excellent; 3 for if mint condition. 
Michael Angelo (Vlahovich) 822 Fatherland Apt. 3, 
Nashville, Tn. 37206 
Want Lernans. Will trade U-Boat or Guad. for it. 

559-1 348 
Mediocre  laver of high school am wants to ftf BB.. = 

Jut., ~ u f i . ,  'pan., i an~-d .  want to buy good 
Bismarck and good 1914 for $10 apiece. Jim 
Mitchell. 261 1 Turnstone Dr.. Pleasanton. CA 
94566, 846-88 15 
Want G-canal. Will pay $ 4 4 6  depending on 
condition. Need someone to play ftf in Marin, with 
A.K., Bulge, D-Day, P-blitz, S-grad, and Water. 
Kevin Burke, I6 Skyline, San Anselmo, CA 94960, 
4534699 
Will trade Bismarck, 1914, or Jut. (old version) for 
Guad. All letters answered. Games in excellent 
cond. Mark Stroukowski, 25 Linden St., New 
Britain, Conn. W 5 1 ,  1-203-223-7389 
Wish to buy Jut. Ftf or pbm D-Day, Gett.,AK, BB, 
Pan. (No pbm kits) Any area clubs in Sterling or 
Rock Falls? Mike Gray, 2910 West Rt. 3, Rock 
Falls, 111. 625-3019 
Wish to obm 1914 or Guad. Also would like some 
more members for our wargaming club. Will pay 
$10.00 for U-Boat and $12 for Bismark. David 
Dietrich, 978 Spruce, Winnetka, Ill. 60093, 446- 
5357 
Novice adult (27) desires pbm Wat., BB., 1776, 
Guad., and AK. Will trade excel. cond. 1914 for U- 
Boat, Bismarck, or Hex-Gett. Will buy Hex-Gett 
($18.00) Roger Eastep, 17607 Horizon Place, 
Derwood, Maryland 20855, 301-869-5048 
Wanted: Incomplete or old games expecially U- 
Boat, Bis., ~ u a d . ,  Please ;end desdription of 
condition of counters, board, box, etc. as well as 
askinn price. G e o r a  R. Coopzr, 12 Clonmel Ave., 
~ u r l i k t o n ,  M A  03803 
Wanted Vol.. 10. #4. oriainalonlv. No xerox  lease. . . .  
Reasonable price. ~ i i h a r d  fi. ~ a r s h a l i ,  228 
Central Ave., Needham Hgts., Mass. 02194, (617) 
444-729 I 
Looking for ftf Cortland Homer area. Willbuy Hex 
Cett., counters at any price. I'll pbm Bulge, pbp 
almost any A H  name. HEIL! John D'Addano. 35 
 ree en bush St., fortland, NY 407 7534614,13045 
would like 1914 in good conditiob. willing to pay 
$17.00. Any clubs in North Carolina. If so contact 
me please. Garrett T. Power, 3920 Silverbell Rd., 
charlotte, NC 2821 1 ,  365-2833 
Need average o~nonents  for Stalinnrad. Afrika 1 
Korps. ~ e e d  to dly 19 14. Alan ~ o o & o c k ,  Box 6, 
Baker, Oklahoma, 73930,405-8544535 
Average college wargamer age 23 seeking oppo- 
nents for Bulge, and pbm Gettysburg. Also would 
like to buy B&O(C&O, at reasonable price. Warren 
Duncan. N.E.O.S.U. Wilson Hall. Rm 126. Tahle- 
guah, ~ k l a h o m a ,  74464,456-551 i, Ext. 3430 
Trade never used S&T Strategy I for Bismarck with 
all pieces and in good condit'ion. State cond. All 
letters answered. Also oDonts. in GP area. Michael 

Will sell U-Boat $20, Civil War $30, Guadalcanal Stepka, Box 240, ~ e r l i i ;  Ore. 97532, 4762716 
$12, Lemans. Must be in good cond. Casey Nelson, Wanted Hex-Gett. Excellent o r  very goodcondition 
14808 89th Ave., NE, Bothell, Wash. 9801 1 ,  485- only. Michael R. Noble, P.O. Box 265, Portland, 
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A BRITISH SUCCESS 
by J. Richard Jarvinen 

game. 1 have established what I believe is an attack this small exposed force lest he expose 
excellent disposition of the British forces. himself to a vicious counterattack by the combined 

British forces in the area. The American units a t  
Morristown are now faced with the unpleasant 
decision of going south to aid in the defense of 

May Deployment Philadelphia or to mimic its brothem in the north 
Burgoyne's troop, starting a t  St. Johns in and run from harm's way deep into the wilderness. 

Canada, are the easiest to depioy. Using your Defending Philadelphia would be a dubious 
bateaus, You immediately tmnsPort ten Strength decision at best. It is not acriticaltown, and it would 
Points (hereafter designated SP) to lay siege to Fort remove the bulk of the h e r i a  f o r m  from the 
Ticonderoga- Move (by land) Your single I n d i n  main theater of operation. Also, rs&cient British 
unit also to Fort Ticonderoga. Do not risk a 1-1 strenah could be brought from W a t  point to fom 
attack this month as there is still time to wait for its retreat even further. Faced by a t m k ~  on two 
Your slower moving artillery and supplim to  catch flanks, it cannot stay at Morristown and thus must 
up with the main force. Two SP from St. Johns will quietly dimppear into the t r a c k l ~ s  forests of 

The American Revolution, with its multitude of accompany th artillery and supply units Pennsylvania or  New York. and offers the dwn the west side of Lake Champlain. The 
wargame designer and player alike a wide selection remaining two SP will wait in St, Johns for the The American supply unit at Albany (if not 
of from to choose. with supply unit scheduled to arrive a t  Montreal in June. already captured) is also indire straitsbcawe of the 
its "lease 1776, has m, as wargamers* This unit at St. Johns will also deter the American rapid British advance. Fort Stanwix is not even a recreate mmt, if not of conflicts of this militia entrenched at Mt. Independence from completely safe haven as a daring British comman- 

period. One of the more of venturing north and interfering with your arriving der can reach it from either West Point or Fort 
engagements was the British offensive of 1777 in supply, Constitution by a forced march. 
New England, presented as a scenario in 1776 
known as the Saratoga Campaign. The origind 
British operation ended in a dismal failure, but I Deploy the units in New York City in the June Deployment 
believe that a British commander, with proper following manner: Eleven SP and the artillery unit The June dipmition for Burgoyne's northern 
disposition and the forcesavailable, should move to and attack the American fort a t  expedition is easily assessed. The supply, artillery, 
can win this conflict in almost every encounter. But West Point (the artillery cannot participate in the and troops from St. Johns will amve a t  Fort 
before going into the details of my plan, a little attack without a supply unit, but is placed there for Ticonderoga to take part in theimtialatbck. At3-2 
background is necessary. the future defense of the fort); eight SP and one odds with artillery support, the possibility offailure 

supply unit will move to and attack Fort Constitu- is negligible. The supply unit arriving at Montreal 
tion; fifteen SP and one supply unit will make a sea will be sent down the west side of Lake Champlain, 

The Orlghal Campalgn landing on the coastal hex Iocated southeast of accompanied by the British force waiting at St. 
The British strategy was to launch a three- Princeton and south of New York City; one SP will Johns. 

pronged in New intending seize move to the hex immediately south of West Point, 
the Hudson River Valley and split the wlonies in leaving one s p  to preserre your entrenchment The disposition of the southern force is 
two- Genera[ John BurgoYne* who had originally marker in New York City. The units attacking Fort primarily a reaction to the American response on 
conceived the plan, was tomovesouthfrornCanada Constitution and West Point should occupy these the f rs t  turn. It may appear that the American, 
via Lake white Forts after the defenders havehenelirninated. Ifthe using inverted and decoy counters, hs completely 
was to move New YOrk joining Arnericran has left R i  unit a t  West Point inside the disappeared, but evidence of hia positiondowtexist. 
BurgoYne at A third under Fort, peel off one SF of the attacking force and send Not being able to hide his valuable supply unit, he 
Barry St- Leger, moving UP the St- Lawrence !o t up the west side of the Budson River. It can then will undoubtedly protect it with the major part of 
Lake Ontario, land at Oswego and* In attempt a forced march to capture the unguarded the original Morristown force. In the unlikely event 
conjunction with Iroquois Indians and Tories, at Albany, he has this unit in the Philadelphia-Momstom 
sweep down the Mohawk Valley to unite with the area, you should immediately attack, as destruction 
others at Albany. This was an attractive plan, andif The third force, from Oswego, will not material- of this force will stcure the s o u t b m  sector and 
executed well, could have meant an early end to the ze until St. Leger and his supplies arrive in July. retea= the= British units for the asmult on 
budding revolution. Unfortunately, with typical Albany and Fort Stanwix. The other, and more 
British coordination, General Howe's force (now probable, alternative is for the American to hide 
under General Clinton) failed to continue its deep in the hirls, as mentioned earlier. This fact 
advance and returned to New York. St. Leger's wodd be revealed by the l o d o n  of his suppIy unit 
small group was turned back by Bendcf Amold'a May Analysis and by the conspicuous absence of his artillery unit, 
advance. (He was still a good guy a t  this point in Now, what have we m o m ~ l i s h e d l  In the north which he has been f o r d  to destroy, as its slow 
time!) Burgoyne and his 5,700 men now found we have ensured the fall of Fort Ticonderoga in the movement would make it vulnerable to mpture 
themselves surroundd by an American force of coming month of June. The defenders cannot either by units from the New Jersey cmst or the 
more than 15,000. He had no choice but to escape, nor can they be reinforced. The militia unit sma[l unit stationd just south of west Point. 
surrender, thus ending the British hopes of securing a t  Mt. Independence cannot penetrate into the fort 
the New England colonies. As a direct result of this to aid the defenders and cannot go north becauseof Assuming the American has chosen the prudent 
action Fort Ticondaroga and Crown Point were the iarger British unit. To remain entrenched would strategy offlight, dispatch f!ve from the -tal 
evacuated; Clinton abandoned the Hudson high- be certain destruction. The only viable alternative is assault group to s ~ z e  and mupy the colonial 
lands; and not the least important result was that t o  run off to the mountains for safety. capital of Philadelphia. The remaining units will 
France, delighted by the American victory, recog- travel to the hex north of Morristown, uniting with 
nized the independence of the United States, a 

the south we have captud two forts without five SP rsent from West Point. Fort Constitution 
forerunner of her active participation in the war. 

loss. (Be sure to  make only the first attack on Fort need be e r r i s o 4  only lightly (one SP is suffi- 
~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~ ~ t i ~ ~  supplied so that you may keep your cient), while West Point will have six SP remaining 

The New Campaign supply unit.) The units assaulting t k  coast are of the original force plus seven SP sent from Fort 
Despite the crushing failure of Burgoyne's plan, prepared to move on Philadelphia, crossing either at Co~-~~titution. The supply from Fort Constitution 

it still remains a good one in theory.' Given an Cooper's Ferry or McKoney's ferry.  hey also and the artillery unit already there will complete its 
English commander of any competence, I believe directly threaten the Americanfom at Morrhown. garrison. The single British SP south of West point 
the original plan, with only slight modification, has The unit south of west point prevents an easy will be sent after the f l e e h  Americans in order to  
an excellent chance of success. As in most games of American incursion across the Hudson River, and harass his supply and e t h e r  i n t d b n ~  of 
skill and maneuver, the opening moves are critical also ha# a harassment function that will bwme American movement. The one SPinNew YorkCity 
and generally dictate the course of the rest of the clearer on the next turn. The American dare not will remain the=. 
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June Analysis 

Using Burgoyne's original plan as a spring- 
board. we now control Philadelphia, New York 
City, West Point, Fort Constitution and Fort 
Ticonderoga. Albany is threatened on two fronts, 
and the American forces are s c a t t e d  throughout 
New England. We have destroyed a minimum of 
seven enemy SP, captured an enemy artillery unit at 
Fort Ticonderoga, and forced the American to 
destroy another at Morristown. The American 
army is badly pressed and British control of the 
Hudson River Valley seems imminent. 
July Deployment 

St. Leger's troops and supplies arriving a t  
Oswego should remain there, assuming the fort 
hasn't already fallen to an aggressive American 
commander. The units at Philadelphia should 
entrench themselves. The Morristowngroup should 
attempt to search out and destroy the American 
force suspected of operatingin that area. The British 
reconnaissance unit may be invaluable in locating 
the American. Do not, however, overextend your 
larger British force as they will bz needed in August 
at West Point. The lndian unit at Fort Ticonderoga 
would also make an excellent scouting force, due to 
its greater mobility. A garrison of eight SP, coupled 
with a supply unit and three artillery units, should 
make Fort Ticonderoga impregnable. The remain- 
ing units from Fort Ticonderoga should & sent 
down to the Albany area to harass the American 
reinforcements. 

West Point should maintain its garrison of 
thirteen SP, anartillery unit, and a supply unit. Fort 
Constitution should keep its minimal garrison. 
July Analysis 

In three months we have achieved our primary 
objective of seizing and securing the three strategic 
'towns necessary for a British victory. We have 
established a substantial garrison in Philadelphia, 
leaving us only the final problem of capturingeither 
Fort Stanwix o r  Albany to fulfill our victory 
conditions. It is unlikely that the American would 
try to recapture Philadelphia because of the large 
force necessary to do this and because oftheremote 

'location. If he does make anattempt, we would then 
concentrate our own forces on the dangerously 
weakened Albany-Fort Stanwix complex. 
F i l  Considerations 

Any specific dispositions of forces after July 
would be conjecture at &st, but a general outline of 
the strategy for the remaining four months will be 
presented. The large British force near Morristown 
should k brought to the West Point area to replace 
units that have been ordered elsewhere. The West 
Point force will march to Albany, uniting with the 
group operating out of Fort Ticonderoga. This will 
prepare you for a push on Fort Stanwix, if weakly 
defended, or to establish control of Albany. 

Wherever possible, try to wear the Americans 
down, even if you have to attack at 1-1 odds. 
Forcing him to use his supplies and causing even 
small casualties will seriously weaken his final 
attempt to recapture a fort or city. Under no 
circumstances, however, should you weaken your 
,garrisons in West Point or Fort Ticonderoga. Loss 
of one of these key points will surely cost you the 
game. 

If the original American force from Morristown 
still exists, try to prevent it from linking up with the 
heavy Arnerkan reinforoements due in August and 
September. As long as the American has his units 
scattered and separated, he can present no immedi- 
ate danger to your heavily fortified positions. 

While this plan does not guarantee a British 
victory, it does offer acapable Englishcommander a 
far greater chance for success than Burgoyne had in 
1777. 

@ 

The FRANCE '40 That Might 
Have by Dean Miller 

Perhaps more thanany other game, France40 is 
one of 'what might have ken'. It has a wide variety 
of OB's for both sides from which to choose. As a 
result, players who wish to pursue the "what ifs" of 
this conflict can in effect let their imaginations run 
wild in devising the configurations of the opposing 
sides. From my experience, most players of this 
game fall into two groups: the masochists/sadists 
who play only the historical OB's; and the free 
thinkers, who matchafully mechanized Ailiedarmy 
against a similarly equipped German one. 

Never having k e n  a lover of science fiction, this 
latter course is of even less appeal to me than the 
former. I have preferred to play the limited number 
of what 1 regard as realistic alternatives to the 
historical matchup-those based upon German OB 
6. Students of the period can easily conclude that 
there was nothing less likely to occur than the 
German-Russian non agression pact. While the two 
dictators' short term interests were well served by 
such a pact, such was the nature of the beasts as to 
make each somewhat untrustworthy in the eyes of 
the other. Add the perpetually scheming and 
suspicious natures which their position in life had 
given to Stalin and Hitler, and it is hard to believe 
that they would enter into such a pact, or place 
much reliance upon it when put into effect. 
Therefore, I find the alternative state of affairs 
reflected in German OB6 to be most believeable. 

The same skepticism obtains as to the high- 
powered Allied OB's. It is simply straining history 
too much to assume that the between the wars 
"leadership" of France would allow a Guderian to 
come to the fore (or a DeGaulle, if you will), or that 
they would accept the idea that a fortress line would 
be out of date in a modern war. However, even if 
you are to acEpt these premises, I believe the OB's 
are faulty, in that they.cohtinue to assume that the 
French divisions will be inferior to their German 
counterparts. After all, the French tanks were 
superior in most respects-and once we assume 
different leadership, how can one conclude that the 
French infantry would be less effective? 

Thus I find Allied OB's 10 and 8 to be the ones 
which are easiest to swalIow, next to the historical 
one. The playingof these OB'sagainst German OB 6 
can lead to some interesting conclusions. For 
example, even with the reduced German strength, 
only an incompetent loses to the Allied historical 
OB. And the rnatchup with the increased airpower 
of Allied OB 10 should prove to most garners how 
wrong Douhet was. But German OB 6 vs. Allied OB 
8 makes for a fairly wen match, and is the one I 
prefer. There is a better than even chance that the 
German will still win against the earlier-rearmed 
Allies, but not in very satisfying fashion. Quite 
frequently the Allies will keep the Germans out of 
France and much of Belgium, although often a t  the 
cost of many lives. The inherent advantages of the 
German infantry over the French--a 7-6 is much 
more than a little betterthana66-usually resultin 
a higher loss ratio by the latier, whichoften willgive 
the game to the Germans on points. But it is not a 
sure thing, and occasionally the Allies win- 
sometimes even launching an invasion of German 
soil. T h e w l t  will often leave one thinking: "If onlv 

The German, faced with the imposing- 
numerically, anyway-array of Allies, usually has 
two things forced upon him. 

First, he must be somewhat conventional. In 
view of his Iirnited resources he must eliminate the 
Dutch and get in a couple of good whacks at the 
Belgians before the French and British arrive. 
Invasion of Holland is necessary, although it ia 
tempting to reduce the frontage which his reduced 
numbers must cover by leaving the Dutch alone. 
For one thing, he needs the victory points which the 
three Dutch units represent. For another, confine- 
ment to the French and Belgian border is so stifling 
to his own offensive capabilities as to be more of a 
burden than a benefit. Holland is a necessary 
springboard for the type of attack the German must 
make across Belgium. 

For the German must try to avoid stalemate. 
1914 must always be in his mind-it is a very real 
possibility unless he can break through, encircle, 
and eliminate a decisive number of Allied units. If 
this is to be done, it must occur early in the game- 
time is with the AlIies. And the terrain best suited for 
this maneuver is the Belgian plains, which in turn is 
easiest reached through the Netherlands. The result 
is that the German must concentrate his panzers and 
about half of his infantry for a drive across Belgium 
north of the Ardennes. You can hear von Schlieffen 
clucking "YP' as you set up! The German should 
retain one armored corps to drive through the 
Ardennes with the rest of the infantry. One 6-8, one 
4-8, a 3-8 and a2-8 should suffice. These willgive the 
capability of exploiting any breakthrough possibili- 
ties there and filling in temporary gaps in the lines. 
Occasionally, these forces can serve as a "weak 
claw" in a pincer movement in conjunction with the 
bulk of the panzers in the north. In addition, this 
keeps them near Sedan and the Maginot to exploit 
the unlikely possibility of a breach there. In so 
doing, these forces keep the Allied player "honest" 
'to a degree. Of course, a couple of units must also 
guard the French border opposite the Maginot, 
zilone with the artillery. 

The Allied player should retreat and delay, and 
seek to unite as much of the Dutch and Belgian 
armies with the French and British, as can be 
extricated. His initial placements should be attack- 
proof. Put the Dutch units on hexes 522, 523 and 
524. Put Belgians a t  525, 494, 495, 529, 531, 530, 
500,469,438,407 and 377. Put French 6-6's in the 
Maginot line hexes 154 and 185, and a 2-2 in 217, 
with the other 2-2's in reserve just behind the forts. 
This way the Germans will be unable to attack on 
move I ,  except the Maginot line hexes, where it will 
be impossible to destroy the forts. Place the rest of 
the infantry in position to move forward to join the 
Belgians and Dutch at the earliest point. Although 
some players like to put the British infantry into the 
Ardennes where the extra movement factors are 
useful and it is harder to lose these units, with their 
high victory point values, to low odds attacks, I've 
tended to prefer to use them in the north because of 
the greater speed with which they can cross the 
Belgian plain and meet the Germans. The retreating 
Dutch and Belgians should continue to attempt to 

the French hadgotten off their butts a bit earlier and 
begun to rearm. . ." Continued on Pap 16 
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SERIiES REPLAY 
- 

R&an: Donald Greenwood 
German: Randy Reed 

The Series Replay this time aromd iF a bit 
unusual in many respects. An immediate djrference 
is noied in that there are no player commentsTonly 
the !urn by turn analysis of our neutral observers. 
This is due to the fact that the game we are depicting 
on these pages ir almost three years old and was 
mmmenced before the Series Replay concept was 
ever evolved. However, we imagine that readers will 
find it o f  interest gonly because they feel they can 
improve on the efforts of o w  desigmrs. In all 
fairness to rhese individuals ir should be emphasized 
ihal neilherplayer was aware of tkepossibifity of hiF 
play being exposed to such experi scrutiny. 

In addition, Mr. Reed professes no great 
amount of expertise in this particuIar game; his real 
,forte being BA TTLE OF THE BULGE. Yet, when 
we chanced upon she~e old PBM moves the stage 
hadalready been set for aplay with a unique caste, (f 
not an outstanding plot. 

t GAME ANALYSIS 
By George Phillies and Mark Swanson 

' RUSSIAN SETUP: For the most part a 
classical Russian defense. The 28th in the bend of 
the Prut a t  NN14 is out of range of Brest, assuring 
the Germans of a 3-1 there on their second turn. The 
22nd and 42nd are undoublad and may k attacked 
frontally. The 15th armor, behind the San, may be 
attacked from the river squares, allowing the 
Germans to advance onto EE12, thereby depriving 
the Russians of a delaying position. All in alI, thisis 
a respectabledefense, even though it does have some 
flaws. Exchanging the positions of the 28th and the 
4th (696) would have relieved the Russiansof later 
notential diff~culties. 

GERMAN JUNE: f i e  German has done a 
number of unusual things and made a number of 
mistakes. He .has only 2 weak units on the 
Hungarian border (MM-8,9). These two units will 
afford the German little assistance in hisattacksout 
of Rumania. The German's force in Rumania is too 
weak to attack frontally across the Prut. Since there 
will be no units in Hungary able to assist the 
Germans in attacking the Carpathian mountain 
chain, the German forces in Rumania will be unable 
to !lank the Prut river on its northern end. 

The 1-1 on the Memunas seems a bit premature. 
The Russian is always the strongest on the first turn; 
the Germans can afford to wait a few turns before 
launching this rather chancy sort of attack. 

The German has put up a rather weak defense in 
Finland. A &strength armowed corps may be of use , 

against a very weak Russian attack, although it is 
not at all clear that it helps the Geman to tie down 
an xrmoured corps in Finland for the rest of the 
game. (Against a strong Russian army, such as this 
one, the German deployment is probably amistake. 
The Russians can attack the 6-6-6 inside Helsinki 
and kill it. The remainder of this defense is a160 
weak-the Russians can surround one of the 
Finnish units. Bytransferringthe two Finnish units 
North of the lakes one square North, the Russian's 
position is much improved. 

The major difficulty with the German position at 
this point is the distribution of his forces, especially 
of his armor. He has left only 6 armoured corps on 
the central front. The one in Finlandtvillcontzibute 
little to his position. T h e  three 8-8-6's in Rumania 
constitute a great liabiiity. They are too weak to 
attack out, and their absence on the central front 

will mean that the G e r m n  army in the center is 
gravely weakened. 

RUSSIAN JUNE MOVE: The Russian attacks 
in Finland met with bad luck. However, the attack 
along the IJ-file is a turn ahead of schedule; the 
Germans defended on 129 rather than the more 
reasonabb 130. The doorway into Finland has been 
pried open by the Russian attack. 

The errors in the Geman initial placement have 
caught up with them. Because the German has put 
so much armor into Rumania, hecannot make a3-1 
on the 6-96 or either of the 7-104's. A single5-74 
can hold a pair of river squares and be 3-1 proof. 
Unfortunately for the Russian, t k  17th Inf, whichis 
immediately South of Brest-Litovsk, is only a 44-4. 
The Germans can make a 3-1 on it, while 
simultaneously surrounding the 16th infantry (on 
Y 16). An advancz across the Bug River onto BB15 
then forces the unit in Brest-Litovsk to attack (with 
no  retreat, against doubled defenders) and breaks 
the Bug River. 

The Russian defense of the Carpathians is 
flawed. The weak units already in Hungary permit 
the Germans to surround the 10th infantry. The 
Russians could have avoided this difficulty if they 
had placed another 5-74 with or next to the 10th 
Infantry; the Germans would then have needed the 
3-34 as a soakoff. Without that 3-36, the Germans 
only have 41 factors available to attack the 10th 
infantry, permitting them to make only a 2-1. 

The northern 1-3 attack ties up a substantial 
number of German units behind the German lines. 
Consequently, the Germans did not have the units 
to soakoff against 21 6 (leaving a unit in Z15 at the 

JUNK 1PI1: Thc Germans open aggressively with a u t o m a h  ca. the 2,7, a d  15th Armor 
and B 3-1 exchange on the 42od and ZZnd Infantry. The rtquircd 1-2 s o u k d  exapes d k 

retreatedto NN12. Totknofitbtyhave lessluckasthc Ist+4thad6thil lrant'yQ~lost~a 1. 
1 attack act- the Nemunas. The 1 lth Infanby is dno lest in tbt 1-6 dd. 
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JULY, 1941: The Russians react Btrongly m rinurw, wiping out FXI a d  FXZ with 5-1 the R w i a n  3rd and retreat to XI9. The Red 16th Infantry iscrushed ina 5-1 asexpected.The 
attacks and eliminating another 8 E~nnish Factors with a s m x d u l 3 - 1  agaiwt 129--a strong main Germanatek(a 3-1 wthe 17th Inn rcaults in aDBZwith4Rsurvivingthc 1-3mk-effto 
blow to G c m n  chanan. But the German rcsorts to ch ica~ry  in his July move--suc#dully . the south. The German's good fortune continue& in Rumania where both his 1-2 attacks are 
pulling off the old soak-off envelopment trick where units must retreat behind cntmy lines due to rcwarded with the desired AB2 "rttmting" the ~ntiltrators to H H 1 4  & 15.  
maximum stacka in thtir rtar. Comqucntly tht 23rd and 7th infantry survive their 1-3 against 

end of their turn). This move, coupled with the 
advance into BB15 which the Germans mysteriously 
neglected to take, would have surrounded the unit in 
Brest-Litovsk. 

The German chose to hit the 10th Infantry 
(holding the southern end of the Carpathians)at 1-2 
rather than 3-1. This replaces a sure attack with a 
rather chancy one. Furthermore, the German units 
in the atrack are now trapped on a river square 
behind Russian lines, where (especially if only one 
of the 1-2's works) they can be surrounded (a 5-1 and 
a 1-2 attack then disposes of them). 

The German has stack after stack of units in 
Rumania which he is not using. He has additional 
stacks tied up near the ~ e r n u n a i  tryingto bootstrap 
units through the Russian line into the Russian rear 
(where those units would be surrounded and 
destroyed). The German is matching his original 
faulty placement with an equally bad use of the 
resourns that he has, overlooking chances to 
advance across rivers, surround Russian units, and 
take available 3-1's against key positions, such as 
JJ 12. We have noted that the Russian defense has its 

faults (for example, it allowed Brest-Litovsk to be 
surrounded and unnecessarily permitted a 3-1 on 
JJ 12). However, an error not taken advantageof by 
one's opponent is a nullity. 

GERMAN JULY MOVE: The German has 
tried a series of 1-2 envelopment attacks both in the 
north and south. The units in the north should end 
up being retreated behind the river, where it can be 
surrounded and attacked without retreat. Further- 
more, the backup units for this 1-3 attack would 
contribute substantially to the attacks made near 
Brest-Litovsk. 

RUSSIAN JULY MOVE: The Russian 
responds to the 1-3 attacks in the usual manner. He 
surrounds the units and destroys them. It must be 
said that the Russian moves to destroy these units 
were less than perfectly executed. In the south, the 
Russian should have put the 5-5-4's and the 
Rumanian on H H 15 and the other Rumanian on 
HH 14. Then, the Russiancould have made a 5-1 (no 

retreat) on each of the Rumanians, a 1-2(no retreat) 
on the two Germans, and left the 10th Infantry on 
5512. 

In attacking the Germans behind his line, the 
Russian should move the 36th Infantry from I1 15 to 
HH 16. This move illustrates four basic principles in 
dealing with 1-3 envelopments: 

a)  If possible, such attacks should not distract 
the attention of the defenders which have been 
surrounded. They should stay in position, holding 
the line, while the surrounded Germans in the rear 
are dealt with. 

b) A stack surrounded behind Russian lines 
cannot be used to undoubb river positions if all of 
its units are forced to attack at 1-3 or less. The result 
of the alterations 1. describe would f o m  the German 
1R and 3R to attack at 1042 (1-51, if a separate 
attack was made on the 7-104. The German could 
not soakoff with one 5-7-4 and we the other one to 
undouble the 7-10-4 because the first 5-7-4 would 
have had to attack at 542, which is illegal. 
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c) In dealing with a surrounded attack, it is 
better to kill part of the stack and force the rest to 
attack at low odds without being able to retreat. If 
one attacks the stack as a whole, one risks a large 
exchange. It is often possible instead to take a 
soakoff and a safe attack, with fewer expected 
casualties. 

d) In face-to-face play, one cannot randomly 
retreat units making envelopment attacks. This is 
less important in PBM play, where one can change 
attacker's retreats around to put the attacker's units 
in the best positions, but in face-to-face play the 
attacker's units must be retreated before the 
defender starts to move. 

The counterattack against the surrounded 
German units in the north was more poorly 
handled. The Russian 1 Ith and 12th Infantry units 
will be on the Nemunas River. The Russians can 
counterattack, but they must soakoff to do so. If the 
Germans had been retreated onto the River (Y la), 
the Russian would have been able to attack the 
German units without the German being able to 
attack the 10th and 1 l th Infantry. 

The German continues to pay for his poor initial 
placement. A pair of 444's or a single 5-74 can 
hold two river squares; usually, a pair of 5-7-4's 
would be required to keep it 3-1 proof. However, the 
Russian has become overconfident; the 4th Cavalry 
(on SIB) can be hit at 3-1. 

This vulnerability is totally unnecessary; the 2nd 
lnfantry (now on S20) should beadjacent to the 6-9- 
6 (on R-18, where it would force a soakoff) thereby 
making the 6-9-6 3-1. proof. 

GERMAN AUGUST MOVE: The German 
misses his chance to break the Nemunas River, by 
taking a 3-1 on the 4th Cavalry. He has further 
shifted to making a relatively conservative seriea of 
attacks, rather than continuing with the aggressive 
moves which he had made in earlier turns. 

The Gerrnan should have realized from his 
earlier turns that attacks against doubled positions, 
whether at low or high odds, must be so arranged 
that the attacker can benefit from favorable results 
[a situation which cannot obtain from the 1-3 
attacks); instead, the German appears to have 
concluded that he should not attack Russians in 
doubled positions. 

If the Russian playsconse~vatively fromnow on, 
the Germans will have substantial difficulties. The 
forces which have come out of Finland reinforce the 
Nemunas line; even though S 18 cannot be made 3- 1 
proof, the German has thus far shown no inclination 
to attack it. Large stacks on each side of S-18 will 
Likely discourag this German from attackingthere. 
The Russian position in the South will require 
additional delaying units to last beyond this turn, 
but a number of additional 44-4's and 444's are 
available in the north. 

RUSSIAN MOVE FOR AUGUST: The Rus- 
sian is attempting to hold positions by acaring the 
Germansaway from them-this is especially evident 
near Z17 and near DD17. This means that the 
Russian has units out in the open, where the 
German can attack them at good odds, without 
risking doubled losses in a soakoff. The Russian 
would have been better off if he had left the 6-9-6 at 
S18; the German would have found this unit much 
more difficult to attack. It is legs thanobvious that it 
is worthwhile to defend the Prut basin a square a t  a 
time; by falling back behind the Dnestr the Russian 
presents to the Germans a 3-I proof line; this way, 
the Russian takescasualties. If the4th Infantry were 
on H26, the BR armor would not be able to escape 
by taking a 1-2-it could be retreated back where it 

SEPTEMBER, 1W1: The Russians ha# fallen h c k  showing a willingnes to fqht lor 
terrain which is mort brave than 6. A t  least one delay unit could have k n  saved had they 
fallen behind the Dnestr but thc Russian wantsto keepthe GermanarmorptnW in thesouthap 
long as popsible. TheGermansrespond with tht biggsl~lvoofattmcksthey are tolaunchin tht 
game. The 26th lnfantrysuwives B 1-3 goakaffonthe Russhn6thCavalryallowinpa3-1 on the 
2nd Infantry which is f o r d  back to Q19 and break* the Nemuous. Elacwkrc the Russian Ipt 
A m o r  is tlimilwtted ina 5-1 while the German 12, RS and4R lnfantrysuwiw their 1-3 s~k - f fs .  
R4and 2Rare not so lortunattandarelogt iea 1-2rs. the Red3Jth whichcnable6en~ssful4- 
1 on tht Russian 10th. The Russians end the turnwitha bit otluckns their24thlnfantrysurviws 
a 6-1 and retreats to 1116. The Finnish front is technically over. Thc G c m n  6R in hokd up in 
Helalnki whtrc it is surrounded by the Russian 4th and 5th Infantry. 

came from. (In the long run, it might have k e n  
better for the Russian to make the 3-1 on Helsinki). 

GERMAN SEPTEMBER MOVE: The Ger- 
man has hit the Russians in the open. Given the 
choice, it might have been better to attack the 
Russian stack on 21 8, while soaking off against the 
Russians across the river. Unitsleft on Y 18 give the 
Russians a choice: counterattack, or lose thisend of 
the Nemunas as well as the other. The Germanunits 
in the center, with the accumulated replacements, 
would force the Russians to soakoff against doubled 
Gerrnan units, if the Russian wanted to attack the 
German units on Y 18 with no retreat. Note that the 
Russian cannot reinforce 218; this means that the 
Russian will have to use the forces now there to 
make soakoffs. (Furthermore, the Russian units on 
218 have their backs to the swamp; ifattacked, they 
'can only sit or withdraw a square, in which case the 
Germans can attack them again). 

The German finally did get around to attacking 
across the Nemunas River. One might say, better 
late than never, but the Germancertainly did ignore 
a few opportunities &fore making this move. 

RUSSIAN SEPTEMBER MOVE: The Russian 
gambles of the previous turn seem to have worked. 
The German is apparently quite reluctant to attack 
Russians in doubled positions; the Russian took 
advantage of this to hold the northern end of the 
Nemunas for another turn. It might be argued that 
this method of holding 218 would have failed if the 
German had not k e n  able to make a 3-1 on Sl8, 
since then his forces in the north would have had 
nothing better to do than attack 218; this is 
becoming a bit subtle. I t  would have been safer to 
leave the 6-9-6 on S 18 (with one soakoff it would 
have been 3- t proof), and put all but one of the units 
on ZI8 behind the Nemunas River; this would 
probably have lost a unit, but it would have saved 
the other end of the Nemunas. This German would 
not, probably, have used an attack from Yl8 to 
break the Nemunas. 

RUSSIAN SEPTEMBER MOVE: The Russian 
has taken advantage of his previous turn's activities 
to minimize the potential of the German unitsin the 
north. In the south, the Russian haselected to play a 
linear defensive strategy, in which the Germanmust 
soakoff in order to  attack. This will increase 
Russian losses substantially, perhaps more than is 
appropriate, even for the low bvel of Russian 
casualties to date. The German is not left with many 
"clever" moves; he has to attack the Russian 
frontally where he can get at him-in the south. 

GERMAN OCTOBER MOVE: The German 
followed the available course of action: heattacked. 
This move is an extremefy rare example of bad 
weather hurting the Germans rather than the 
Russians. Usually, bad weather keeps the Russians 
from reinforcing the front, while the Germans have 
adequate lateral mobility. Here, however, the 
Russians have made provision for a bad weather 
roll, by having enough delaying units on the scene, 
while the German is hindered in his ability to reach 
particular squares, most notably Y 18. 

RUSSIAN OCTOBER MOVE: The Russian 
exploits the advantage that he has assembled on 
previous turns. His position in the north is rigidly 
classical: he holds the doubled positions, givesaway 
a 2-3-6 where there is no alternative (the German 
forces in the area would have no other prate to 
attack), and uses stacks of units to force the 
Germans to soakoff if they want to take extra 
squares (e.g., U19). In the south, the Russian uses 
the tactic that he has used, with cost but without a 
disaster, on previous turns. He attempts to hold 
valuable positions in the open with substantial 
strength. The stack of three units in the open on 
DD20 is vulnerable to a 1-2; if the garnewtre played 
with exchange at defense factors, this vulnerability 
wouid be much lower, as the exchange would kill 
only two of the Russian units. Even in good 
weather, the German can make a 3-1 on the 6-9-6 
only by soaking off against a 7-10-4 and three or 
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OCTOBER. 1941: The Russians arc contcm w b l i  baek all along the Iinc and makc no 
atlucks ahhough the iint rcphcemcnts m k e  thcir prrscnrr ftlt. The G c m n s  takeautorrrack 
vs 2ndand l51h Armor andeliminate the4th Armor and 29th lnfantryinadl attack out in~l-e 
opcn. The Ruuian 3rd Armor is forcad back 2 to DDN in a 3-1 attack The German 35th 
Infantry aurvives ita 1-2 soak-ofi whilt thc 12th is losl in a 1-6. 

four 5-74s.  on the 5-74 's  necessarily being The German has I8 factors accumulated. This 
doubled. This is an expensive attack, especially would make sense if the German was taking attacks 
since the Russians can still hold the natural fortress on doubled positions, thereby risking exchanges in 
between the Dnestr and Southern Bug Riven. his attacks. However, t k  German isn"t making 

attacks where he would risk such losses. In thiscase. 

GERMAN NOVEMBER MOVE: Snow did 
not help the Germans. The Germans have taken the 
obvious attacks, perhaps in a heavy-handed 
manner. If the 24th Infantry had k e n  surrounded, 
but attacked primarily with Infantry, the German 
armor could have been placed in a slightly more 
central location, where it might have been more 
effective. The German did not place any units on 
AA18. In general, this means that the German may 
have trouble when he attempts to penetrate the 
Pripyat marshes. For example, in this turn, the 
Russian could counterattack against thestack in the 
swamp (using the Zfile only for soakoffs) and let the 
German decide what to do. The snow actually is 
going to hurt the Germans, which is remarkable. 

the German would lx better off using his ac- 
cumulated factors to bring back some of hi lossts. 
The Gerrnan would bz better off with more units on 
the board. 

RUSSIAN NOVEMBER MOVE: Rather than 
risking losses in counterattacks, the Russian has 
elected to prepare reception committees for the 
German armies. If the German wants to move out of 
the Pripyat marshes or onto DD20, he risks losses in 
soakoffs. The Russian has overlookad (or perhaps 
felt that he was not strong enough for) the time- 
honored ploy of placing units on 220. If the German 
then moves his units from the Pripyat onto Y 19, the 
Russian can surround them. Such a tactic would be 

NOVEMBER. IWI:  T k  R&ns again tall back whih maintaining tbc isolation of 
Hclsinki. Thc Germans for their grlrt become super comrvativc-laking aulomalim vs 15th 
Armor and 24th Inlantty. 

ineffective if the German had pushed 6 units into the 
northern half of the Pripyat marshes but he failed to 
do  so. 

GERMAN DECEMBER TURN: The German 
has Russian units ahead of him, in the open. He 
attacks them, which on the average would be a good 
move. On this turn, though, the German luck was 
poor; he lost almost every soakoff, and then was 
rewarded with two D back's and an exchange. 
Under the circumstances, the Germandid not have a 
great deal of choice. Once again, the German has 
chosen not to bring on any replaaements; effective- 
ly, he has a "ghost army" off the board. As the front 
opens up, the German will have more targets for his 
army. Although his "ghost army" could not have 
fought on this turn, it could have been moved into 
more useful positions. Snow is going to last for 
several turns now, so the German a n n o t  bring in 
replacements and throw them into battle on the 
same turn: the replacements need at least a turn to 
move up to the Front. 

RUSSIAN DECEMBER MOVE: The Russian 
moves from strength to strength. Having survived 
with an intact army until winter, he takes advantage 
of the superior defensive powen of his units and the 
advantageous position of the Russian railroads to 
minimire his losses and make local counterattacks. 
as is being done in front of Minsk. While the attack 
does leave Russian p k e s  on clear terrain, which is 
orten a poor idea, i t  hurts German morale. In any 
event, because the weather in January is always 
SNOW, the German can only counterattack near 
Minsk with the units in its immediate vicinity. These 
will permit the Germans to make a high-oddsattack 
on one Russian corps, soaking off the other five. 
The swamp protects the Russian southern flank; 
because the German has no units in the marshes, the 
Russian units on Y20 may only be attacked from 
one square. Other than this, the Russian simply uses 
the terrain to best advantage. The 28th Infantry will 
hold the northernend of the natural fortress until it 
is starved out, at least given current German 
reactions to doubled positions. 

GERMAN JANUARY MOVE: The Germans 
took another few squares. He now has 26 factors of 
accumulated reinforcements. Some of these could 
have been used to turn the attack on the 3rd Armour 
into a 5-1. While on the PBM table this lowers the 
chance of killing the Russian from 80% to 70%, in 
FTF play the only effect is to turn an exchange into 
a D-Elim. The German isstarting to run out of units 
in the south: soon, he will have nothing left to attack 
with except his armor. The unit on BBZO looks 
suspiciously like an effort to "protect" the German 
flank, a task already admirably performed by the 
Pripyat marshes. The 4th Cavalry is 3-1 proof, even 
without the 2nd Cavalry to act as a soakoff piece. 

RUSSIAN JANUARY MOVE: The Russian 
seems infatuated with the idea of defending in the 
open, even when there is no point to it. The Russian 
has moved out from khind the Dnestr. While it is 
true that the German could surround JJ 17, he could 
only make a 3-1 on it by using his entire army in the 
south. This would hold Kiev for another turn. The 
2nd Cavalry and 4th Cavalry are in an especialty 
unfortunate position; the German can attack them 
and soakoff against Kiev. A more reasonable 
approach would have been to move the 8-94 into 
Kiev, with soakoff pieces to the north behind the 
rivers. This would make Kiev 3-1 proof. As it now 
stands, the German can make 'a 3-1 on Kiev, and 
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have units on the Dnepr River afterwards. The lack 
of the "ghost army" becomes more apparent; the 
German cannot both attack Kiev and attack the 
Russian units in the open. 

If the 4th Armour were on KK19, it would hold 
the Southern Bug. As it now stands, the Germans 
can cross it at Nikolayev. This wouldrequire theme 
of an armored corps, which indicated another flaw 
in the German position; the panzer grenadienarein 
the north, where their mobility is of relatively little 
value. They could be in the south, where their speed 
might be of some consequence. 

GERMAN FEBRUARY TURN: It is hard to 
believe that the German player does not understand 
that he can replace dead unita, since he hascarefully 
noted his accumulated replacement factors for each 
turn. Why, then, does he have 30 factors of 
accumulated replacements? The Shadow may 
know, but he is not available for comment. If the 
German had his replacements on the board, he 
could have attacked the Russian units in the open in 
the south without feeling tempted to transfer units 
from the northern to the southern front, as heisnow 
doing. 

Given that the German player does insist on 
having the units off the board, he is making the best 
of a difficult position. The German should have 
occupied Nikolayev with armor-a 6 speed unit 
could cross the Dnepr, or reach useful squares of it, 
in a way in which a 4 speed unit cannot. Similarly, 
the armored corps in the swamp might seek better 
employment elsewhere. 

The Russian must worry about the possibility 
that there will begood weather next turn. The loss of 
the southern-most square of the Southern Bug 
really hurts him very badly. If he held the length of 
the Bug, he would k able to counterattack to hold 
Kiev. He would take casualties, but he would be in a 
doubled position at the end of his move. As things 
stand, the Russians can make a 3-1 surrounded on 
DD21 by using all of his units South of Minsk, 
inclusive, except those required to hold the 
Southern Bug (I include a 3-1 on the 38th Infantry). 
This unbalances the Russian position, but it holds 
the Dnepr (a big plus). Furthermore, the German 
position is itself quite unbalanced. 

RUSSIAN FEBRUARY TURN: The Russian 
responw is somewhat less aggressive than the one 
we had envisioned. Given the weakened state of the 
German army, it is probably all right for the Russian 
to invite the German onto DD23. Once there, the 
German can k surrounded. The Russian ought to 
have remained in Riga. By pulling back, he allows 
the German to replace two 4-4-4's with one 2-24 
without loss of defensive power. Furthermore, Riga 
is a sally port for the Russian army. They can come 
out of it and attack the Germans in the open, in a 
place remote from the Carman advance. If the 
Germans had advanced to or beyond Smolensk, this 
would k moreeffective; the Germans would have to 
bring units back from the front, and take another 
turn to get them back to the front. Currently, Rigais 
too dose to the front for thissort of attack to bevwy 
effective. 

GERMAN MARCH TURN: When the Ger- 
man starts losing attacks on 2-3-6's (a D Back 2 
against a 2-3-6 is a loss), something is wrong. The 
German ghost army continues to grow, but it 
doesn't work too well until it comes onto the board. 
The German mow onto DD22 may be charw- 
terized as "sticking your head into the noose, and 
pulling on the other end of the rope." 

DECEMBER. 1!?41: The snow prevents the Russianreplacements from reaching tkrront 
but their abence is not -lly felt. ~&ngel~, the wathtr hkin the ~crmanr  more. ht doem? 
n m n r  thcm from finallv mettinn the Rusgianb in the oneo bead on. The Russian 3rd h o r  is 
r o d  back in a 3-1 attack whilcth. German 13 arid 1Sb Infantry arc lost in the I-6mk-ofis. 
Thc Russian 6th Armor b forced back in a 5-1 assault. The Germno 2nd Infantry is lost in 
exchange for the RussianRh ina4-1 attack butthc53rdGrrnaditrsand RZwhicb~aakod-offin 
support at id survive and are retreated to M17. Tbe Russian dehying units arc lost to 
automatics. After tinally mustering the c o w  to attack massed Rurrian Iorccb in Lhe opmthe 
Gcrman ha6 met with k d  luck. 

. .- 
and rer~lve  to make the Germans oev B blt mars for the Nernunas - 
knockinp off the 4R a t  5-1 odds.'fhe German responds wlth a 4.1 
against the Rusalan 3rd Armor whlch costs him his 38th Infantry in 
axchanpe, Both soaksff attacks succwd as the 8 t h  and 62nd am 
retreated to S21 and Y17 respectively. The Russian 6th and 15th 

giving as little ground a. possible. The Russian 13th Infantry Is lost 
in a 3-1 on Kiev but the German 3 R  and 54th Infentw are lost in 
the supporting t-6 soak-offs. The Rusian 7th Armor Is autornatl- 
cally allmlnared in the north aa the Germans wi tch their armor to 
the south. 
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drawal to adwantags to attack the exposed German 38th Infantry 
5-1, However, It survivm and takes pert In a 3-1 attack on the 
Ru-ian delaying 2nd Armor - but manages only to force a retreat. 
The main action centers on Kiev where a 6-1 fells the RuseIan 36th 
Infantry. The 24th Armor is lost in the 1-6 s o a k d f  while the 35th 
Infantry survives a 14 .  To the north, the German is too weak to do 
more than elimlnam thu Ruscian 11th in a 3-1 exchange white 
soaking-off against the 27th. 

At  this polnt the pams ends in a messlve Russi~n counterettack 
a t  Kiav. Had the German brought hie reinforcements UP to the 
front i t  is doubtful whether the Russlan would have dared to launch 
this countar-offansivm in which the German 10th. 14th. and 56th 
Armor were lost. It was the Russian's opinion that the German was 
savin~ hls replacements for a massive gamble on one front, which if 
met with failure, could result in a sudden reemergence of German 
armor on the other. 

RUSSIAN MARCH TURN: The Russian CONCLUSION: The German started with a 
obligingly helped the German pull on the rope. It is faulty initial placement, switched from being too 
now too late for the Germans to bring on their rash to being somewhat conservative, and then 
replacements; the Russians are too strong. If the never replaced his losses. While the Russians were 
Germanarmy hadkept bringingonreplacementsas more aggressive (especially in terms of leaving 
they became available, they might have had an stacks of units out in the open) than is safe against a 
effect, but it is now too late. good player, they got away with their mistakes. The 

An analysis of the luck factor (i.e., average losses Germans paid the full price for theirs. 
in given situations as opposed to actual losses) 
shows that both players fared rather well in that they The Russians kept a 7-10-4 in the South for the 
lost less factors than could be normally predicted. entire @me, but paid almost no penalty fordoing 
H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ' ~  luck was considerably SO. This decision should have cost them river line 
better and t h  .33 difference is certainly significant. after river line, but the Germans never deployed to 
Given the ,-,-,istakes made by both playerg it is hard take advantage of the situation. Whiie thequality of 
to determine just how different the outcome might play in this game did not lead to the astonishing 
have ken with a more wenly distributed "luck outcome seen in the last Stalingrad replay, there is 
factor." certainly much room for improvement. 

I$iGerman Jan '42 4.67 

by William B. Searight ' 

Far off, the drone of aircraft gradually grows 
louder and louder. Vague outlines of planes become 
visible, then small shapes tumble forth, falling 
towards the earth. Snow white colors blossom 
throughout the sky and drift downwards. A second 
string of aircraft roan overhead and yet a third. The 1 
first group of paratroopers hit the ground and 
quickly release their chute harnesses; group around 
the cargo bundles for ammunition and heavier 
weapons and then move out towards pre-assigned 
targets. Through their skilled use, gun positions, 
communications and bridges are neutralized. Road 
blocks stop or slow down German reinforcements - 1  
racing towards the main front. Thus, the role of the 
Airborne. 

Tactical 
All too often, in D-Day, Allied parachute 

divisions are used unwisely or wasted through their 
availability during the invasion assault. Because the 
Allied player has them, he feels that he must drop 
every one allowed; some in attack withan additional 
drop somewhere close, but serving no tactical 
purpose. This wastes units through the loss of 
isolation, attacking cities at 1-1 odds and the 
automatic loss of one jump capability. Parachute 
units are the most valuable divisions the Allies 
possess and, due to their small numbers, must be 
conserved. If, during the initialinvasion, paratroop- 
ers must be used, drop them only indirect support of 

j 

ground units. If German A.P.D. (anti-parachute 
defense) units are covering the coastal defenders, 

I 
attack the weakest one closest to the beaches to 
ensure linkup after combat. This insures logistic 
support and forms a shield against a strong 
counterattack aimed at the beachead. 

If due to German defenses, a walk ashore can be 
accomplished without combat, do not airdrop your 
airborne units. Instead, land them ashore as regular 
infantry and utilize air attacks to neutralize local 
German reserves from counterattackjng. At the 
earliest turn allowed, bring in the remaining 
parachute divisions along with the ground unit 
reinforcements. Now a maximum of four airborne 
divisions exists, ready to be dropped a t  any instant. 
At this early stage of combat, mobile ground units 
supported by strategic air attacks are sufficient to 
grind down local opposition. While awaiting an 
appr~priate mission, paratroop units make excel- 
lent beach flank guards against weak, bypassed 
statics; or combined with H.Q.'s to contain German 
held fortresses, thus freeingcombat ground units for 
use at tile front. Parachute units, although some- 
what slow, can move away fromthe mainconflict in 
securing additional beach logistic support. No 
matter how far away they move, when the time 
arrives, they are always immediately available to be 
air-lifted into combat. 

Normally the Allies utilize paratroopers to 
tactically support a cross-river attack, thus breaking 
the defenders doubled position, but unless it 
permanently cracks the German ability to fall back 
to their next defensive position, it has only a limited 
value. 

Strategic 
The strategic value of paratroops up to now has 

never been discussed very much, due to their 
isolation vulnerability and resulting loss. Theoreti- 
cally, airborne units can drop onto and around an 
inland port, (assuming that thexe is no resistance), to 
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capture it, but they must be able to hold onto it for 
anentire week before ground units can come ashore. 
The numerous inland port squares are extremely 
vulnerable to counterattack, which results in itp 
loss as well as the now cut off parachute units. 

Less, grandiose, but still of signxcant strategic 
value are single air drops. When the Germans are 
moving forward to contain the Allied bridgehead, 
.some coastal city or fortress may be carelessly left 
unprotected into which a parachute unit can be 
dropped, thus securingfor itselflogistic support and 
a strong defensive position to await the eventual 
linkup with advancing gound troops. An example 
would be an airborne capture of Le Havre. Several 
weeks may pass before the Allies reach the Seine in 
this area, but as they do, ground units can take over 
the position and conduct acornbination river attack 
against any Germany defenders located east of Le 
Havre. The main objective though is to secure this 
fortress now by suprise rather than to have to 
.assault it with heavy casualties later on,as the Allies 
may desire to use the inland port of Rouen. 

Another type of limited strategic use of airborne 
.forces is after an Allied breakout from Normandy 
,and in the ensuing battle for Argentan, aUDrop and 
Walk" operation can be used to occupy Orleans; 
where a parachuteunit drops its limit and walksinto 

:Orleans. On the following turn a second parachute 
dlvision is dropped its limit from Orleans and walks 

-into Troyes. This rapid advance cuts short the 
Germans Seine River defense and allows an  Allied 

-bridgehead for a springboard advance across the 
Seine. To insure non interference from German 

'units in the vicinity, air attacks can destroy or 
.prevent movement of any possible German reserves. 
Bemuse of this ranid one-two airborne maneuver, 

1 German opposition will be slight in the Troyes area 
b since the majority of his units will still be retreating 
across the Seine or in defense positions from Paris 
to Le Havre. 

Grand Strategy 
The overall code name for this is 'Triage," 

'(positioning in three areas), which encompasses the 
(strategic use of two invasions and one massive air 
drop. Mapsymbols are usedfor visual referenceand 

:ease of explanations. The advantage of thisstrategy 
;is its flexibility and simplified modifications as the 
, flux of combat shifts. When German defenses in the 
G North Sea area are situated along the Amsterdam- 
.Rotterdam-Antwerp islands line in order to  
,double their defense, an Allied walk ashore can be 
amrnplished in area "A" without combat. Air- 

'borne forces consisting of three divisions drop and 
walk; two into Aachen and the third to 0-15. Any 
German reserve at N-9 is to be air attacked, which 
prevents German omupation of P-13. A second air 
attack can tK used if necessary to prevent interfer- 
ence from an A.P.D. unit. 

Local German units are heavily engaged in 
containing the Allied enclave in area A and cannot 
stretch their resources this early without danger of 
an Allied breakout. On thesecond week, theunitsin 
Aachen move to fortified squares N-I3 and P-14, 
while the unit previously at 0-15 takestheir place in 
Aachen. The se~ond weeks airborne reinforcement 
drops directly onto Trier. Any threatening German 
mow towards this area can & neutralized by 
strategic air attack, whle ground forces keep the 
German attention focused on the North Sea with 
small local attacks of attrition and to draw German 
reserves stationed in N.E. Germany. By the Allies 

third week, the unit at P-14 exchanges positions 
with the unit in Trier and the same takes place with 
the two other units. By this continous shifting of 
four parachute dirisons in and out of the fortresses, 
no sustained isolation can occur. This strategic 
control between Aachen and Trier opens a corridor 
through which the Alliescan eventually drive acrosg 
the Rhine. Thus map A series objectives have been 
accomplished. 

In the ensuing weeks, the Germans must thicken 
their defense belt around the North Sea enclave, not 
only to  prevent a breakout, but to act as a reserve 
against a possible second invasion here and as 
reserves against casualties from air attacks. This 
drain of manpower cannot help but weaken the 
defenses on the remaining invasion areas, especially 
if he withdraws"units in order to eliminate the 
parachute menace. Evenif he ignores this threat, the 
areas of Normandy, Brittany, and the Bay of Biscay 
are weakened through the need of reinforcing Pas 
De Calais and Le Havre against a second invasion. 

Throughout the 7th and 8th week, carpet 
bombing in Brittany shatters the local defense 
system. Reserves from oiher areas cannot k spared 
to n l  in these gaps without seriously weakening 
their own coasts. 

With a successful 9th turn invasion in Norman- 
dy or Brittany, B series, the Allies rapidly a d v a m  
up through central France (I) with a holding defense 
(2) maintained between Argentan and Chartres with 
H.Q. units supported by four infantry divisions. The 
bulk is extended east of Chartres for a flank attack 
(3) over the Seine River and while asecondary force 
rolls up the Germans flank to  Paris (4) the main 
body sweeps towarda the sea (5) which eventually 
links up with the North Sea forces. These are much 

the same tacticsas were used in Italy and Anzio. The 
few faster German panzerdivisionswillescapefrom 
withiti this "Statingrad of the West* pocket, but a 
majority of the slower statics and infantry are 
doomed unless they retreat into the four area 
fortresses. Once there, they are easily containable 
until the end of the war. Due to a limited logistia 
range of 17 squares, a few infantry units canadvance 
east (6) only when the Seine River defenses are 
shortened and through capture of a coastal square 
( 5 ) .  

Upon completion, the Wehrmacht will be 
weakened beyond repair, Faced with a potential 
North Sea breakout, confronting the Allies in the 
West and a parachute army invested in the Siegfield 
Line, the Germans are faced with a closing'Triage0' 
and total defeat. 

Note: Depending on the initial German defense 
set-up, the Allies first invasion can be reversed from 
A to one of the B xries areas, with the second 
invasion in the North Sea. The parachute division 

.strategy may have to be modified, as by this time 
German panzer brigades can be covering this area. 

A potential second invasion area is the Pas De 
Calais area (C). A success here though is unlikeiy in 
,the face of strong German forces unless he is caught 
by surprise by Allied pre-invasion air attacks. 

In summary, your parachute units are worth 
many times their number in ground divisions. 
Tactical use of airborne forces should lx kept to a 
minimum; never drop more units than necessary to 
accomplish the objective and alternate the drops so 
as to not end up with one division having never 
made a drop, while others have expended both 
drops. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PANZERBLITZ 
by Michael Markowitz 

FIGHTING FIRE WITH FIRE IN PanzerBlitz 

"A single spark can start a prairie fire." 
- M a o  Tse-tung 

"Only YOU can prevent forest fires." 
- Smokey the Bear 

The above quotes only begin to tell the story 
behind the zany gaming activities of Michael 
Markuwitz. He is just one of a legion of 
PAIVZERBLI72 enthusiasts with a seemingly 
never ending series of variant rules for our most 
popular game. Our files abound with many other 
suggestions equally as good as the one which 
follows, so GENERAL readers can be assured of 
a steady stream of PANZERBLITZ material in 
future issues. 

incendiary fire could be directed against an 
unoccupied hex, or even a friendly occupied hex 
(as in the war movie cliche of the outpost, a b ~ u t  
to be overwhelmed, that calls in artillery fire on 
its own position). 

Since incendiary attacks will not be successful 
100% of the time, we will need a Conflagration 
Results Table (CRT). For the sake of simplicity, 
we can require a minimum Attack Factor of 20, 
and consider town and woods hexes equally liable 
to ignition: 

I 
B 

When wargarners talk about "fire" they mean : 
gunfire. But we should remember that the other 
kind of fire, namely combustion, is one of man's 
oldest weapons. Well before the invention of 

Combustion, as we all know, is a dynamic 
phenomenon. A fire can spread, and forest fires 
have been observed to travel at very high speeds, 
given the right conditions of wind and fuel. A 
fire can also burn itself out. Each turn in 
PanzerBlitz represents something like six minutes. 
So in the course of a typical game, the fires 
started by player action should be subject to 
expansion or contraction in some realistic way. 
At the end of the fire "attack" phase, roll the die , 

once for each town or woods hex adjacent to the 
burning hex. A roll of 1 or 2 means that the fire 

+ 

has spread to that neighboring hex. Any other 
roll is treated as "no result." At the end of each 
complete Turn, rolI the die once for each "fire 

4rtillely Attack Strength 

zone" (consider any area of adjacent, contiguous 1 

napalm, incendiary devices were used in warfare. 
The "greek fire" of the Byzantine fleet is one 
early example. Anyone raised on a diet of 
HoIlywood war movies should be aware of the 
fact that battlefields are usually littered with 
burning objects. 

A frequent criticism of PunzerBntz is that units 
in town or woods hexes enjoy an unfair advan- 
tage. They can blaze away at anything in sight, 
but they are v iha l ly  immune from anything but 
an adjacent hostile force. Well, towns and forests 
have one property in common, they are inflam- 
mable. On a real battlefield an astute artillery 
officer could make use of that property to good 
advantape. How can we simulate the effects of 

An (x) indicates a successful incendiary attack, 
an (o) indicates that the attack is unsuccessful 
(no result). If the incendiary attack is successful, 
the target hex should be marked in some way (a 
penny will serve quite well). A dab of cotton 
streaked with red paint provides a bit more 
realism for those of you who relish that sort of 
thing. 

What are the effects of a burning town or 
forest? For the sake of simplicity, we can assume 
that the effects on  a unit will be very much the 
same as a minefield; the fire area compels the 
units on it, or passing through it, to stop and 
undergo an "attack" at fixed odds of 2-1. Such - 

deliberate incendiary fire on the @me board "attacks" should be resolved during the first 
(without dropping lighted cigarette butts on the phase of each player turn (minefield resolution). 
map. as sometimes happens)? 

Most of the forests in central and southern 
Russia are a mixture of birch and evergreen! In 
the Summer and Autumn, particularly in dry 
weather, the risk of fire must be considerable. In 
rural areas, especially the Ukraine, thatched roofs 
and other hlghly inflammable construction tech- 
niques are quite common. 

burning hexes to be one fire zone). A roll of 1 
will "extinguish" the entire bur"ng area. I 

di - -  
Settina fires "On the Ground " 

Engineer units of both sides were often e- I 

During the Second World War, the most 
common incendiary shell was white phosphorus, 
which was also used to lay smoke. It is hard to 
judge how many rounds of such ammunition the 
various units of artillery normally carried as part 
of their basic Unit of Fire. It seems reasonable to 
restrict incendiary attacks to towed artillery units 
of both sides over 75 mm in caliber, plus 
German heavy (120 mm) mortar units. Allow 
each firing unit only one incendiary attack in the 
course of a game. Normal range and Ljne of Sight 
restrictions would apply, of course. 

Now an incendiary attack has some unique 
characteristics. It is not primarily directed against 
the enemy unit, it is directed against a feature of 
the terrain, namely the town or forest. If the 
target area can be set on fire, the fire will do  all the 
work. Of course a fire, once it is burning, affects 
both friend and foe equally. So it is not a 
weapon to be used indiscriminately; and in 
practice it was seldom employed. But in theory. 

- 
quipped with flame throwers. These were normally 
used against the enemy, but they would also be 
very effective in igniting inanimate objects. For 
that matter, all units of all combatants during the 
Second World War were normally equipped with 
matches, but on the scale of Panze~Blitz (250 
meters to a hex) we can ignore such little blazes). 
We can permit an engineer unit to set fire to its 
own town or woods hex. To simulate the greater 
proficiency of German engineer troops (which 
was often shown in the quality of their 
demolitions, booby traps, etc.) players might even 
wish to make the following distinction: A 
German engineer unit may ignite its own hex, 
and then vacate it during the movement phase of 

Continued on Paw 9 
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Everything You've Wantd  to Know About the Value 
of lntell,igena But Were Too ORSA to Ask 

by LT. Alan P. Hald 

If y w  think that aI1 AH p a m  are simply 
'pms' with little m no biwis or function in 
reality, we direct your attention to the following 
article, extracted in its entirety, from the U.S. 
Army's Combat Developmnt Command% 
ARROWHEAD magazine. While bordering on the 
awteric, our readem should find the application 
of AH gaming techniques interesting. In fact, the 
subject of &is article m y  suggest some interest- 
ing and playable variantp. 

Strange title? Possibly, but having project 
officers spending duty time playing a table top 
wargame may seem even more unusual. The game 
was Blitzkrieg, a commercial combat simulation 
by Avalon Hill, Inc., and the players were from 

; the USACDC Intelligence Agency. The purpose 
I was to develop a me tho do lo^ that would put a 
! dollar k u r e  on the value of combat intelliienoe ! and help answer the question, "How much should 
: the A& pay to improve its combat intelligence 
i capabilities?" 
: The need to develop a methodology to quan- 
! tify the value of intelligence becomes very a p  
I parent when reviewing the current and proposed 
/ resource allocation for development systems d e  
; signed to improve the Army's combat intelligence 
.- collection and processing capability. During June 
: 1971, the Combat Developments Command Ex- 

perimentation Command working with Dr. Weiss 
' of Litton Scientific Support Laboratory, pro- 
' posed a sirnpie experiment to determine the value 

of a perfect sensor system. Essentially, one of 
two combat equivalent forces, i.e., forces that 
would fight t o  a draw, would be given the 
simulated output of a sensor system. The number 

: of wmbat units of this modified, force would 
then be reduced until the two forces were again 
combat equivalent. The magnitude and direction 
of this fire power adjustment would measure the 
value of the sensor system. A combat simulation 
would be used to wargame both forces and 
determine when they were combat equivalent. 

The Intelligence Agency became interested in 
' the potential of modifying this experiment to  

evaluate other types of intelligence collection and 
processing capabilities; and initiated research to 

' achieve a thorough understanding of the metho- 
dology of the experiment. The selection of a 
combat simulation to be used in this research was 
guided by m t  and time restrictions. Fortunately, 
any free play game wuld be modified and used 
to conduct the experiment. 

The tabletop wargame, Blitzkrieg, was selected 
as the best readily available conventional warfare 
simulation. Although the accuracy of the game 
may be challenged, it provides sufficient redism 
to achieve the objective of this research. It is 
interesting to note that the use of tabletop 
wargaming to  conduct research is not a new 
concept. Currently, USACDC Combat Systems 
Group is using an expanded tabletop wargame 
called JIFFY to p i n  insight into proposed force 
confgurations, e-g., TRICAP. 

Briefly, Bllrzkrieg is a two player game played 
on a European type terrain b o d  with RED and 
BLUE counters representing divisions of each 
force. The players are able to see the entire board 

and are aware of the location, sue, type, and 
strength of the opponent's forces. Either player 
can win by destroying his opponent or by 
capturing his cities within a prescribed number of 
turns. To apply the proposed experiment's 
methodology, the game was modified to simulate 
a large differential in intelligence capability b e  
tween the forces. 

This was easily achieved by denying RED 
information about Q e  location, size, type, and 
strength of all BLUE units that were not deci- 
sively engaged. Since the elements of chance 
precluded the likelihood that both forces would 
suffer identical rates of attrition, the definition of 
forces Fa t ing  to a draw was also modified to 

Hum-1 

mean a state of equilibrium, where either side 
would have a 50-50 chance of winning any one 
of a series of games. 

Several games were played with the firepower 
resources of BLUE, the force with intelligence, 
being adjusted after each successive game until 
RED and BLUE returned to a state of equilib- 
rium. For each game, the players applied con- 
ventional tactics, attempting to anchor defenses 
on key terrain, massing fire power and eveloping 
the enemy where possible. However, RED's lack 
of intelligence caused several interesting variations 
in tactics. 

TO locate and make contact with BLUE, RED 
had to extensively use reconnaissance in force 
which tended to increase his combat losses. 
BLUE usually avoided this type of unfavorable 
contact by effectively utilizing his intelligence. 
BLUE also capitalized on RED's lack of intel- 
ligence by continually employing a tactic equiva- 
lent to a large scale ambush along RED's likely 
avenues of approach. RED relied heavily on 
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terrain analysis to avoid this type of unfavorable 
engagement. 

As the game progressed, RED realized that 
BLUE's primary advantage was the ability to 
apply his intelligence superiority to effectively 
mass forces and limit the risk of a RED spoiling 
attack. To munter this advantage, RED was very 
willing to  sacrifice forces to  find, engage, and 
destroy BLUE early in the game. However, the 
lack of intelligence also affected RED's leadership 
ability, which hindered the implementation of 
this strategy. Its impact was readily observable 
when RED became completely uncertain of the 
relative size and disposition of BLUE's forces - 
he lost his confidence, became indecisive, and 
assumed a more defensive posture. RED had lost 
the will to fight and the game turned decisively 
in favor of BLUE. 

The combat advantage BLUE gained by having 
superior intelhgence was neutralized by a 25% 
reduction in the number of BLUE combat units 
starting the game. At this level of reduced BLUE 
fmpower, both forces were combat equivalent 
even though the RED forces were onethird 
larger. The difference in force size indicates that 
BLUE's improved intelligence capability per- 
mitted a more effective application of firepower 
resources. However, the BLUE force muld trade 
off this intelhgence advantage for a one-third 
increase in firepower and remain the combat 
equivalent of the RED force. Therefore, with 
respect to both forces, the value of the improved 
intelligence capability is equivalent to the values 
of the firepower differential between the forces. 
This can be expresed in dollars as the procure- 
ment cost of the firepower differential. 

If the RED player desired to acquire the same 
capability, he should be willing to spend up to 
the value of that capability - the procurement 
cost of the firepower differential. If he had to 
choose between several different capabilities he 
might look at the ration of the expected value of 
each capability to estimated cost of its procure- 
ment. This would numerically exprem a wst- 
effectiveness measure for each intelligence capa- 
bility. By definition, an investment in a balanced 
increase of firepower resources has a costeffec 
tiveness measure of one. If a capability yielded a 
cost-effectiveness measure of two, then an invest- 
ment in that capability would increase the force's 
combat power of the force twice as much as the ' 
same investment in additional f~epower  re- 
sources. 

Analysis of the BlitihMeg experiment has 
assisted in the development of the Vatue of 
Intelligence Methodology (VIM). The me tho- 
dology discussed initially in this article has been 
modified to reflect reconsideration of the effect 
of the threat, type of warfare, and theater of 
operation on the value of intelligence and is 
presented in the VIM flow chart. By applying 
VIM it may be possible to determine the value of 
modifying the capabilities of an intelligence sub- 
system directly in terms of its impact on the 
wmbat effectiveness of firepower resources. This 
information wuld be used to evaluate, with 
respect to current intelligence capabilities, the 
value of making a significant modification in the 
intelhgence subsystem. Such an experiment could 
be run concurrently with testing designed to gain 
operational data (e.g., MASSTER evaluations such 
as IBCS Phase IIA tests) or could be conducted' 
separately with the operational data becoming the 
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A.R.E.A. 
The convention, like many other offerings 

made through the GENERAL, is offered as a 
service t o  the members o f  the gaming fraternity. 
Avalon Hi l l  stands t o  w i n  l i t t le i f  anything from 
this effort but if i t  helps t o  promote the hobby in  
the style it deserves it wil l  be worthwhile. We are 
always on the lookout for more services t o  render 
t o  the wargaming community and yet another has 
occurred to us recently. Our proposal is t o  
establish an official rating system for wargamers 
policed by A.H. employees and off icial ly pub- 
licized in  the GENERAL. The feedback we'w 
received from local garners and our many contacts 
across the nation haw convinced us that this is a 
viable project which would be appreciated by 
thousands and just might help put wargaming on  
the map in  much the same way as the United 
States Chass Federation's { USCFJ ratings have 
done for  that particular pursuit. 

The program has many good points as well as 
some difficulties but before going into those let's 
explain the system. The AREA rating systam we 
will use (Avalon Reliability, Experience, & 
Abil i ty Rating) is quite similiar t o  the USCF 
postal system. A l l  players interested in  being 
rated must f i l l  out the coupon included in  this 
issue's Readers Response Page along wi th  the 
required fee o f  $2.00 and an estimata as outlined 
on the card of their own ability. They should also 
check the box pertaining to  permission to  print 
their name and address in  the ranking lists i n  the 
GENERAL if they desire to  be included in such a 
listing. 

Players should choose their level of play 
honestly as under-rated or over-rated participants 
wil l  f i nd  themselves moving u p  or down quickly 
unti l  they obtain their optimum rating for their 

the rating pool to  standardize itself and became 
truly meaningful but  eventually competition wil l  
determine your rating. Each classification wil l  Ix 
equal t o  a numerical strength; A-1800, B-1500, 
C=1200, D-900, and E=600. The only exception 
is in  the A rating which wil l  only be given 1600 as 
a starting point. A l l  classification above 1600 
must be earned. The numerical ratinns are ad- 
justed through competition as in Figure I. 

EXAMPLE: Assume a 900 rated player beats a 
1200 rated player. The winner gains 95 points 
while the loser drops a like number to  1105. Had 
the higher player won his rating would now be 
1245; the loser's 855. 

This chart wil l  be used for all players unti l  
they have been rated on 15 games, at which time 
another chart closer r o  USCF specifics will be 
substituted which wil l  call fo r  smaller gains and 
losses to  preserve class integrity. 

Ratings will bs judged fairly and attempts at 
fraud or false representation will be ssnt warn- 
ings, and if continued wil l  bring expulsion f rom 
the rating pool. Forfeited games will not  be 
counted and those who forfeit without just cause 
wil l  be expelled f rom the rating pool. Thus, over a 
period o f  years, a body of reliable opponents wil l  
be formed and an AREA rating wil l  be the sign of 
both a competent and mature opponent, as those 
who place emphasis on winning at the expense of 
fair play are weeded out. 

The basic purpose of the ratings is t o  assure 
matching o f  players on an equitable basis. The 
honorary aspects are incidental. Yet, the ratings, 
whsn considered over the long term, a year at 
least, are a fair measure of a player's progress. The 
rating system should enhance competition and 
gaming in  general. The establishment of ratings 
also open the possibilities of pbm tournaments 
run by A.H. for prizes among players of the same 
classification. Although not especially eager to  be 
wddled wi th  this extra bookwork we will take it 
on i f  you present us w i th  a mandate for it. We 
recognize the fact that pbm tournaments are 
immense fun to  those wargamers who live in  areas 
where competition is poor or nil, or those who 
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just thrive on top fl ight compefition. Pbm com- 
petitors wil l  no longer have to  guess about who's 
who and suffer through matches with non- 
answering, cheating, or immature players. Quality 
play would increase as equally matched players 
learn more skill and enjoy themselves more in  the 
procass then mismatched players do. Bowlers 
havs their averages, and golf players their handi- 
caps; so why not AREA ratings fo r  wargamers? 

Those are the benefits; now for the draw- 
backs. I t  is generally accepted that excellence in  
one area o f  play does not necessarily imply 
excellence in  another, although there usually is a 
positive correlation. The USCF maintains two 
player rating pools - one for f t f  and the other 
dealing w i th  pbm games. What then for war- 
gaming which has not only those two divisions, 
but literally dozens of games as well? We wil l  not 
discriminate b t w e e n  categories although we wil l  
add QUALIFIERS which wil l  suffice for our 
purposes. And although ability in  one game does 
not imply anything about ability in another, we 
plan t o  rate only a player's gsneral ability. General- 
l y  speaking, a player's abilities in  different games 
vary in  direct proportion t o  his experience with 
the game. A player who accepts a rated match in  
a game in which he has no experience is just 
asking for  a lower rating. The problem should 
polioe itself as players wil l  tend t o  protect their 
ratings and only accept a rated match in  games 
where they feel they can acquit themselves well. 
A similiar problem is one o f  play balance in  the 
individual games; both players may want the 
"favored" side. Again, this is a self-correcting 
problem. Most of ?he games come complete with 
a number o f  optional rules which can be added 
for play balance purposes. The best course is for 
one individual to  choose the game snd rules to  be 
utilized and then allow his opponent to  choose 
the side he wants to  play. Failing this, the obvious 
answer is to  play t w o  games and switch sides. The 
problem is certainly not one which can't be 
resolved by the players thernsalves. The player is 
not hono rbund  to  submit every game he plays 
hereafter for rating. Indeed, we imagine most 
games played wil l  continue t o  bs unrated. For 
one thing you can only play a rated match with 
someone who also belongs t o  the AREA rating 
pool. Given this, you must agree beforehand 
whether you wish to  submit the game to  rating or 
not. Once agreed, the loser is honorbound to  
validate his opponent's victory claim and refusal 
to do so could bring expulsion f rom the pool. 
Games can be rated both live and by mail. 

The last and most valid criticism of  the system 
is that a player in  Podunque, PA can amass a big 
rating by playing only lmal competition - none 
of whom may amount to  a hil l  o f  beans. This is 
true but becomes less so with each passing game 
and number o f  opponents. Also, as a player 
continues t o  beat the same competition thmir 
ratings decrease while his increases, giving him 
fewer and fewer points fo r  a win unti l  i t  reachas 
the point where he can only lose - not gain by 
playing these individuals. However, even this 
problem is solved by our addition of QUALI- 
FIERS t o  the numerical rating - a provision 
which even fhe USCF lacks. See Figurs 2 for 
further information. 

EXAMPLE; An AREA rating w i th  a QUALI- 
FIER pl-efix of CCB has been rated in  11-15 
games against 4-5 opponents o f  whom 2 have 

Continued on Page 30 
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I Letters to the Editor

THE GENERAL
Dear Sir:

From what I can glean as a new subscriber to

THE GENERAL, there appears to be a minor
debate shaping up in a major way over the value of
command control rules. From the letters printed

already, it would appear that the majority ofthose
people who wrote in are of the opinion that
command control rules do little else than insure

that the only result possible will be the historical

result. A blanket statement like this can only be the
result of too little delving into games that do

possess command control rules. Remarks like "I

have yet to see a command control rule that
doesn't introduce morc unreality than the situa
tion it pretends to remedy" indicate one person

who either through ill luck or too little delving fails
to find those games where a person accepts his
"Oak from above" or whatever and works with it,

accepts it, and despite all adversity manages to pull
off a stunning victory anyway, Despite my relative

inexperience in war gaming (just over a year), rve
seen games where command control rules can

either not affect you or destroy totally any chance
you have for winning. Whatever the result, the
game did not cease to be interesting simply
because one had a bit of bad luck. This "luck" I can

certainly accept. I don't have to be spoon fed a

'situation stripped of the things that made this or
that commander act in a certain manner.

For those who don't wish their fun to be

interrupted by reality, there are numerous games
around that aren't made with command control

rules. There are times when a person wishes such a
game where he can be and act unfettered by the

reality of history. Just think: It's considerably
easier to do better than the commander actually

did historically if you are freed from his command
control headaches, yet how much greater is your

triumph if you do better than the historical
commander while dealing with his headaches?

I do admit, however, that your competitor

has a tendency to sometimes go overboard on
command control rule~. This is the exception,

however, rather than the totality that your more
vocal. subscribers seem to think. However, if one

still doesn't wish to playa game fettered by idiocy

factors. I sincerely urge him to stick to games
without them. As I see it, some people dote on piles
of com-plexity while others eschew anything

difficult. It all-boils down to a matter of personal
taste.

1776, I agree, should not have a command
control rule. The situation, as Mr. Phillies points

out, is not really compatible with a command
control rule.

One thing I've noticed to my displeasure so
far is that those who write in tend to dismiss SPI

and other publishers as merely your competitors.

This smacks too much of totally supporting one
company or the other. This is wrong, as there are

far too many good games published by all

.companies.
Also, in the issue of THE GENERAL just

received, there is some editorial remarks concern

ing the various sniping that goes on amongst the
various companies. As partial evidence an

,:xample was given of an advance review of 1776.
One instance is not considered adequate evidence

for Avalon Hill's mistreatment; especially not this
instance where even the writer of that particular
item noted afterwards that "these are but a few

opinions" thereby qualifying his statements.
Whatever the reaction to this letter, I must

close by saying that as the owner of numerous
A.valon Hill games as well as those of other
publishers, I will continue to extract non-ending

enjoyment from war games. As for the first
impressions that come to my mind after seeing
fHIRD REICH, rest assured that it is definitely

going to be enjoying a rather prominent place on
my gaming cupboard-side by side with WORLD
WAR II .. peacefully coexisting.

Mayall the future struggles of the world

occur on hex-covered maps.

Ed Newby
Bend, OR

Ed. Note: Bravo! But lest we be wongly
accused a/citing poor examples-remember that
t!lose lisled were just a few of many slights-a
recitatiun of which would serve only to promul
~atefalse rumors.

*****
Dear Sir;

I am getting a little tired of all the disparaging

remarks that S&T is making about A.H A.H.
games give the buyer more for his money than

those of any other company. The main problem

•

seems to be that many of your games are overage

and badly in need of revision. I am very glad that
you are now in the process of revising them and I
have no doubts that the new games coming out this

fall are among the best ever developed.

Roy Easton
Los Angelos, CA

Ed. Note: ThanksJor your kind words which
echoed the remarks oj many other Avalon Hill
enthusiasts who have taken exception to the
vvc({erous bombast printed recently by others.
Howe~'er, we feel no need to get down on such a
le~'eland take part in petty verbal ink wars oJthe
rype initiated by the "competition." However, we
do feel we should point out that contrary to what
they've listed in their most recent rating charts,
Avalon Hill and not SPI designed RICHTHOF
EN'S WAR. We won't bother to refute other
claims u/ith hardly better credibility, rather-we'll
let our games do our talking.

*****
Dear Editor:

I am writing this letter in reference to two

articles in the latest copy of the "General." I refer
to the "A.H. Philosophy" column and also to the

"Design Analysis." Both have reaffirmed my long
held convictions on Avalon Hill games and the
wargaming industry.

Randall Reed in his "Design Analysis" brings

out the point that more than just for realism, -a
game must be playable! This is why I buy Avalon

Hill games. Any attempt to justify a game's

intricacy (for realism) by sacrificing playability is
for the most part "unjustifiable." The latest games
especially those by SPI are this way. Only the true

"hard-core" wargamer will play them and proba
bly only a few times. And quite frankly, any

attempt to instill true authenticity in a wargame is
"kidding" the public.

Various game producers would have one

believe that realism is possible. But a game is a
game and not much.more. As Alan Augenbraun
wrote 'in the last issue, " ... It seems inane to
simply assert that all rules of real combat can be

dpplied to games (in which) reality (can) just
barely (be) .represented."

Again, I think that Avalon Hill should restrict

itself to producing more classics like Waterloo and

Battle vf the Bulge. These have lasted longer than
the ultra-complicated games such as "1914." Why

change a good thing?

The second point is that both "Design
Analysis" and "A.H. Philosophy" point out that

people are blaming A. H. for irresponsible hobby
articles about other companies. Quite on the
contrary, it is the other groups, esp. SPI, which are

attempting to belittle not only the quality of AH

games, but also the intelligence of those who
would play such "simple" games. Keep up the
good work-you're still the best!
Ezio Manzin

Seattle. W A

*****
Sir:

The general assumption in 1776 is that the

British will win handily over the colonials. The}
are stronger, more numerous, immune to winter,
have more supplies, and are capable of sea
movement which enables them to strike almost at

will. The Americans have difficulty even building
up strength points as a result of militia and winter

restrictions. But all is not so simple.
It is conceivable that the British can take

every strategic town within a year, if the American

lets him. The burden of play is on the colonials
who must exercise the greatest care in slowing

down the advance of th~ redcoats to prevent every
and any unnecessary loss. Ideally, in two or three

years time the British will fully control one area at
most and will be able to advance no further

productively.
We must realize that 1776 is a marvelous

simulation of 18th century war of position in

which forts, magazines, and supplies were critical.
The key to a successful defense is the creation of
one or two supplied forts in any area threatened,
occupying it with some ten combat factors and

then retreating with the bulk of your army. The

mvaders will be forced to attack it or else leave an

enemy force in their rear and fail to gain a strategic
town. Attacking will result in the lose of a few

factors, a supply unit, and valuable time. Build

forts, entrench, and delay and a point will be
reached in which the British will be stopped; by
insufficient forces and the Americans' central

position, and in positional warfare the central
position is crucial.

For example, if the British attack the
fomentors of rebellion in New England the

American must not allow himself to engage in any

attempts to stop them. Fall back to western
Massachusetts to prevent any potentially disaster
ous combats and prepare a fort at West Point.

Three-pronged attacks (Canada, New York, and
New England) can be dealt with one at a time as

Albany is the center position. When the British

threaten Albany vacate Fort Ticonderoga and
retreat the army, less a force at West Point,

through Mohawk country force-marching as
much as possible.

Eventually, at either Alexandria or Norfolk

forts must be built along with magazines. Having
exercised caution in avoiding pitched battles (but

counterattacking exposed units), not excessively
force marching, and being aware of minimizing
winter reductions, the American should have a

force too strong to be assaulted. The British can
<;ontinue south but will be unable to take both the

South and hold the main Continental Armywhich

could heaCt north destroying British garrisons and

liberating territory. The centnil position has
beaten the invader. This procedure works in the
South too, especially when the fort at Ninety-six

can be seized via forced march surprise.
The American can still win even if the British

take a central position in Alexandria region. Now,
because he's on offense, he'll have to attack in two
directions or at least hold one flank while attack

ing by way of the other. This method is less

decisive than any and is longer. By the time the

North, for example, is pacified American forces in
the Carolinas should be sizable and with the

French fleet can amphibiously retake New

England when the redcoats move south. Only
incompetent Continental generalship could allow
them to secure both areas at once.

To summarize, a mediocre commander can

be victorious as the British, but it takes a patient
and able leader to win with the Americans, and it

most definitely can be done.

Yours truly,
Thomas E. Hilton

*****
Gentlemen:

I read with interest Tom Hazlett's article in

the Sept.-Oct. 1974 General. Mr. Hazlett, in his

discussion of over-aggressive tournament play,
makes a number of very valid points.

He does not, however, mention another facet

of PBM play (tournament or otherwise) which
does exist and can be just as dangerous. I refer to

the fact that, due to the necessary postal delays
between moves, a player can forget exactly what it
was that he had in mind to do on his next turn.

The smooth flow of thought is obviously

present in the FTF player as he effortlessly (we
hope) plans his moves three or four turns ahead.

The patterns of movement and attack appear as a
whole on the board in front of him. But the PBM

player, who will take a month to make the same

moves, easily falls into the habit of playing each
turn individually. Game strategy becomes over
shadowed by turn-nHurn tactics, when it should
be exactly the opposite. Even on a tactical scale

one finds disconcerting gaps in one's memory.

Where was the Fuhrer Escort brigade supposed to
go this turn, anyway?

An obvious solution is for the PBM gamer to

write himself little notes to jog his memory when
he comes to move again. There are, however,
serious drawbacks. If the notes are too short, then
their author will be unable to make sense out of

them when the time comes. To be truly compre
hensive, most notes of this kind should run to

several typed pages, in order to cover every

possible move on the part of the enemy. But
several typed pages per turn per game means an

incredible amount of work which most people will
have neither the time nor the inclination to do.

Of course, most PBM players can and will
take a middle-of-the-road approach, wherein their

notes, while not totally analyzing the situation,
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will at least remind them of their overall plans. But

the PBM player should be prepared, not only to
take advantage of any unusually aggressive play

on the part of his opponent, but also to exploit any
strategic errors which his opponent may make as a
result of overconcentrating on the tactical aspects
of the individual turn.

Charles Starks

West Stockbridge, MA

Ed. Note: An interesting viewpoint although
one cuntrary to what I've always . believed. It is
our opinion that PBM play does more Jor
or/?anizing a player's "game plan" than any
amuunt of in-person play. PBM allows 'You to
ana~rze every possible movefrom any of a number
of angles without time pressures which can cause
hasty mistakes. The player who takes this much
time in a FTF game is being rude and inconsider
ate to his opponent. Even after making his move
the PBM player will find himself drawn back to
the board to analyze his effort and how he could
have improved upon it, searching at length for
possible enemy countermoves. I never saw the
brilliance oj AFRIKA KORPS until I had taken
the time to play it by mail.

*****
Dear Avalon Hill:

I got my new issue of the GENERAL. Vol. II,

No.3, in the mail a few days ago and have been
really excited ever since-especially about the new

Elite Club; which I'm sure is going to be a resound
ing success.

Last week right after I got the new issue I

mailed off my check and order form for the Elite
Club, but now I suddenly remembered I'd not

Iwritten the letter to you guys that I'd been mean

'ing to scribe for some time now. Now that my

;ardor is a little abated, here are my bouquets.
Many issues of the GENERAL lie before me

now. I am in the process of going through them
~electing and reading the most relative and

interesting articles from as far back as Vol. 2, No.5
'(Jan. '66). So I've been able to readily and rapidly

examine these many issues right up to the most

recent. (I've been a subscriber for a year now-the
older ones are being lent to me by an old friend

who introduced me to AH wargaming).
Therefore, I, perhaps more than the regular

subscriber, can see the trend and subtle changes in
your (our) very special magazine. There is no

doubt whatever ofthe superb quality; it has always

been there (in the context of the times, Le., taking
the GENERAL in 1966 versus any other like

magazine of that period. etc.) but now it seems to
have a real and warm undercurrent ofthe impend

ing excitement when first opened upon receipt-a
feeling that is not a false one, for me at least.

I find the newer format (beginning with the

Vol. 10, No.1 issue) really was the big step up, and

all subsequent changes like the 32 page spread,
Design Analysis, full coverage on a single subject
have created a truly remarkable magazine-at any
price! And for us it's a real bargain. I'm sure the

effort has been terrific and I appreciate it.
In this latest issue, you ask for comments on

the feature article; BULGE: The Historical
Perspective. I set this one up right away to see the

layout and found it really different and interest
ing. A good history lesson (and oh, what value we

wargamers have in being able to view the whole
board at once; talk about real-time total intelli

gence!) masterly done. I really enjoyed it. Being
able to set up the exact historical Order of Battle

and then being able to follow what unit attacked
what enemy unit is different and of interest. I, for

one, would like to see further examples like this.
I am particularly impressed with your

decision to have certain games available as mail

order; that seems to lend an air of preference to we
subscribers-that feels good. Besides there are

some of us who have no store in which to buy
games anyway.

I felt the center spread showing the six new

games a masterpiece of "drooling on command"
that Pavlov would have been proud of. I could

scarce take my scanning eyes off that page until I'd
digested every line under every new game. A handy
and concise format. I

I didn't really mean to ramble at such length,

but nice things are fun toexpend adjectives on. I've
not written to you before and part of the reason I

did write was that I thought that perhaps I might
be speaking for a lot of those subscribers who liked

the issues but didn't sit down to write youallabout
it-the "silent majority" if you will.

T/Sgt. James H. Strobeck
APO New York, New York
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READER BUYER'S 6UlDE 

m: KRIEGSPIEL WECI: FICTIONAL MODERN PERIOD I 
KRIEGSPIEL is the 14th game 

to  undergo analysis in  the RBG and 
was met with uni form If no t  
complimentary, response. A s  was 
expected it generated the worst 
cumulative rating of any game thus 
polled - a 4.04. The only thing 
surprising about thls Is that it fared 
that well in a poll of veteran war- 
garners. KRlEGSPlEL has long 
been the object of scorn by veter- 
ans of the warwming communlty, 
and It can readlly be said that 
experienced players should proba- 
bly forego the purchase of this tltle. 

The game rated dead last in  four 
categories (Physical Quality, Com- 
ponents, Realism and Overall 
Value) and next t o  last in  two 
othars (Mapboard & Excitement 
Luvel). Virtually all of thls negative 
reaction is directly attribu-ble to 
the game's target i n  the market 
place - the beginner t o  simulation 
gaming. Large numbers o f  counters, 
big rnapboards, and thick rulebooks 
ell wmbine t o  help confuse the 
novice. KRIEGSPIEL was deslpned 
with an eye towards this very fact 
which explains the  scarclty of 
counters and our smallest: map- 
board ever - two factors very much 

A l l  o f  which is not t o  say that 
KRIEGSPIEL is not without any  
redeeming qualities. It spawned the 
matrix C R T  and as such is the 
forerunner o f  the Immensely popu- 
lar combat system i n  1776. It also 
pulled an outetanding 2.93 fo r  Play 
Balancs and 2.13 for Ease of 
Undersmnding - two factors which 
go a long way towards explaining 
its success as a beginner's game. The 
playing time of 94 minutas doesn't 
hurt  either. The game continues as 
one of wargaming's better wllers so 
it must be doing something right. 
Just how much this is attributable 
t o  the appeal of the title, the box 
art (which thie writer finds medi- 
ocre a t  best), or merely the pricing 
structure 1s pure conjecture. How- 
ever, if it is the latter, the recent 
prlce hike of all bookcase games ta 
$1 0 mrtalnl y won't help Its mles - 
in which case we may sue a new 
KRIEGSPIEL rislng f rom the ashes 
more worthy of the title. 

disapproved by the veteran war- I .  Realm 0.UY 
p m e  fraternity. 6ut  KRIEGS- b. Irchlont - - 5.20 
PIEL's urobtems do not end wi th  9, b r a l l  MI 5.29 
over simplif [cation. 10. lam Ism . 1 hour, 40 min 

ALEXANDER *THE GRYAT: 

Q. When using the Combined Arms rule may the 
Perain player attack a Madon ian  unil with 
h t h  inbntry and phalanx units? 
A. Yes. 

Q. Are the hexcb containtng brown sphhcs in  thc 
center plain of the board considered t o h ~ s l o ~ e  
hcxcs'! How about V13? 
A. No. V13 i a  plain terrain as are all hexes 
cunlsining bolh l i g h ~  brown and grccn coloring. 
Slope hexer arc WI. V2. U2. T3. S4. R4.44. P5, 
ctc. and arc ioundonly in  front ofthc Macedonian 
baggage camp. 

Q. May routed units be forced o i i  lk edge of the 
board when other avenues of retreat cx~st? 
A. No. 

Q. May a unit attack another unit that isadjacent 
to ilk frontal cornbal area i f  the attacking units 
tc ing arrow ia not pointed direclly towards the 
unit to be attacked? 
A. Yes-Pa= 4: Attackinn #5 clearly defines a 
units attack irontap as the-hexstde to by 
the direclional arrow nIus the adiawnt hexsides to 
thc irnkdialc right A d  lcfi. 

Q. Max hone nrchcra itrc during their ~ p l i t  move 
and then end movement in a charge against an 
enemy upit? 
p ,  we. :"':: 

Q. May hone archerr lire during their split mow 
at a mclced unit'! 
A. Yex hul xuch firecannot be a aeprateattack- 
it muat becombined with theatlack orthe friendly 
melccd units which means that the attack must 
cake placeduringthecombet phase rather than the 
mo,crncnt portlon of the turn and thus thc horse 
archer may nor continue his move after firing. 

THIRD REICH: 
Italian Suuatlon Card Duralion Times-are 

wrong lor Ihc 1939 Sccnarioand Campaign Gamc. 
They should read "Fall. 1939-Summer. 1942" 
r~nd *Fall. 1939-Summcr. 1945" rcspenivcly. 

Q. How urc units Inndcd orcvucuattd from islands 
wch ax  Crete. Cyprus. and Rhodeb which have no 
ports? 
A. Sea Esfort can k ' u x d  to land and removc 
troop% from completely lriendly ishnds without 
pons as longas the unils involved eilkrembark or 
d~bernbark from a port hex: the fleet returning to 
i l a  base o i  otigin:Nole that this cannol k 
extended to other areal wilhout poni  such as 
Finland. 

Q. My wt didn't come with enough neutral units! 
A. Yes ir did. Neutral units Art taken from the 
Neutral pool-there aren't separate counters for 
cwry neutril country as il is extremely unlikely 
lhst uII or even many of lhcm will bc activated at 
any onc limc. 

Q. Which types of naval units can act as rcrrib? 
A. All naval units. excepl the optlonal Cnntinenlal 
Navy unil, may acl aa tcmes. 

Q. What i:, Ihc muvtmcnt cost t~ debark unjls 
from a r ival  unit and emhrkdifferent unityonto 
i l in the same turn and in Iht  same port hcx? If 
enemy uriitv occupy the hex? 
A. It would cust I 0  MP for the naval unlt (5 for 
ernbrk~tlon. 5 for debarkation) in a non-enemy 
n ~ ~ u p i d  hrx,  und W MP(10 forcmbrkatton. I0 
lor deharkition) in an enemy occupied hex. 

Q. Are CA units in Canada considered to be in  tht 
Middk Stulch or Ncw England Areas for the 
purpose of determining Area Status? 
A. Thcy nrc considcrcd to be In Canada, and 
therefore do not amect the status of either area. 

A.H. Philosophy Contin&frcmPw 28 to you, awaiting your eventual return to activr 
ssmins. You'll recsiw a rnembershi~ card witt 

plrVsd by Using the OUALIFIERS 
;our AREA number. victory claim-forms. anc 
wrnplets instructions after you subscribe to th l  

you st a good ovsrvisw of how the individual hsc ssrulae, 
mnsaed to obtain his ratins and if he has a aood 
pbm ~UALIF IER i t 's  a bet that he wilib. a 
witable pbm opponsnt. To be s visble tool the ths AREA wstem fail to "Ise the 

will requirs upwards of 
nscessr~ subscriber supuort we'll refund credia 

players to atart with. Your participation will who pukcribs' 

determine whether or not i t  will work. AREA 
Rstina is a lifetime serulce. If you become 
lnactlve your rating is still maintained at no cost 

Figure 2 
QUALIFIERS FOR AREA RATtY6 SYSTEM 
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The ATTACK Wargaming Association has 

announced that it will sponsor the 1975 FIELD 
MARSHAL OPEN TOURNAMENT on April 5th. 
The sntrance fee is $4 in advance and $5 at the 
door for this two day event to be held at the 
University of PA Mitten Hall in Philadelphia. The 
-me utilized in the tournament will baSTALIN- 
GRAD with collectors items games used as 
prizes. Also on hand will be an exhibit of minia- 
far=, games, and military ordnanoe. Further infor- 
rraation a n  b? obtained by writing the Association 
m t  their 314 Edgley Aw., Glenside, PA 19038 
address or calling 2 1 5-887-3876. 

We Rave k e n  informed of the beginning of 
yet enother Interest Group; the Washington 
Garner's Association. Spokesman Dan Gallagher 
promises s minimum of 12 eight hour meetings 
per year in exchange for yearly duea of $3.00. 
Interested parties should contact him at his 6426 
King Louis Dr., Alexandria, VA 22312 address. 
Guest msrnbsrships good for one meeting are 
available for 5N. 

Interest Group Baltimore continues strong 
with interest now focused on the 1974 Football 
Strategy League playoffs as Avalon Hill designers 
Tom Shaw and Don Greenwood have wain 
advan& to the play-offs in hopes of a rematch 
of their 1973 Super Bowl contest. Area garners 
are invited m the gamemom at 1M1 Guilford 
Ave. any Saturday between 10 and 5 for comge 
tition of all sorts. Halfpriced damaged Avalon 

. Hill games are available across the hall during 
evsry sassion and throughout the week. 

Spsaking of lnierest Groups, the one in St. 
Louis continues to impress us with their ongoing 
projacts. Robert Clemensen, owner of General 
Grant's Hobby Haven at 8434 Watson Rd. in St. 
Louis, reports that members of tha group put on 
a 4 weekend competition for display gurpoes in 
his store which really increased warwming inter- 
est in his area. In addition, Mr. Clemen~n hands 
out a sort of "hobby invitation" sheet to each 
purchaser of an Avalon Hill game directing them 
to conmcB in the local Interest Group. St. Louis 
residents can contact the ringleaders of this group 
by calling Oliver Wischmeyer at his 761-0676 
numbr. Incidentally, Mr. Clernensen reports that 
Re sold out of his first shipment of THIRD 
REICH and BASICETBALL STRATEGY on the 
first day! 

Yet another Interest Group in the California 
area goes under the zany name of OOPS (Organi- 
zation of Pseudo Strategists) and has pubiished 
their gaming schedule for tho coming year. We 
have been familiar with the activities of this group 
for several years now and are impressed with the 
"fun" grasp they have on organized gaming. 
Virtually all of their gamlng activities are sched- 
uled Into tournaments of some sort wirh cash and 
trophy prizes - the winners of which are ju- 
diciously recorded in the organization's record 
books for posterity. Among their events plannd 
for 1975 is their 7th Annual Football League and 
a totally new concept; a Strategy Olympics. 
Players chooes 6 games from a specially prepared 
list of 10 and play each game twiw so that each 

,player must play b t h  sides. Among the groups 
other scheduled events are tournamenrs in RISK, 
CHESS, L E MANS, BASKETBALL STRATEGY, 
ORIGINS OF W I I ,  and MIDWAY. If you live in 
the Southern California ana you owe it to 
yourself 10 contact Jim Reilly at his 2609 West 

Laverne, Santa Ana, CA 92704 address or call 
71 4-9794871. 

We are getting considerable complaints about 
dsfective games because they do not include 
outer sleews, plastic trays. or clip. Due to 
inflation a l l  of these i t em are being phased out 
of our games. I f  you get wgame without thew 
materials it is not defective - i t  just means 
you've gotten one that was manufactured in the 
past 6 months. Similiarly, many people question 
whether o i  not their THIRD RElCH mapboard 
has been assembled correctly. Only the two 
middle boards are taped together. The outer 
sections must be laid adjacent to the center 
sections to complete the mapbmrd. This was 
necessary due to the strain on the tape causrd by 
folding a board of this size that many times to 
accornodate the bookcase packaging. 

Conteet No, 63 required a 2-1 attack on 
9411181 by the 75mm AT and a 3-1 rifle attack 
on 161 by the German Rifle unit 142. The 
remaining attacks are dependent upon results of 
the 75mm attack, but would consist ideally of a 
1-1 CAT on 81 11161 by 11 1 and 144. If the T-34 
and i t s  pasenger are dsmroyed in the initial 2-1 
attad the infantw are freed for assaults on the 
Su-71 and i t s  pisssenger. The main target should 
be the T-34 because it represents the best 
breakthrough vehicle due to its speed. So in the 
event of partial success the infantry must use 
close assaults to destroy the main threat. In the 
went of a dispersal the T-34 will probably 
succomb to a minus 3 clcse assault. As for the 
Su-76 high hopes are pinned on the rifle (142) 
attack to at least disperse the wards. I f  the 
infantry gets the opportunity to attack the Su-76 
the chanms are fair that he will b dispersed and 
eventually destroyed. Howaver, this i s  not vital 
for the German mows effectively block a Russian 
breakthrough. The route to the west is wry slow 
and the Su-76 cannot make it to a safe spot. Rifle 
141 blocks maximum uos of the road. 

The ten contest winners were: J. Stabile, 
Eatontown, HJ; S. Meckel, Baltimore, MD; K. 
Green, Newburgh, NY; G. Mancuso, Tewksbury. 
MA; R, Morrnile, Naugmuck, CT; G. Mouton, 
New Orleans, -LA; J. Bulger, Altoona, PA; J. 
Brown, Irving, TX; R. Feeser, Woodlawn, MD; 
and F. Gulla of Cambridge, MA. 

The "Handbook of Simulation Gaming in 
Social Education" is just one of the many such 
educetional reference books liming Avalon Hill 
games. As simulation gaming gains greater ws 
ceptanw in educational c i r c l~ ,  booklets such as 
thew and games in general will become more 
widespread. Educators in our reading audience 
interested in this project may order one for $3.95 
from the Institute of Higher Education Research 
and Service, P.O. Box 6293, University of Ala- 
bama 35486. 

Once again we find it necessary to  remind 
readers of the necessity to enclose a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope with their rule queries. 
Those who don't will simply not be answered1 
This a p p l i ~  especially to werseas and Canadian 
readers. Remember also that the answering mrvice 
does not deal with historical or.design questions, 
but rules interpretations only. In addition, do not 
m e  questions by merely listing grid co-ordinates. 
We wn't take the time to set up mch of the 
hundred situations we get each w k - y o u  must 
draw a diagram of the situation to include with 
your question. 

Our supply of hack issues of the'GEN ERAL 
am rapidly running out. The list published in the 
Decembr issue is atready obsolete. Delete the 
following issues from that list: Vol. 5, No. 5; Vol. 
6, Mo. I ;  Vol. 6, No. 3; VoI. 9, No. 2; Val. 10, 
No. 1; and Vol '10, No. 3. Whenever ordering 
back issues be sure to giw an alternate choice in 
case the issue you've requested has dnce gone out 
of stock. 

Our new parts lists mistakenly lists clips as 
part of the PANZER LEADER gama. Although 
clips are available for purchase with this game 
they do nbt come included, with each wt. Sorry, 
but that's just one of the conveniences we've had 
to sacrifice due to inflation. 

The cost of all ruleboob, manuals and obs& 
ieta game parts has inereaed. We suggest that 
you request a new parts list before ordering these 
materials. Becsum the 25# coupons have been 
permanently discontinued you may use t h w  
that you have in any quantity for payment of 
direct mail purchases. 

A reminder that postage coupons are usable 
only towards the shipping costs of complete 
game purchases. Many of you have been ordering 
parts or games and paying for them with these 
coupons which is not allwved. If you do this, 
your order is held until you forward the neces- 
sary funds. 

Many subscribrs are experiencing difficulty 
with the smooth delivery of their magazines 
because when they resubscrib thy fail to men- 
tion that they are current subscribers or which 
rmnth they would like their new subscription to 
start with. Please provide us with this information 
when resubscribing in the future. 
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OPPOi·./ENTS IPANTED OPPONENTS WANTED OPPONENT6 W.NTED OPPONENTS WANTED OPPONENTS WANTED

THE GENERAL
IllflIU:T 'WAT

,\m looking tor junior hitih and high schoolag<:

'J>pon~nhfor flr-pl-m "t.:. BB. anJ S'Grad. lIa",'
.:;1 ••• G"o(frey Wilham..on . .J()(}..I CahaN Rd .• MI.
~:QOk. AL 35~~·O.%7-::040.

1>6in1':\~-:-PA:\ LU. "n")-••-m-,,-, -;,-'h-.-,-,"-'
Wrile If nOlhing •.••~. Will fir an~' ,HI pm<'S.

\\"all) Inman. 5::.1', !Jlh A\e .. TU<~al"""". AL
55J·.nW.hl.::S5.
,'tl •..nlio;;;;1i·~;poj;.:;mfr •..ak<!~

\\'i!1pl>m or nrWa1.. "on', h",·•..kit. iru ••.rested in

;'<ap"k<Hl dub" ;1111 lith gra,.k a',·,;og'" pby,,'
Andrc'w Li,jc·ki. 511::4 E. Laray ••.tt ••• Blvd
l'huel\i,. AZ S5(JL!( 9-t1>·5'I.'N.

••••'iiiTTtroprOn<·l1t an>;-ii:!YOr nigh!. llav •.• Blitz.

III!. \hd. Lull. ItS. or Coil••..:••.aI:<'",derret!.
Gknn Rubm. 31:::: S. Call •.. ('oro.l0\3. TUc'<;tln. AZ

S57JO.790-7-:'OS.

A ••. ra~ pbye'" IS YIS_ ok! •••.anl< fir opponent<

for 1'.-\' and FW.fO. /\1\0 flf IQ\4 if .•••-e both
h~\<· lime. G.•rr~ <.i••her.. ~tolb Corl1)' A~t'..
C~m.•rillo. CA -.lX~-.1Ii.H.
[OOk1n~or "riY opT'on"nh? The ~uhlisling'> ror
~'our imm,'d;.•I" ~r"J fwrn my Ii,t or owr 5000
w"rgJnw!'; i, ",;,il;,l1k (or Iwo 10 ",,111,'I;II11pS
;lIllt Ih" zip c"(}lkn1;'P rrom your phon,· hook.
Send info 011 ~'"ur•••.lr for ind,,,i,,n. Andrew
I'hillil". T~:SOli••,·r S!..lhly Cil>', I'A <)-.1014.
wj,ti 10 trJM 11,••><1,'Ondilion Guad. for i'ood
,'nndilion Wat. ~nd I'''m kil. S"OU Oro"'n. J-.I~I
Pequilo. D~nJ l'oinl. C\ Q~b~l).-.l1»)..55S7.
~phm playn "'~nIN for pla~' in T:\C ,1.1$0
Inlnr.ted in "uh~ Jim Cr;.;.,wne. 11041 ~I,-Cirk,
Hmonle. C\ t)17.1I. C~IJ'-.I-.I]·~lbQ.
,\,'er .•gc hii'h ,•.:ill•••1 ~mer ne••d, t"tf opponents
{j."UnI914. I~Jn. GrJd. Win phm an~' ~ho"" but
h.•w no kih ~'''I, Will lak" ~n~' ,ide. Terry
('oonan. 758 Bun~alow. EI S'·J!ul1do.(",\ <J0~45,
3~~·5SSIi.
i'hm ol'poM"ni, rm-JII tollrnJment All gaml's
plus t.:ri"g,pid. t);,,'hl Thorpe, 1555 () SI.. fire
hau~h. CA 9J/.:~.
"''':inl"d phm or "Ii' f,;r'PA:\, RW. Spiel .•nd l77to
You .:hoo",-,sid" I'll .••.in Jny"'~>·. Anyone in":r'
•..••Ied in forminJl a .••.~rgamin\l .:]uh. H~rl RiU'>
1~.~5S.·hoo!. Folwm,C-\ 1)5630. '1115-.111)5.
Snoopy ;.. ",--ekingtl1<'R.'t! OJron! Reli~l>I"pbm
oppon"nh "~nlN for R'''''ar! All replies
~nw.-e",d. Drol'nUh n""d nol apply! Oob CroS&.
5111~. Lincoln Aw.. full,'lIon. CA 'J::(,J]. n]41
117')·0'UO.
The CSS is 'e"rdlill~ for rtf opponenlS in Ih"
Glel1d;,k Hea. We 1I;",'ealilhe All litks. hOWC\'N.
we fa~or JR. KW. I',\S. Pan lil arlil AK. Erik
(itJctre. 161.1 Camulos. Glend:."'. CA :44-bJ65
ftf o"pon"n!> ne<,d"d ;n Sanla B~r":.r.• ar•..a
Any all hoard ~nl<'''' Will~' E"'in!l:. 1107Embarea·
dero Sorth. Goleta. C-\ 1).1017.tSOS) 1)611-1661).
(OOkinf' for (If "b)'e •.••in 111<'LA ar,'a. R~r10
Camino. 61.\1 SI~fford. Hunlington Pk.• CA
90~55. CDI 5!!17.o~75.
\\anl ftf. I'hnl. Lun. 1776. PAS JR. Any dubs
around . .-\k. G"' ••nie••. ~~O ('orli ••, ~Iora~. CA
t-.l]S. J76-S]"~.
W'l1t nforphm!)'ourkitlol'l'onentsfor FRAO
Luft. ~Iid. 1'.\11.bll Le.!.RW JR. Will h\l)' I'arts
for Ihese phm kil'. Chris Kie'·/ko. 907 E
Carleton. OrJn~". CA (,33-4b75.
WJnh:d: m"nlhers for war ~;m1lIlin!l:duh ill
Pelaluma. Will pb)' 1"'1nand flf ~IImemlxrs high
""hool a!!:e. Gene Kei<.cr. NOI Rancho W••y.
Pelaluma. CA 1)4tJ5~.76J..INhO.
So.ke-> in SouII1<'J,1LA wanl flf on ~IIhookea""

",m ••• rlus Blilt. An)' duhs in Whina? S. R"""
9]4<J Canlord. Pi.:o Ri•.••ra.CA 9()(>(,o_t)4'J-4S88
\\'il1 pbm AK:"'p\\:. Lawren.·e R. IIJndk)'.850
P~tri.·k Dr.. Pino'" CA. 7511-90-.1-.1.
AIClfB. DD. fRAU. fir Guad. P;In. I'bp also 1".1)'
'II olh"r "'Jr~Jm,·•. I ,In """rJ~l'. (;,'rl11'l1YO"N
,II. LaITY Shalt",. I J~8 h~,t. SJ,'IO.. CA
957·'166(,.
:\eed someone in \larin~ Will IH "'ilh FR·-.lO.JUI
G,·II. DD. Wal. and Luft. Want Guad. $(i.00. Isn't
Ih.·, •.. an~·on.· Jround'! VklOr pe.:k. ')() Brook
mud n .. San An.••..lmo. CA 1)-.1')60,457-1):87.
A\'era!l:<'pby •..•. aj:<:'.j.j wanlS pbm BD or Grad
K. L ~lad)on .•ld. (>-471 Thorn"ood 51.. San
Di••~. CA <)~III,
Good J.IL5. pla)'<'r lookin!!: for an opponenl to
any WJr !!:"me••. I hJ"" 46 of m~' own. Pr••f••r flf,
Inler •..slt"d in phI'. Bradle)' :\otik. 1.15 I.omil~
San Fr"n"·i,,o. CA. bl>l·400(,.
0<,1"Gralld Prix/lKOr TOllrnin 'tarl ~!Jrdl. All
Bt.: SI.. July. Ori~in,. Aug. DJI'e Hunter (Fakon,)
"',d, OFL I I-.~. 1""weom,·1Swekom", So Call.
\r •..a ftf onl~'. Jim R••ill~·. ~(,O'IW. La\"tn". Sanla
·\n~.C-\ t71-.1J1)7<)-41171.
•••·ant adull flfo-o,-",,-"-·"-' ~'o-,~G<,-n-,~AK~·.~'~lid
f,·40. or ne" ,\II m••iI order pmes. Ib\'t'
t\';lmg Gel! \aricnl .•.•nCt.'d ana]~·sis ~nd Ie->Iing
help. Ib.jd Iks"-"mer. 407~ Ironwood A'e .. S•.•~I
Bc~.:hCA 907-.10.I~UJ .jJ().()()(}6.
Wanl ~dull flf "pronen •• for all ,\11 gam,"- r
have ~W. JUl. At.:. HO. 1')14. G<"II. Guad
Stephen J. Sind"ir, .'110 Hemlo.:k St.. Va~a.'ille
CA 956XX. .\../6·~J46.
1"o\";ee pl"yer. "~e 16 fir AK. An/io. BB. Bliu.
DO. FR'40. (;,'11. Luft. Pan. KW. 1776. Grad
Wat. I'lay for ,·njoymenl. must l'l~y in VJeavilie
James Fonlenot. .1.'1.1FirSt.. \' ••,':"ill •.•.C,\ (7071
-.l8R-J.j79.
Wargam.'r wilh m•..•.•ium cx!",ri••nce would lik•..10
m<'<'1Olher "'arf;lme~ wilh !iimilar or Iow<,r
t'xp"rien •.•.•in V"lIejo ~"'J. lIa'e \CIm<,pm..-s. ,,'ill
lenn more. l'if. Jam••• R. Clilford. 10.14 Indian~
51.. Vall•..jo.CA6-U ..I<)78.
Th" Allks .Ire •..hiden! :<I~' Im",'rial German
Arm~' will kill an)'one!~~ Pbm 1'11-.1.3R... \kx,
Anlio. Sl'nd ~'our dea!!1 warr~nt, now! AdJm
Lid. 21600 C"/aline PI.. WoodlJlIll Hills. CA
S83·63:S.

,\eh!Un~ all D.·uI·er wargam•..nd Unite with un..
p~ratkd milil••r)' minds and OKII - W•..,I now in
formation 10 cr"~I'" Ihe mo,1 \'iciousand unbeat

able SW "ar~amin •• corP'>- ~lark Travis. ~600 S
("ha", La.. Lake"ood. CO (.103) 9I1S-I):51.
Wj,h pbm for p--;n.-Olill. 1776. Kric!l:-Am 17.
a"era!!-eplay•.•r. If )"OU.:ommil )"ourwlf will I>u~'
kil or ': )ours. AI'>OWWII flf mini.1turn. Joscph
B. ("onyers. 7] Iii¢> Rid!l:<'Dr.. ~lonrOt". CT
OM6X. c~OJJ ~61·5106.
\\3nl<."d: HI oppon"nls for any All gam\'S
Easlern (T a,,'a. Ik J. E. Dre,lin. RFO 1. Box
S.4. Sloninglon. (,T 01>378.53S·00':6.

A"era~e hig), •••honl pla;-w wants ttI or phm
opponenl"- I'rekr I'an. but will pl~~'FR '40. Blitz
or DO. Haw no kit, but will impro\'i~. Dnid
Sanborn. 4 HiII,idl' ~lanor, Vernon. CT (~03'
87$-7463.
AHra~ player "'anls flf oppo""nls for Anzio
BB. OtilZ. DO. FR'40. 19/4, Pan. Pan ld.1776.
JR many olher populJr "·argam..-s.Phm 1',1.:\. Jim
Di•..ke~·. I~ Hilkro"l Rd.. Wind)' ttin•. I'ewark,
DE 7]7-5677.
\\ill pbm but preft'r flf any All gam•...All lenels
an,,,, •..red. al1~' eluhs ,round'! DJniel FJrrow, IV,
7 Geor!!-e Re;,d Rd.. :>;ew CaSile. DE ]9720,
328·8497.
lIa"ing Irouhlc finding ftf OPI'0nent. Then join
our organir~lion. W•..put out a bi·monlhly Zin•..
wilh varients and analysis. W•..n•..•..d arliclt's 100
Conniel Simulalion Organizalion of Ih<,POlomac,
::4.1.1 Tracy PI.• S.W.. W1IshinglOn. D.C.,
462-<;06(1.

Op""n •..nls for Pan. pbm, flf. or loea] pbl'. I am
ne'" 10 All pm.· •. Would like mJlure pIa)''''''' 10
help m<, OUI. Gary Marco. IS45 IlIlh SI.. NW.
Wa>-hinglon.D.C'.~.1~.J496.
FIr. HawaII All game'\. Inl•..""'ted in forming or
joining dub in Ba)' a"'''. Conl••el Ro~r or Scot!.
R~r W•..rd.'r. 617 Woodlawn. Clcarwater. FL
4-.1S·:]b~.
Ilroward Count)' SilLkr~igers seeks oppon ••nls
Conla,'1 us ror any IYl'e ofwar~an1e. John nunn
~I(>(, "-E. 57th 51.. Fmd La"e.!etd;de.FLJ_UOi'!
77~·11568.
~SW Hea war~~!Ulnillg•..h,b. Just
formin~. Also phm lilil', PJn. Luft. Flf IheS<"and
mote. Larry lI•.•imenl. ~(i~0 SW 6~nd Aw..
Mi••mi. FL 665·~ObO.
.-\n>· "Jlgame ,'Iu'" In Ih" Orlndo a",a o
~n)b~' wantinJllo form dub fO Al p". Ff
8lll. Krg. DO. oth• ~. 81'~n Hmn . .160
nemwood. OrlJndo. FL J~803. 8'I"SI J.
~ old "wie<, wanlS f or phI any AH
~~me. Inter••st 10 join olhe~ 10 fom dub .
R",,I 1. ~IJ.;re~"r. J~70 Soulh Bumby,
Orlan"o. FL8<1>-45]7.
Any w"rpmers ill our ;1r~a inl.'r,'~ted in joinillg
du!. Prefrahle ;,~e, 12-16. Join and ""joy if
~'ou dare. Ei te~!(.8 Bewrly Dr• Sra,otJ.
FL .1.1580. .155-.15.10.
ScN ••d p'm fr'40. ~I" ff ]R, 177(•. AK. Alex.
(ville. AUrepli••s "n,"ered. Play ~n)·one. Inl.·r<,st
in foming duh. Sle.t' ('oilier. 1757 Hud"n
Woods Trail o.-alur. GA .103.1.931571
Rea.:l\aled 10 p1~'ing Stalus. ~5 &proably ; 7
On a s~I" 01 10. Ready for ~·ou; Pbm. BB. Bhtz.
PJn. Ff in Atlanla ar"J? t.:en Thurman. 4
Johnsloll Pwy .. Kellne<w. GA 3014.\. (04)
-.I~8-3/.57.
WJnl•..< If opponent, for Jny Al ~Jmes. Ar•..
th"re anr wagJler, in .\!t lome'Boise area,
Mid'a' Vilhr. 4405-A lJreo St. ~I.Home
AIO. J8.1<1. )1~·7112.
ieed ftf oppnenls for At.:. Anzio. DB. DO.
1'40. G·I. Mid. I'an. Pan W. 1776. Grad. J~.
John Sh~rp. S~S ~. Hig]"iw. Addisn. IL
nIO.5.1-I0

InFo ,'anted on ""~'m" cluM in Ci"~. mU'1
1"" publc IrJnsprt. Appr"ciJ'.' spifc info 10
ioin dub and Iran••it hdw.-en dub and hom••.
Th"odore R. O,,lak. 40]] ~. KennlOe. Chi•-ago.
[LhOhl.
\\'allt.: Phm. I'bp ofr 0pl'0nenls for any Al
WWI gJm~. I lt.'e "II gam«/kils. la\e miro
in0lr I 11~:S5) duh .1'0. Am a~erage "dull
rloma, A. Konaa! 5J~8 S. Swyer. Chieago.]L
eJI2'471·147<.
SOrh »de Chiag wJr~mer Sking n•..w op
ponent [f inl•..n·'IN in plyin!!: ff and m• lng
• '" oppon<'n". ,'"nu.: Jon A. ~leh~! 68]4 Wo.oA\..Chica~.IL 631-../70.
Al WWI land pmc plus Mid. Wat. Fr or pbm
Prd.'r ~W Chkag. su,urM. Ab • ~\"rJg
playe. Hih~rd \lkza",k. 11151 W. Balmoral,
Ciago, ]Lt>5. 75-5~3.
Colkg •• age pl~yer seeking ff oppnenls in Blilz
BU. Luft. Guad. S·Gra<.DD il (h;;'go Jrea. Will
pl;,y othe Ail gJ'ms. Alo Inoking ror dub,.
Kob,·r Szeher . .1444 W. 1'01010•• Chi,·ago. Il
(.0651 ~27-4ht)(,.
Ff ol'polenl' for mot AH gmes • anl,' by
~dull waram ••r of o."t'r Ten )·ea". "prien •..e.
• ·iing to UJwl • asnabk di~lan.·•... Aje n
,~rr ••r. John T, 1;". 828 I •..h. Ke"'~nCt.'. IL
61.3. (0) IS4J91
~·at.(,rd.Lut.lr-.lU.LI.HB . .-\K
oppnent "'anled. pI~)' for mon~>' O:\L Y! Any
amounl. Paul DVoll'i. ~300 J~1~Iondt'. 40.
Lisle. IL t31:)4~(~'3.
".5, FreshrJn WJnts fr opponenls for SB, AK
Ll,f. P"n. hJW mor•...Wil anSW~r"II ll •..". Tom
~unarakr, IJ7 K Cuylr. Oak Park. [l (,030;.
.18.1-418.
Good 1'140. AK. (no kil nO'it'. 11)14(ha\'e kii)
phm. ff an>,thig )"ou or I ha,''. Would lik•• to
join o slart phm dub. DJ. CIOw1~·. ]O~
Robinwood Dr., Robinsn. IL 6~4S4. (611)
546-1 ~69.
Wi pbm Bltt. BB. Krkgin addilion .:h.s. but I
"'il nOI pla~' ,·h."~ ,~. il"lf. ~o kil"- lo"'ell
Irman. 718 t.:arhw. Skoki••, IL 1076. OR6
..33~x.
Im working on " ~new "arialion of Pan. ] would
h "ery gr"!dul if ~'ou "o\,ld ~ene.!1e your blin<
r,k, to !'"". TI;"1k YOI. O\~I Cuni" J:I
Greellwo"d A<., Wimeue. IL 60tll ~S6-J56~

,\n~'one in Ihe Winn,'Ika ."'. inl<,r"sted ;njoining
•• dub. AI" "'ould like 10 pbm 1914 and Guad.
Ih,'i D,elrich, 978 Spr ••. Winn"lk. IL
446-5S7.
Two ~b"awr~~ pla)t'1S net ftf oppenl~ in
an>' Al {m •. la'"e 16 gam<' "i learn olh •••
SI•• e F•..rdon or Jim Heller. 7S.10 EnsilnC .. FI
Wayne.]: -.I-.I~-I~]S...
lilp! 1"ee<any 0l'pon"nIS for flfor phm 01 DD,
,\K. G• U. 'GrJil or .In) 01 )our ~Mm~s.Any dubs
in JreJ'? Average 11;,yer. 15. HJwle.!·Jen,en. 345<
Uil'ayn~. In"iJnapolis. 11 89-1672.
fr:yr';fif·!!:Jr;r wants to join or \t~rt warpme
dub in Soulh Iknd-~lshawka areJ. Ftf Oitz.
Pan. Pn Ld. RW olh.·I. Al lelir answen't!.
Jasn R. Sa)·lor. -.19.'1.1York Rd.. Soulh Bend. IS
:'11"46.f~.wanted for ff in AK. 08. DI. Luf. !lid.
Pan. Mu,1 h in Quadit· area. Ar Ih•..re Jn~'
dubs in m)' ."'.. Willng 10 kJr any pm..-s.
Tony Jann<,y, 721 W. 301h, D~Wnporl. 1,1.
J~-66J.
Kanss wargamt'rs:""1"ew in are,1 - "'.111 ff or
pbm ill Fr'40, R\•. P"n. Luft. ..\ny ,:Iu!,? Serious
ae.!l,1 Ol'l'on~n" only. S~enJrio an< ,ie.!~ncgoti
"hi Contad: Cpt. John T. Ratll·nherger. 72.1
Alison. Apt. 1~, Manhall~n. KS (,150~. (91.11
57 ..~880.
fIr oppnenls w~ntN. I play ~1 AI and mOt
olh.'r pmt's :e' p]a~'ing aid fo AH jamc
("omb~1 ('1Iklalon - S~.50 pr ~I plpi
Tom Cla •••r. 605 Carl)'n Rd.• Louiwill. I'
40~14 . .16310,
Wh• C'~ Budd)' Biwns~ Wak' up LA. 18 year old
exp• ienCd gam"r looking for oppon •..nls. Wi
pla~' no••ia, Jisl enjoy playing Wil ~Iw play
minialures wJrf'Jmes, DJ,'i< ~,~~arl. 1102 Col•
Ave" ~Ionoe. LA 343-5105,
Ani sick of plying a gy who fine.!.me iml'o,s
bl to Ial. Will play an)on' from LA ~r•..a. 1.1,''
mol AH gam"s. willing 10 try ocher. Tm Sals,
131 Gamag A,·e• Auburn. :<IE782·79')1
A~<,rag hgh sho age pta)n wJnh pbm op
ponenl for DD ,,'il lke clh ••r ~id•... Bruce
~lx"·dl 185 Wos Dr., Annpi .0
:1-5S·)0.
Inlt'",st •..d in forminJl dub in m)' ."'.1. Ftf "~nlt'd
for DD. Wiiam D). ]4 Woodrng A~t'..
Baltimore, MD 2124. 2S4-9]~.
Want rf pay in BJUimore area for Alx. BH
DO. BlilZ, Gl'~d. Krieg, Mid, KW. 1914. Anlio,
Pan Ld, 3R. Will I~"rolhers. 1.~r F. De~lareo
5821 Gln Kik ( .• Baltimore. MD 43.1-]056.
Ne•..d ftf Oppn •..nli for BB. DD. Fr·4. Krig
Lufl, Orig. Pan. Pan !, 3R, RW. 'Grad, Bilz,
als pbp Ihe ab,·e. Wi lJr olh •..r Wh"C'f
1GB? Jo Anlhony Kojan ••• 707 Shdowlwn
~\~e•• B]limoC. MD 483S

•

Wish 10 pbm Orig. Oiplomals Mol Al g~mes
St",'cn :<kehl, 3010 I'arsjw A••'e• Blimor ••,
MDI)44~673.
1'1Inl ff oppn<,nu for Anli, (.r. 8B. C'·iU•..
Jut, 3R. Gu mex). Wal and othen. My •..~pri
en" is limitN. bUI m~ inter"sl is not. Jim Rush
SM ~laidSon• n .. Ballimor. :<I ~117.
391-6510.
Inl••..,ted in a frien<ly gJm,'of~ny Allll If
or on~ of yom,. \'uol< lke 10 st:.rt war "gJm"

~;~~:~;~~~~;:~I;~~l~~:.I\~D~a;~·.7~~;~el. 213 lell'
Ht for PJn !. Alex. AK. Mit . .R. Anzio. RW
luft. 17f. Kri"g. FR·40. Wil k~rn othe~. Hh
W<'i,~. 3J~4 Lynn• Ha\n Dr., B~ltmore. \0
~1207 6S5-6S0.
Good 11)'t'r. new;n ar"a loking for oppon • nls
in p••n. Pan ld. [r'.. BH. Anlio. DO. ~Ii. JR.
1776. Wil kar an)' ~m<·. Any dub arnd?
Philip ('oons 50 OrJlhl Qk. Apt. I. Il Air.
\18]8-83S.
W~nl !f 1'40, 1776 oppnenl in Ftederi"k _
Roehile area. Adul. aver~ge pk)·• r. Cark II
Wil"l1. Box 174. Rt. L Dikeron. ~I(01'
17·54S4.
Tfn-.pblLuf. 1914. RW and oth"" wallt• <
rh" • p]ay~" for 3R Campaign Game I'hm. John
Md'hilips. 5(.]0 J'lrh Ave• Hyats\i". \0
:07111IM _OJ~~.
Wanl 10 mOkrale smc phm Pan gm •..s belween
1"0 p]~yer ('ombinalin o "Blind Pan" 4Vol
1 10. o) Jnd In.'t'mt (Vo. Q 1"0. 41. Pus 1
f••,,· o my o"n i<,as. ('<I vario pr st. Ton
Pio. 540 fm •.•rn 51. Hyatvie. MU ~0781,
16547_
Dsper~I ••ly necd phm Pan oPl'on"nh. Als ]ok
ing fo 1<14 Frendl ~-1-4 :0. 5 ~l1d Bc~ian
:·1·3. Wil p;'y 50 eelllS "pi~~e. Chrislopher
ChybJ. 8711 SU1mil '~e.,Park"ill•. ~j[~1~3"
h6.o(i87.

Io\i,- play• r ag" j, want 5 olh,'r. for JR. Als
pia>' !( 17(,. Pal. ·Grad and othen. Wil pl~'
pbm bul haw no kili. Orooks lansn. 8~1:
Kilkan Way. POlomae. ~I20854 tJOI20.
Vm or flf Pan. FR·40. ·G• d. Lufl. RW. H~,'e
kits i most pme~. "i ,pht fo olh••". Jo
LC<rd, 1S Fox Iill Rd.. Oulinglon. MA
:7::·(,S90.

l'm or ff Anzio. BR. fR40. Pan. Pan Ld. Blill.
Iuf. Mid. N~"d oppnellls d">peratly. HJ"e kil'
for most ~Jml·S. wil answer al I'UNS. James T.
'Jrmolle.!. S ~lyrJ 51• Burlllglon. MA D~-OJ81.
Join Ihe Amerl~an \\ar"ming A"o • monthly
ne• sku •..r. !!:ro"'ingff groups nJtion·wid •. Wrile
AWA. 81)7 :<Iain51. ('ambridl. ~IA 0211)3 for
moinformalion.
] ha"e Oer 80 {m •..s Wi] pi) any or al ff.
Wiing 10 do lmil • lrwlng ;n slh "~Ier
MA. Willim Slh Owen, 59 Hm 51.. Drt·
moulh. !IA 0:748. 97 ..76.1.
~o.iee .'I"\le ag<' play• r "ks I'tm ••nd ff P~n.
[D. AK. 176. Luf. RW. fT and olh •..rs. Al
replie, "nswered I'rompll). ,\Is ~~ek ~rea cub,
Jim Rodenhis~r. 116 Bish"p Dr• I:t~mingh"m.
MA 01701, 879·-.l8IS.
Inlereste. in phm min. Pan. Don'l h"ve pbm
kit~. Lighl D. CoUin,. 21 AI<.'n SI• Gr"enfeld
:<1,1.0101 77-7730.
Opponenls wanled: cleg ag up male or
(emak H~"e F. Wat. 1776. Pan. Wi Irawl up
10 10 mile. Wi pi) ollr games. Brard J.
otn,)·_ 56 RFD Wilkins St • Huds. :<1.
0179 (617) S681~-.l7.
ff Kr"g. B·~lit-,.~U~B.~'~ld~.• ~.-. A~,~zio-.G-·o-,'-.0-"-'.
man>' mor plus mOI AH sprs. la~" ;nno
"ations Ior sl'0rh gJmes. Any ~Jme" in my area?
Uill Heckcr. 144 Wa,hinglon St. Leominster. ~IA
(617)57·29-.1J.
Flf wanted Mi<. AK. Grad. Jl'L BB. Ray Fan
tone. 168 lari~ AI'e.. :eedham. MA 449-3144.
;o.'; .•.•wish•.•s 10 ply Olh• r no\'ie in Pan. BtiI
o DD. Wil play G• rman side. lopefuly wilh
otm kit. Paul OTrie. 4]~ Common,,'ealh A,·e..
~ewlon Cenlen ~IA 0~IS9. 9693JJ.
V<,Ieran • ·:~~mer wi g"<' 10u, .'mrlilin in
an~' Al pm •... Hf and • il pbm Btl, OD. ]R.
Fen. ]76. Slephen 1''1'. 7 Altnquin Dr.. So
Ibrl .. :<IA.<9~-697 .
Gam•..r n«ded for ff Pan. 176. Bllz. RW. AI•
minialllr•.. Rev. (i\·,I. ~k<evil. Koman War. Vey
int gaming rcse;m;h. hi,toieal ~'·'·!;KY. ~h~had
P• ir{•..• 351 Wa~ety Oak Rd., WJltham, 1A
(bI7) 89!-956.
:,.0 fr•..,h hood in pbm U[. Abo willilg Iulls eprien •• d in Pan. "t.:. Wil ans• "r all
llk' and I~k<,an) side. Jim Seh"·enk.J..I~ Tara
Dr.. W• ymuth. \,1.(2)81).3.17-60.
l'lint area It'ena~e gm •..rs dOI" fF Ol'plt'nt in
IW. 176. Pan Ld• Pn. JR. Luf. FR·40.
.nzi'7. Blil. Leonard Houritt. 1170 Brar
·;inc. Flnl. \I 411S04(311 7~·7101
Th• ~klro Dlril ar•..a dub. from Inslrcion 10
masl••r p]a~·. (MDGJ tMGA IIGlpJ tGLP)
aff!al~d. ~o red lape. ~!aluriIY pr• fered. Fln,
""t hlood sport Mike Bartnikow,ki. 943 Siewar
Lin~oln PJrk. MI 48146.928-7744,
Down Ri"e D•.."oil rglar meetinf'" Bil Somers
I (i54 Chandler. lncoln P~rk. ~II -.l114/
381-715~.G plyer o( hgh shool ag<,s<,k oppnenlS
fo ff Bhlt. AK. fR·.. Bll. Wi" 10join 11
dubs Crig Tehiko.:k. 7050 Inin B~' Rd.,
.~Ionlage. ~I -.194.17(616) II)4-SII .
,\,' •ra!!:e high shol pl)t'r wish• ff only for
'B. 3R. 'Gr.•d. RI. Luft. OD, FR·40. P~n. 176.
AK. I'e,'t! mm•..m•..mbe for Glp. Wesi. IGII
afiliat"d. John Van Alsl• n. 91')1 Sar"SOla n ..

R~Jord Trp .• ~H 535-903
Good plaY"r (17) wants 10 j"in duh o lperi.
en,·ee.! Jnil hq:inning ply"". 11·~w send info,
PIm FR·40. Alo Pan. Krieg. Expbin your pbm
s)stem. Wiliam Ansp~ch. 4637 Soulh Gre~r)'.
Sagli •. :<UtSISJ7SJ..7685.
Tal'pn!!: m)' marals balon, wailing 10 .:rsal
in DB, :<Ii. flf onl·. Am ,,·iinJlIO • ar olhers.
WiUha.·t' JUI 4Rt'i"d) sn. Rolxn Fix. 31.10
Arrwhead. St. Cair Sho,'S. MI -.l8O~ (1)
~93--.189.

Phm opponent for ( ••i •• '4. I ha\"• d,'Sign•..•.•
pbm sh• l. GJry Da>'lol1.1850 Yakima. A,lka
1S 55JOJ. 42·7248.
Wantd ff pl"yers moS AH gam.·s Jne.! many
other •. AVera!e pIJ,'~r age ]11. PI'Jse gCI in
tou{h, cn't Irawl .'•..r) far. BOh Br>·nililson.7~5
1'. Minn St. Cannon Fals. MN ~(,J..<)081
"ould like 10 Impro'.-i\ 3R pbm. Als wold like
10 pbm orignal Ani. An) Olh•..r wafm<,~ in
Dululh ara? Rik p•..t•..rn, 141 1"~'ns Rd.,
hko ~I:\ 557.1 (::18) 87<188.
Wanl pbm Pan. 10 bginner pic • ! Sen choic(
of slualions 1Ind sie ~'o "anl. Bb Brth,
673 Yu,• a La,. Oso, .\IS 5SJ69 (61~)
S3S-!9]0.

Adul gamer. :S wants ff for Luft RW, 176,
3R. JUS! mo\"• d ,0 cal informMion for phone
number. John G, Alsen. ]~<J! Bliir. St. Paul M:.
Midwe.! ~tllary Simultion ASiCia!ion m,,"
•..,.• r .• edend for minialure and brgame flf.
Cub ~mt' Lbrr. :ewslelt'r. ('ampaigns and
m•..mlxr discunts plus olher srice. Oa~id L.
Ar •..,on. 1496 ltnfod A~e• St. Pul MN
~9g69

Ftr oppOnenlS desired fo TA(', 'Gel, At.:. Kri•..•••
Wal. Gu~d. DD. B8. :<Iid.RW. FR·40. Lurt. 176
and esp•..cian~· P.•n an Blilz. Mike Garand. 81S
~. Ilh "e., uu • l. ~!S -.I~6-.1J~8.
\il bu) I), \ld an Grd ifin g cnditin
-\n)' pl>'t'r • tw•..•..n al 11·14 n• ar m<,~I n<
I victm. T.·rry Vann. 1-.1.1~Iarkham. Lonj B•.•a.:h.
\S ]9S60. 116.3~S.
Want 10 hegin phm Ong Nee pme·maser and
four other player. [a.id DeL• euw. Bo~ 15S,
Univcfity. ~tS J8(i7 (601) :J.Mi54
Average adull I'la)'l'r wants 10 pbm Wal Phm tor
Bit, SOI. Larr~' Garrett .42 Nuron. K~n"s
(t). MO 61~4. ~-.l1·1054.
Adul gm •..r wants phm opponents who wil
complle \"''' sl.•,lr in Wal .". t.:.iq,. Will
~n,wer ailn • r ~lich••d Rolxrts, 5141) K Oak
Tr. Pk")· .• K1Ins; ('ily. :<10Olll. 45:·9055
Wanred: Oppon"n. to ply fr. (No \id and
AK. ,'an a.:quire JUl. Know DO. Wal and Grad.
WJnling 10 1• ~r olher gm.'S. M,ke Kirsehn•..r.
.1213 Coronado. SI Jo<eph. ~IO (.505
;33-473.
t\rag" p!a~'er colege sllldenl, s~ks ff
pon~l1t' for mosl Al gJm~s. Jam,'s Perd\~, 2S5
E. B~nnc. Springfed. 10 6S104. 881-7~2~
W~nt pbm FR'40. Krig. I'Jn. RW, 1776. Grad.
Wal. Also Ilf or I.bp. Tho"J' MI,·k. Roul•• I.
Wayn• wil ••• MO (14) 774-:~bJ.
Lne wof lird 01 \CIllai",. Ds" •• Il ,·ielims
Good lorament clc!!:e pl)'"r • ilh moS gamo
.10 dis~) of • ife. LO"1 aru dub 1I!S sughl.
AlxJnd~r Pikeis, SII Soth Ilhf~OJ, Un.:oln
I'B 6SOI. 477-~778.
Wanled nf opponents Av••rag•• pIJ)·•..r. 1.1"" AK,
BB. FR'40. Get. Guad. Pan. cr~d. VB. rm.
1914. Wi leJrn oth •..". Ri"h~rd R. Balenic. ::
Piill·SI.,Apt 8, Ider,M!OJIJ3
A\'erJg~ pl"yer le,'l, oppoll~nt': Ftf. ·Grad. KW
:1. flf phm. Roherl Ijiddl~, IJldemess Sdwol
]'Iymouth. Ni 0.1:(>. 5<-2417.
Wanled pbm or ff fot G"U. DO. TAC An)' duhs
in aCa? I ~m fairly n<·iee. bUI won'l surender.
H••~•.. 176. 11)14. RW. flf onl~·. ~brk R•..,',
Brenlo"n Crs Rd., Cros"·kh. NJ 0515.
298~1)7.
Ftr .1' AH pmt'o Inl•..resle in \Ialing dub
Dn'l mind lo.ing. Wi]im Re"nt•. Jr .. .1]3
Adams SI.. Ealonlown. KJ S-.I~,S65.
Wil moerle I g~m" of hisloial1914. hi pair
of 0PP0l1""U 10 amwer g1 my sen'ic• s. John A.
Tro,ky. 459 Wayne St.. J•..rwy Cty, KJ 0730t
(201}433-1IS6.
Wi pbm P:.n (ill". Vol I] No, 4 s •..nJrio,l.
Bilz. FR·-.lO, DD. Haw 'I DO kit. impm,'i" or
hu>' ~, kit of olh ••". Al "'plies answer•..•.•.Wi
hu>' comptle Vol. 10 :\0. 4 for 5:.0 PI. :<1"
Pinsnneaull. :0 Anhle;gh Dr.. Madison. ~J
8~~-~76S.G junior ligher "'anl~ flf AK, Wal. Krig,
RW. Pan. \i. (~I" bps) ,\Is mOI jme-> )·ou
h~w. Wi .II" rbm .:h• s. (hrs Kan. 75 Hudsn
A.·•.. ~Iaplewoo. I'J 07040. 763·3%7.
Wanled: Il oppnents in l'hlla. areJ for mO'1
All game,. My nper;na is lmited bil my
~rHhu'asm is not. Jim Ru,h. 3-I·A Baron Rtl1
B~e.!.. ~!rhol. NJ 011053(60'). 913·5283.
Play rf all "" gJmes. O"'n o"•..r 150 olher "'.I
!m,·s. Play with .\"erl olher "·ar!!:~m•" nearh)
cal or wril•... J:.mo :<1 Go•. 8:4 Se Rd.. Api
AS, Plasnl"iU", :\J 460] O]·S478
A~erge high siool player "'i flf an>'one in an~'
walme. C1In 101 or lrve 4r• Ir,·I.'t!I. Wi
I•..ar minitr"s. Jusr ""1Inl a frien<l>' gm,· or
IWO. Rus. Lockwood. ~.11) Brk \al •..y Rd..
Towa~'. NJ ~6J.7bf.

Pernal eonl~"1 de,ired Ior war~~ming (." 1.1.
]914 or .llY .imi"r game. You name it. 11 play
it Dwiglt B. ~k~lhon, 2'91 Princeon Pike.
Trenlon, 1"J 01631 (60') 88~-Oh2;.
Four adu1 pl"yers iuler•..sl- in ff oppl~nls in
~"'a. Wil pi) an~' AH gn" IP~" & Pan L<
hesl law 14 AH gam,·s. Danie A. :\oln. 36
Fclt'r A\'e •• TI<,nlon.:\J 08610 460)88886~.
Si"lCt.'n )·t'ar od d,;irc flf 1776. Luf. RW.
Anzi. DD. BB. ~Ii. W~I. Krt. FR·40. 11)14
No pbm. Peuy Fint. 91 EdimOnl Rd.. UpPr
Monlelir.:J 0703. 749~79.
High "hool plyer pbm AK, ha~e kil. Pbm Grad,
3ltz, no kil ~• > I shee and rks CI haw
:Ol'i••r) Ff Jut. Anzio and "hnw. Tibor Vari. ~9
3Jlldra La• WJyne. tJ 07470. 69·~7~<.
At•.. Ihere any warjaming duh, ill Ihe A~al"n or
I{hester are~~ If so. pl~aS' wrt,'. Pililip TJ!nl
I~ Pine.'iew Ild!!:hls. Amn. NY 1.\-.114.
Novi< p]a~'er nees ftf opponent. For PJn, RW.
Kli~. Blt. Gr• d and FT St. I am willing to
It'••r olh •.•r g~mn. An~' club in ara: Bob
Spitner. 1::.16 Wildwo h., 8in!amlon. SY
1.193.797.:1-.10.
\<ull pl)'er "~nls flf onl)'! For AH or oth.'s
"I"ph •..n (e;in~,.:r. I~O Gal•• 1'1. Bronx. ~Y
884-1~86.
Any dubs in ~t'w York Cty area? Would lik•• flf
oppnent for mosl Jny game. Edmullil Harmon.
310 Pacific St • UrooklYI, NY (:I~) ST-709../.
College ~dult ag"d •..xperiene",1 pl;,y"r wanl. Itt
for Akx. JR !Jl1,' other. TholJ' Hiltol1. 2S~

74 SI• d. "rookh'n. :Y T16.830.
Wanl•..•.•: fflan. Pan Ld, Lih. Wi splil eol of
pbm kil. A\'er.•~-epl,~·•..r. Wi ans"'< al I• U••n.
Brel Whila!• r. ~OSous SI.• Cyd • ry 131S)
9:37945.
Adul !•r n"cs fl oppon<,nCs. An~' Al
wargame. I hJv<, O'"r ~O ",m.'. wil I'b) an~'
Dugla Glemh)'. Vilag•• T••ree Apts. ,1.-]06
(ort]and. NY 75·3905.
Ftf onl~'. A"~'ale p]~)" 211year 010. AH gam,'S
only. Ha"e ~mle wil Irave! Tom Sl'irito, Box
A2<, Downsile. I'Y /(07) 3(iJ-74211.
Desire fr opponents ill Gra<. OD. W~t AK. Hal'e
1.,'.11 mini••IU"'s as w•.•11 I'ka,e "~I after 5 P.M.
Q,-ns an< ~aM,au "id ••nt5 (11). Anthony
:<Iorl 39·.10 Gknwood. Utle r...ek. ~Y 11363
m:J ~~43~70.
A.·•..rge adull wargmer. Genans in Grad • ilher
n BB. Snd n~1 m"e or "I-up. ~lurie
Malon,', 610 Gr~nd St .. Me•..hani,• il•• SY
]2118.
Above a~erag hj~~hshool plyt'r • "ks ff for
BB, ,\n/.io. At.:. Grad. ,\ls "ek rem!r for
",mpfl'anzr warg;Inillg dub, Anlollio ~!unol.,
~810 Bail~y 1'•..•Apt ~E. tew Yok. :Y
10403. 8846::'Jh.
Ftf/pbm: Blitt. OD, FR'40. 1914.1.1". Gr"d; for
phm pik sid~ and "nd mo.'••; For fr {olkge age
or adU]1 I'ref~". Wil ans"er ••I. Elas G.
Grky. 185 ~. Frankln. Iya,·k. :Y 1O60
(9141]S8-4n.
An~'by wnt 10 pbp or ftf Anzio. P1In. Luf.
Cal afl•.•r 6 P.M. 10 pbm~ [r Brs"l. 18
Sunnysde BI'·d.• Pbin";. rY 9.11·217~.
Hep!! l>sp"ratdy n.d ,'mp. in Al games. Wi
ff or pbm AK, Blilz. :<ld, I~Jn. Ji. RW only
'a"e pbm kil for Hlilz. Greg Haus"r, 1570Cul\r

~~~~a~~d~~:~e:;~)~ ~1~:I~(~J~~:~-;,_,-;g-',-',-'si-,,~·flf
oppon~nrs for AK. BB. Blitz. OD, FR·40. Jut,
Mid. Pan, Pan ld. R\, Grad. Looking to ~tar
loal wargame ~Iub. David fngkr. 183 Round
Hil Rd.. Rol>'n Ils. NY \577 (5]6)
'IAI-2:~.
'i]d Mar1U" Bratn wil delroy aU {om•n flf

1Pan. 3R. BB - \k German~, Als haw 176,
G•..II. AU Ile~ an~wered promplly. RO!r A.
Braun. 8 Onlrra n., Shokn. SY (914)6S-~61
Smilhlown nut ""ed. m•..mbrs of general~' hig
.hoo] ag. No upri •.•ne•.. reuird .• ill ••ach
:~pt'oni minialures and mol bard gamc
Pde OOlril•..• 3 Ri"er Hts n., Smithlown. :\Y

~:~~'i~~;::~-•---P,-,.-.-W-.-(r-,'-. -"a-"'-"-",-alo-',,
~31 Sleubcn S1, Api. 71, SIJten hbnd. NY
~73.9 .16.

F~ir adull player. al" 30. ,,eh adul OPI'Onents
for ff 3R. Wal. I'an. M. Bn>"e. • (on,ubl,' Dr..
Tud,aho,', NY 10707.
Am "~nin1 £F oppn • nls fOI All !m". lln
~O. Ron :<10" blS) Sprin!!: Gard••n La
Carloue. 1( S')b-7SI5.
I am 14. "i plJY DO. mGern; BB. m•.•
Geran; I~n. me G"rJn; 3R. me ,his Waleh
OUI am wry good. :\0 pbm. c"off Sp"ncer. 5()
R,• e~. DurhJm.:\C ~70, 5-.14·:37S.

Adul a"eIJ~e play•..r d•••ir~s rlf in BB. Pan. Mid.
(,'ilk anJ olle". J T. ~kAniff 1 105 Habord
Dr.. B"lkJU Wd, Trl Ik .• Midway Park, t(
~!S44 (919' JS.·05J2.
l'nl rorl!tz.-177(~I-I1iengeswiUh
ac,·.'pled. Oa,'id Liebman. 1~5 K .Ih. Bala,ia.
01-.1510]. 743·~Of.
Loking for a.-·o-,,-· -,',-,,-,-'o-,-G-.t-. -,-,-.-.
["id R"7.ek. 2170 Suner,••t Dr.. (U)' his. 01
4-.1~21.9~<:0IS.
\"io-pbm or tHrPan ""nari indoinJ
PrPan. Als h~\e 17,. RW, Lurl. Grd. Blil
~nd 1)-.1. W"IZ" d" Vr,'. 7~ B!'1 Dr.. Kenl,
OJ4~40 t:16) 678-S7.
..\du! gmer tired of tCJrful IJbl lppers WJnt
malur•..flf. Wil deal on rks. WiIIUJ'c up 1 SO
miks. Kenndh ~kGllr. 7:3 LJke Shore U"1
Madison. 01144057 C2J>4~I-d(.

~)I):'Hitl.Wiplaron •• gamcalatime.>
he Irsl. Ftf fR'-.lO. I'an. DO. Wal, Gel and
• thers. \~I tu\·e! Jm.'S F. Brmm •..r. -.lSO
3milhf"ld. Shad~'si,_OI 671457 .
W~nl•..J ft opponenls fo ~I ti~
"·~rm,-. J~"n adull al\CIpbm. hmes M. Da~·.
~50 SehrOt"der C..Tokdo. 01 4.(13 (-.lII)J
-.17..77]-.1.
B~dl~' wamed - fir oppn,'nt for lB. AK, 00,
Kri•..g, Pan. RW. GrJd. TAC, 17(,. Know how co
pb>' mot olher., Bill B"raHci. ::'111, W. Wilo
wick. Wilow!k, Oj 943-570.
Below av~r"ge Je.!ull want Ihm opponelll in
Gett. Lo.:al opponent in !F OkIhoma. 51:
Kanss. SW :<I"ouri and ~\ Arkns~s for BB.
Waren Duncan. ~~5 ~olh 71h. :<Iusko!!:e•. OK

~~._4nO. _
I h~'e 1 3R gam•.. and one orrnenl. Pr<nUy
w·•.. are lking for up 10 3 moe oppon ••nls
~olli ~gc or Adul. for nlulipla~· ••r JR. Boh
knnin! 410 :\. Xlh 51.. Ponca (l~·. at.:
76S-1)48~.
\'ufdlk-, n"_~_!,_"_.,,._,,_, -,,-,,-"-"-"~Io-' -,-, ,-,
f'hr. II;"·•.. "nlio. BB, 8litz. 11)•• R'40. Gel.
Krieg. Luf. MiJ. Orig. I<JI.\. Pan. KW, 17(.
Grad. Bllkh Sd\r1man. 5.1 SE 14Ih-D. lills

~~~~~~:~~~~'lc.~"-,-.P-"-'.-"-'-l'-,-"-3-R-. G-·,

half for kils. DJ'' Vaughn. 1:'1 Ikrwydd La..
8el • }n.P,\M7-7-.11 •.
Yooni' a\rag<, pla)·.'r I 15~i,i7flf RW, ~f
Pn and Luf. Wil play 10 en, Prd •..r G"rman~
and Jl. Will pm. Dn·t hJ'e kil~ ~·"I. Ra~"
mond Andre"'! 1.0. Oox -.10.1.Bigl,·r. PA 168~5.
157·750].
~1"mbe~ • anled! A~1 W~rgm.· Cub. 1.1"" AK,
Blilz. OD. Kr;~. Pan. Pan Ld. (jrad. TAC 3R.
Gdling RW, BB. olhc~. Other WJrg,nnesal,o. FIfo pbm, NJlhan Forn~y (Pn',idenll, RD I

~,~~1:::;f~a~q~~2~~';;i?_7,'_~,_,0-"-.'.~F~"-"-'_·',
ol'ponenl "·anl~d. Wi als I't)' Pan Ld. lwry.
In,' in ar•.•a haks ',-Ul .:ar Pka,e hdp me!
Le"i Brysn. Bo~ 2~. Pardi •. pA 6117-77:7.A~IB. BTlt. DO~
Wo.:kt'nd, alw. Info on • ar~me club. A"la~
ply •..r .11\ rhm for Ih". yor kil•. F,,'t!
Gamaeh ••. 10:<) Rich• ood Rd.. phiI .. pA
]<)11, (:]SI 67(,-11£<).
WJnt adull pIJ~'~r. pbm GIJd only. One Nie
•'dl side. Vs' 4·S- r•..plaeemenls. wining 10
Cl'ciment .-4·5. All ieters .\n"ered. promiw
inl•..r~slin\l ~;le,. qui"k re~pol"'. Joe Geruld
~16<JI'autilus Rd., Phil; IA 1<!54.
W~nled firpIJ~''r for an) wa!ame. You pkk
sde,. I la"e O\'er -.10 diff"rent p,n ••s. Tom
Semian, .1S7 AlkndJI •• Cr .. Pit~hurgh. PA
15:~.7;-55SI
"m 191-.1.P~n•.. \nzio. Pn Ld, al\CI ~ny ff;n
rin<urgh? Do a ln,! Iknkrd C Wozin.i
10 Wilsn 51• pithhurh, 1,1. 15~::J.
A~era~ eolleg ag•• pla)er sks f • or phm in
Pn. RW, Lufl. fR40. Mid. .1R. 17(, or Bil
:0 prior pbm e~perienee,' wiljin~ 10 1 .•"
Wiliam Won\l. IS04 Be,'d1';w ,he .. Pilburgh
PA 15216 (.\1:) 53-28S0.
Aver"g~ p!ay,'~if\Vat.GrJd,lan.
Blit7. D). Wil ty pbm. Ha~~ u" kil. l"r)'
Boudon. 20, Um St.. POri Alkf'~ny. PA 111-.1'(~-76.
Awral play,·r. adull ff :<Iid.G•..I. TAC Br,
Brin"r. ('''luff Rd.. Schwt'n!"lle. RD ~, 1',1.
19-.11, i~15) :17·t1.
Pm silualions a' p' Vol II ~o. 4 G••••ral for
~"n. An) oth.·r high shool player~ ot Ih•..re in
FayeUe Co. a"'a~ ~Iark :<IJluShak. IS Connol
51.. Unionlown. pA IHOL
EIprl GJler: I\H. Diploma,')'. ele. Al ft
Cannon Fo<e.!"rwdwme! laH'rite An7io' Oa\'id
WUIe.!ohl. 14 Gre"nwood A,·e • WYI,'ole. ]'A
)90'15 WA4-,53h.
Intrsl< in "'rious mmp,'lilion wilh lalr •..
"'argame!'; of a'"erag" abill~'. I guarane •• an
Ilreslin~ pbm game of AK. }I. Blil. FR'40.
Luf. 176. Pan 01 RW. Ed"'Jrd Z,,'a.:ki./ Pond
SI.. lawlu,·k<,l. RI 0~80.
ff oPpMnl.-lc'-\K-Bll. Jut. Krig.
Out. I .•n and 1.1. Can j1 phm. Frnk H>'man.
:319 :<lyslie.Dr~,E~I, Oe~uf(r. S 5~467S.
• 'j-hy ft 3R.- P~n Ld. P~I, Btl. BO, fR'40. ]
prefr 10 b (;erman in Pan. P~n Ld, ]R, BBand
FR·40. Lind",y Ulnk. 41 RJIjer Dr.. ChJrl"
IOn, SC 2(405)~7~4~·""~3~7. _
Ftf opp"n~nt' wante.! for alm",t Al gJI"S
Would lik tn form • cub in t.:nowilk. Oak
Ridg~. \lr~,,'jk area. Jim Durnel. 61~ ('ret
wood. Cinlon. TI' (bI5) -.l57)b85.
Wi f anyboy iBB;ii7'u(l. t.:r ••g. Pan.
:<lid oany olh,'r Al gmo, ("h( your o"'n
;e. Il g anp"he • in PlnJm (ounly. ~I,1
Pai'1I1. Rote 10. Col\·i<,. TS (6151
57-976.
Jusl m{n'ed to :<Imphs area. Wilin!!: 10 ftf mol
any pmt'o Ha"" many. Da.id Blown. RI. ~. Bx

~~':;a~~I ~~},~:i~~~IO;. ~~;:~~~' t~:~i~~1~5;:ale
Also pbm P~n. I have kit Ken Dal. ~~O N
!rdue .108, OJk Ridge, TI' .178.0. 4113-52~7.
wtftTp<inents in Amario or Luhhaek
'I •..phen V. ('ole, IHO P~rr. Amarli". TX
3S~..2163.
'am •..r ;n EI Ps :; wanl,'t!. Pm Gel, At.:,r•d. W"nIIOSltl dub in EI P1Isarea. Fl. Blis

popl • wanl• d for opponents too. L~r L Bost.
10S ('aIJln~, Apt. 1', EI Pas TX 7992S,
77881.
"now ne W1Yfor pb wilhot using kit ~nd
.ny one uOk place. Will pbm 88, DD, AK,
Grd. TAC u.inJ n•..w pbm syu •..m. Wa~'n' H,<'
mans. Roule I, Box I:S, Forn,>·. TX 7SI~6,
722-S7I)S.
Ab(· •.. a~er"!!:~pl~yer-rO y". old. Wil play flf
RW, 176. B!ilz. Pan. DD anil Bis. An)' dub!
,round? Tim Da,·is. 1477 (~rkreS. Hou~tr.
rx 497-2316.
la[ted: Info on al)' w"r gaming dubs ir.
lou,Ion. I ~m 15 "nior ~''~rning for opponents
Wi I~rn any gam. in cub. Brent Wornal. 90~Mo•r, Hou~lon. TX ·17.86).
No.·i •..wants pbm Kre!!:. (-.~-,-. G-"-'.-'-·j-"-,.-,
1In)'sie. Win UWarme SO"ely pia" Cna.:1
mt'. Any ,,'argm"n in AUSin area? Larry While,
P.O. Box 8.1.1,pnugrik, IX 786,o. 8.16501 ~.
Wanl•..d; Ft opponent in Annandalt' ."'. for \
:.n'rg" pl~yer of hif'h schol a!e in DD, FR'40.
Luf. Mid. 1914. OUI. Pan and others. Also pbp. ,
Thom C"rlin, !~J5 Tol H'Hs Kd.. Ann"ldak.

I~~~~:)~~;':e.!ISfo the Wa~hinilon Gamcr i
I\s,eution. Al w~tgJme~ I'la)·ed. Rob,'1 Bau.(0Cr,t"'ood Dr.. Alxandra. VA
~tf opponenls wanled. P","r no~i •.. to avr~~,·
ales Wil karn to play any gme. Can only play
Sun. and :<Ion. !aw FR'40. RW, Bllz olher
Hug Ha~'""'·orlh. Ep;'pal Wgh Shool. Akx·
.ndr. VA.
~io~nl ••nder ''a7Y •.•nogh to p1~' Pan. Pm
Jny sde an)' st~lion. Riky Sanders. J77
Sminary Rd., AI,andria. VA ~2JO. 3701 IS.
Phmopporenlswa"t~dto~~
Rick)' Thompson. ~~5 We'lwlud. Oan.ile. VA
!4541. 7<J-(J~I.
Desire sucers for ff pla~'in~ in I~n Ld. AK
Gr~d. fR'-.lO. Wat. Oill. [t. ~I,'had ala. 3:07
Trveer 51., Fairfax. VA 5'1-.1941
hprt pla)','r 01 adull ag "ek ali •..d phm
Jppn •..nts for 3R and Anlio '74. D••an ~1Uer
8701 DU\'1I151.. Fairfx. VA ~~OJO.
Fnrihburg club "'ant "'arpm •.•n of aU aiS
Ro• r .\llkr. )07 Lt',,'is SI.. Fredrkkshurg. VA
~~-.lOI,]73-70~4.
V• tcran war~~I •..rn'-o-ki-'.-'~"-,-m,-·'-"-' ~,,
"l'pol1en" in Hampln ..:\cwpor :\•..ws are~.
e,pec"ly for,R and ]76. KUhrt J. B~)ma. 9
Twill Lakes (ir • laml'lon, VA. xJ!·7]'7.
Ibm opponent~ fo AK. GUJd o Gdl .re
wanlee.!. Als. tl any Al W"r jame. Any duhs
• rund? SI".h,·n Oli\'r. 1307 \ormac Rd.. Rkh·
mond. V,\ :.1~~9. ~8~.511
Good gmer tJI d,'Sires flf opponent for .-\H
pm •..s including FR·40. DD, \Ii. 176. an)'
ather D• ilhl E. Ibm"r, 977 S. Cu,bo", Rd.•
VA Ika.:h. VA, -.1:7-1075.
Whkh of ~'ou Adolf Hitler undertudies .oul
like 10 II' eonqu••ring Ih•..world again? Pbm 3R
u~ing lexagonal plm CRT Jne.! impro. • as ••..
play. bnny Johnsun. St Rt. 1. Box -.110.Bdfair.
WA 985~X. (RS-J~8~.
AI'era~e I'lYl'r of J.t ~ehoo\ age desiril1~ flf
opponent' for 1.11. 177h. Lut. FR40. RW. AK
DD, BB. G\'I. AI" phm DI. ~Iik•..RidderbushI.:~]N.L Illh. Bdknle. \,1.. SIJ--.lJ.
(OmPUler analY7•..d Nind Pan.•• rro~ minimizcd
rlc nejoliahe. pbm Iorms a\ailabk brge
doubk ~\ml ~df addr•• d •..nvlp ror in·
formalin. Mikt' Pime. 1507 S. ~4~nd. Kenl. WA
<)80]1 CO) IC4J50.
Avr!!:e adult desir pbm oppnents for AK, BB
C• u. Wal. Mike 1. Cohran, 14~7 Rihe C.,
~ihland. WA 9935:. <4h9~S6.
Al1yon•• warn" \lei beal? FI1 At.:. HH. DD. Go.<
Lllf. ~jid. 1';1, Know many olhers. Am wiing
to lear, Any"'w from Monre-Sn"hori,h are"~
Gtig Bakkin. IS030 1~8th 11.. SF. Snohomish.
II'A.7·)-.I-5S:4.
Smal grup of fana1 •• slartin\l wafm • club in
Sall" a,,·a. We neN m•..mbr. oppn"nls and
~'or Iho¢>h on id"a. PI'"' cal owrl": Da\'i
Russ"! 79~b :Olh SW, Scn] •. W.-\ 1)110.
P~ ..54~7.
WJnl•..d desprldy. oppnenls in Huntinglon WV
al •..J. IHonl>·. Il pb) juS aboul anylhing. Als
n••ed hep "'ilh "n •..xlelsi.'e -.I.pla~·t'rn• .ork o(
Hlin. Doug B"t.'. 1~J Ch"rleslon A"e .• lunl
in~ton. WV ~5701, 5~5-<696.
Wont pb'l or fr Kri~g. !A ol'Ponelt Eld~r
8Jrtoll. 717 Town(ill•.. I, Bdoit. W! 53511,
Jb~-55 19.
Wantd: oppon •..nts for Luft. Bliz. fair pla) ••r.
tourn Lun. Tourn BlilL. Want to join •..Iub or
,Iart on•• \rlil pr; •.. of kil. Phm. fir Roh
hba'-l)n,ki. 5110 S. Inian A.'•....Cudahy, WI,
.81-I<t
flf AK. An1io. 88. Blitl, DD, FR·40. Gu.
Kr •..g. Lufl. Mi. Ian. PJn Ld. RW, Grad. TAC
JR. W~I. ,\Is phr. John We~It·. 1( Hig 51..
Derfed. WI 7(,4-5~44.
Ioohng for f-" -"-"b-,-,-,-,-,-,.-,-",,-, O-D-. -~Ii-d
Kri•g. Wil pl"y ;my 01,". Ste"e Sehindhdm.
870(, W. (ourtbne.! Ale .. Miw;u\". \\'] 53:25.
4bJ-<~!I.
,werag•• adult 11~·•..r lCt.'d. fIr opponent in an~
Al !!:am••. S. P. Bu,-k. 751)S. B.t'rl~·. Casper, W'
2J5-~I-.I~.
: J.H. al pla)·t'r w;..h•..•phm oppnent (or
Pan. RW CG••rman) and Blilz iR.'t!1 Am ,,·~ting
to pa~' half for !ils. Craig t.:urann, RI. :. Box
.20. Coy, WY 0071 587-076.
Opponent for DB IPhm onlyl ,\nd~' W•..bbr. 20
vraydon lal 11• Apt ~04, Don ~lns. Otaro.
l"JnJda
,\\"• rage I'b)er for flf Pan.. ~K. 1t14. BB. AK,
DD. Wril" or phone on weeh'nl". Wil "Iso play
In; war gJm~, >'0\ own. John Hare. <J54Walkly
Rd• Oua" .••Onlario. Canada. 73J-,1 79.
Pm 0l'pn.·" for 8lilz. Pan. Grad "anted
Good adull ply •. al klers wi he answ.'r.'t!. ~I
Slie!!:e. 7 \\'alm"r Rd.. Apt. 19~. Toronlo.
:anada 9~J-J41.
Opponnt fo plm Pan. Or other l.ri.:al • 'e

!m,'S. Ik~' Candians! rri Younj -.18Bi.:ke"on
Crc' •'nl. Wil"wd~1 Onlario, CJnJda :<I~J JTI,
41)],')~6 .
:o,·;e ;f4 n"t'ds pbm opponent for Blilz. S<
kil.als desl"'rJtlyne"d"'''II'tliolill t"Bliu
'001 At.:. 31{. ;I</or Otig. Jon;,th"r Penner, R.K
I. Box II. Lare.!mark,~!nilub;, . .155·4417.
Viions warrior hJ' own foot in hi. moulh!
:eeds pbm or fr opponenl (.f ,,wr abililY "0
mol game"- IJw no kih. Wil I'ar half P<,Ier
Fra"r_ 15 How•" A~••.. Sa"atoon. S~skal,-h"'·an.
Canda S7 ..JSQ, J8~-3-.18.
Adul p]a~'' • "j-, -"'-0-,,-,-,-,-,-,-'-7-6.-'- •.
Anzi ;nd olhn brd~m,'. Snn~' ""ok, (>pl
of Ih)'si, ••, l'BC \;n, • u\er B C~nada.
~7)..]01.
Try ~'our 'In'nglh alain,1 inl•..rn~lional .:ompeli·
tion' Join 1"Jtioll;,1G;nn." {ut for al wargames
- Hidden 1;11 (ub spe.:i"llr! J.Xrr matla'ta'
ti""n ral's re"dt ill J'·'l'r"t,· rating sy,ler!
I'ieholas Palm,'r. Lehwa]d,'e) .1,111. DK·~IWO
L>'ngb~',D~nmJrk.
Wih phm \\-·'-"-"-.'-itz-'-"·/-o-o-lio-,-,'-r-,<,-,.-W-ilj
pi)' ~ilh••r ,id". ha• kil. Kanto ar<,awargmt'n
w~ned flf an)' pm". Tomas Bul•..her. YO~'oi
S-] 1-10. Shi,u~·a·Ku. Tok~·o, Japan )51. 13146141


